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PREFACE

. .

, .

The collection of papers that appear in thii report'is the result N..../

of a collaborative effort among the National Institute of-Education-,
the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, and
students and practitioners,

iof

educational dissemination and school im-
provement

y
activities. Begun in 19,78 Wththe publicatiOn of John Emrick

and Susan. Peterson'T A Sy of Findings Across Five Recent Studies
N. A

of-Educational Dissemination and Change (Far West Laboratory, 1978), an

impressive series of over 30 papers representing the contributions of
many scholars and practitioners from throughout the country has fol-

'. lowed.' Each bf the-pal'ig-s has been related to disemination and the
Am use' of information for theimpeoyeillet.of educational praCtices .

.7 . .

The recently publighed Improving Schools: Using What We Know,.
edited'by 1elf Lehming and Michael Kaneof the National Institute of
Edutatibh.(Sage Publications, 1981) and the selective summary of. that

'volume prepared especially fawr:actifioners; Using Knowledge for
School Improvement: A Guide Educator,, edited by Sue McKibbin,
Ann Lieberman, and David Degener,(Far, West Laboiotory, ,1981) signifi-
cantly contribute to a major goal of this Educational 6issemination
'Studies Program (EBSP) publication,series; namely, to,defirie areas of
agreement and disagreement with the research,' development, and prac-
tice communities on those factors that are most important in supporting
the of 4ducational improvement.

,
a

m. * ..

With the recent shift in federal educational policy toward greater
emphasis on state and local educational agencies and encouraging more
extensive use of,the'capagaties of other existing educational support
organizations, a'syntheTis and .assessment of selected literature des-
cribing the various-major types of educational agencies in terms Of
their school improvement.capvity seemed timely and useful. EDSP pub-

" lished a comprehensive_ review of the literature in this area in 1978
(Paul,D. Hood et al.'; Statewide Educati al'Disssemination Capacity:
A'Reviewof. Recent Literature and Current Information, Far West

1

Labor'atory).- During the ensuing four-year, much-new-research-has- ---- --
been produced, and an updat is in- order.' Moreover, while the earlier
EDSP,reviewybs almost enti ely descriptive,-the current.report goes
beyond'desceiptiorrto:apal is and assessment 'n terms of implications

'for federal policy. Betduse the authors of e ive papers are each
,

unUsti011yPwell-qua,lified.totre\riew and interpret the literature in
T

thei' assigned areas, the tndtvidual papers deserve special attention
oh Ahe part of anyoneseag116'kcogent and useful orientation to state,

t i tertilediate,-or local eacational agencies, colldes of education, or
re nal educational laboratories and,R &D centers as research and
,pra tT

.

ice improvement 4gencies.

.

'

Pdul D Hood
Educati al Dissemination Studies-Program

1'
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0

In the spring'of 1981, the Educational Dissemination Studies pro-
graM (EDSP) proposed to syntheSize and interrelate selected studies and
'research reports describing how various types of organizations dissemi-

. nate infOrmation for school, improvement. The synthesis was designedto
provide the Research:and Educational Practice Unit at thelMational rhsti-
tute Of Education with additional insights into recent research grouped
by five organizational types: school districts; schools, colleges, and
departments of education (SCDEs); intermediate service agencies (ISAs);
laboratories and centers; and state education agencies (SEAs).

1

This ddcument presents five papers, each of which summarizes and
interrelates relevant research. Implications for federal policy_On
dissemination for school'improvement.are then discussed in the papers.
Unique conclusions emerge froM each work:

After synthesizingrecent research"on the use of ex-
ternal resources for school improvement by local educa-

. ,tion agencies, MichaeLFullan suggests four types of
studies that should be placed on the national research
agenda for LEAs.

David Clark provides thorough.summartes and-cross-case
analyses of reseagch reports on schools, colleges, and
departments of edOcation. He concludes that becauie

a SCDEs will continue to play an important role in dis-
semination and scho?(1 improvement activities, descrip-
tive and evaluative data about their activities should
be ,collected.

Carolyn Moran and Larry Hutchins conQude from the rei,
.search that although intermediate service agencies
represent a significant capadity for,':educatiaal im-

,, provement, their future role in the dissemination t
,

r 'process is jeopardized by impending federal .cutbacks
in funding.

Leslie Salmon-Cox traces the development of labs and
centers, recommending that NIE continue the support
for these organizations in order to maintain an
institutional capacity for e cational problem ,solving.

Fn his essay on st;te educat 2agenctes, Henry M.
Brjcke14 argues that federally supported SEA efforts to
improve schools beyond minimum educational needs are not
likely to be maintained by states when federal funding
is eliminated. After examining dissemination as ,a field

1,of study,'Brickell offers implications.forNIE research
on the role of SEAs in dissemination

vii
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Each paper has three components: summaries o research relevant
to the organizationa3 type being cons-idered; a arison of these
research findings and a discussion of their in rr ationshi,ps; and

policy implications for,further research on dissemination and ?thool
improvement. Although,the papers vary in the way they address the
three components, thelessential contents of e ch can be found in every
paper.

The literature included in the five syntheses was selected by
NIE's Research and.Evaluaion:Practice staff in consultation with
staff of the Educational Dissemination,Sudies Program at Far West
Laboratory. The papers are lot intended to provide comprehensive
reviews ofthe literature; rather, their purpose i-to-aRalyze sign-
ificant key.documents of special interest to NIE and dissemination
practitioners. One study, Performers of Research and Research-related
Activities in the Field of-Iducationilly Frankel, Sharp and Biderman4
wad included in several of the review because it surveyed a broad
spectrum of organizational types.

The five papers in this collection offer informative, thought-
provoking,perspectiVes on the roles that various educational organ-

. izations play in disseminating information for sChool improvement:

0
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Introduction.

_

A..' This paper will review and Synthesize selected research studies
on the topic oflocal education agency (LEA) use of,external resources -'
for school improvement. The paper is divided into three main sections.
Section I contains a short summary of four individual research studies,
in which the'main findings of the reports are highlighted. Also in-
cluded in Section I- are a small number of references to other recent
research studies that make an important contribution to the topic under
consideration. Section II contains'a cross-comparison of the four stud-
ies and other references mentiqned in_Section similarities. and
differftnces. While Section I contains,a brief descriptive overview of /
findings, Section II examines cross - comparisons using a more analytical
framework. In the final- section, - questions of definition of key terms,
research gaps, and promising lines.of inquiry are noted for the ,purpose
of suggesting a research agenda onLEAs' use of external resources for
school improvement.

Three other pr im ary comments should be made., First; discussio'n
of the problem of def ning terms like "external resources" and "school
improvement" will be postponed until the final section. At this point,
it should be sufficient to note that external resources include informa-
tion, programs or products, and people relevant to the p'roviiion of as-
sistance for school improvement. -Sthool_imKovement is conceived very
brOadiy, to include' any individual or organizational outcome represent-

% ing an improvement over existing conditions. A second intrOductory
comment: My task was to focut on a small-number of selected reports,

---- not on the field as a whole. A thorough review would no doubt turn up I.-
'more information, although such a review would be complicated by the
fact th&t.LEAL"use of external- resourcet" is 66t-well defined in most
research studies-ciMocal districts.' A third and related point is that
11A use of external-_resources appears to be a neglected topic of study.
if weuse'the LEA as the unit of analysis, i.e., if we examine use
-of resources from the perspective of the LEA: There have been several
excellent studies'of Ae role of external consultants, or of the fate-
of individual 'program innovations, but not of tilt LEA as an entity
vis -a -vis the ecology of resource' utilization.

O
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Section 1. Mummery of Selected Stuies*
, . '

,

The four primary studies.to be reviewed are: Adams's A-Survey.
of the Capacity of Selected Urban School Districts to Utilize'and Dis- -
seminate,Innovat4nsjiG Educational Technology ,(1978j; the Alkin et al.
case ,studies of'flvd4Rhool districts, Using Evaluations (1979); the
Lyon -et al. Survey of Evaluation andlphool Districts (1978); and por-
tions of the Frankel et al. work,on 'Performers of Research and ResciArch-
Related Activities in the Field of Education (1979). Four other stud-
ies will be referred to although not summarized: (1) the Huron Insti-
tute's study on The Role of Evaluation and Test Information in Public
Schools (Kennedy 190)); (2) Bank's extension_of the Lyon study,
School District Management Strategies to Link Testing with Instructional
Change.(1981)i (3) the large-scale Study of Dissemination Efforts Sup-
porting School Improvement (Crandall et ar., flOthcoming); and (4) the.
study of Research and Development Utilization (RDU)' (Louis.and Rosen- ,

bluni,,)981):For fufth-er research see also the chapter in,Fullan (1982)
on the role of_school districts' in educational change, which describes-

. findings based on research in several school districts.

I.Adams. A Survey of the Capacity of Selected Urban School District;
to Utilize-and Disseminate Innovations, in Educational Technology
(1978).

1 r

The Adams study is based on "an informal surv'y of 27 large urban
school districts to inquire about their capacities to adapt, utilize and
especially to disseminate innovations in education" (p.1). A telephone
survey *as conducted, usually focusing on the heads of departments of
planning, research; or evaluation. Adams classifies the districts into
three,groups: those with fqrmal institutionalized processes to identify,
evaluate, and adapt innovaticiifi'.(N=12); those districts in which the
process of knowledge utilization is highly routinized as an ongoing
function of the basic administratiVostructure (N=8);*and those that

. have no formal mechanism for dealing with innovations (N=7): There
are brief commehts'on each district.

The AdamSttudy makes virtually no contribution to our goal of
finding out how districts use resources. The study does'not address

,.--

its own key question concerning the "capacity." Qpf districts to utilize
innovations. The information, presented is extremely supe.rficial and .

r

*Each studyls=summary is'very. brief; providing only highlights. T e
purpose is to set the context for nidre,arialytidal discussion in
Sections II and III.
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seleCtive, the conceptual d-rgtinction between the first two groups of
districts is unclear; and there are really no "findings" beyond a few
ad hoc, undevelpped statements.*

.The report's one substantive contribution' comes in the appendix by
Fleming _which describes a multi -year reform effort in the Cleveland pub-

. lic schools. The description, essentially relating to insularity and lack
of coordinatiqn among major.groups and elements in the change process,
identiffet-a number ,of problems refevant to our review. These problems
include: (1) school planning teams isolated from central district staff;
(2) use of outsi district consultants without provision for follow-
through; (3) sta f elopmerit programs not explicitly focused on the
demands of the.Change rograms, lacking follovftthrough support and evalua-
tion, and conducted in isolation from district'Support staff; and (4) an 0
overall breakdown of the evaluative information-gathering system due to

--_mistrust and lack of coordination. These "negative" findings are con-
sistent with. those from mord="-pesitive" cases referred to later, where
planning, staff development, and information- gathering %systems are
linked moretightly to school imprcyement systems.

r

M. Alkin et a-. Using Evaluations: Does Evaluation Make a Difference?
(1979). : NI*

Arkin et al. conducted case studies concerning the role of evalua-
tion of ESEA Title I or Title IV--C programs in five-school districts.**

..The five cases were selected on the basis: of referrals from professional
colleagues, proximity to the researchers' home'base, and relative,com- '

pleteness of data. An attempt. was madelb-avoid "Showcate" examples.
brief profile of the five districts.(identified by-pseudonyms)._

follows:

4

* The author.notes that the'study was informal and the results tenta-
tive; but in my assessment, there was little we could confidently-
refer to as-"results."

** Title I (funds for programs,for the disadvantaged) andjitle IV-C
(formerly Title III, providing monies for innovativiiprograms) are
funded by the federal .governmerit-and,administered through state de-
partments of edudatOon. EValuationof the programs is a requirement,
for the receipt of funds.

5
1
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Figure 1. Profile of Districts

. District Population

11.
Bayview McNaught Jr.

Iigh, 11.50

students-(65%
black, 22%
Mexican-

. American,
13%,white) ,/

Valley_

Vista

Sier'-ra EleMen-

,tary School,
°780 students

(70% black-,

11% Mexican -

American,
16% white,
3% Asiani

Rockland . Five of 13 ele-
mentary schools
in the district
qualifying for
Title I (mostly

white, 12-15%
Mexican-American)

Clayburne Edison High

School (up to
250 students,
mostly middle-

, lower -class

whites; minority
enrollment "well
below city average")

Garrison McNair Elementary Alternge Language
School '(1200 stu- Strategies for the

dens,-up to 540 Second-Language
involved in the pro- tearner (Title IV -C --

gram; population 99% a bilingual'proram
Mexican-American designed to involve

with large percen- students in the de-

tage monolingual velopment of bilingual-

Spanish speaking in bicultural materials)

early grades)

MORE (Mottvation
for Retention- -

Title III/IV-C.
project designed
to reduce truancy
and &opout'by
":improving'o'verall

academic achieve-
ment and general
learning environ-
ment")

IGE (Individually
Guider! Education,

Title I program;
IGE is a program
designed to im-

proniachieveMent
through individu-
alization.)

K-LEAD (Title.I
program; a kinder-
garten learning
diagnosis and reme-
dial program-involv-
ing 120 children- -

24 from,eaa of the
. Title I\shools)

Outreach (Title III/
IV-C project--an ex-
perimental alternar
tive career high
school focusing on
career training, on-
the-job training, and
placement)

Primary Mover
.

IIiikit

'ncipal, V-P, and''

te chei--counsellor
king with dis-

.

..
trict's special
projects office
wrote Title IV-C
proposal /

. _

6

Unclear. Apparently
district.administra-
Ajon brought IGE to
the attention of
Title I scools and
principal nd* staff

of Sierra decided
to adopt it

District requested a
school psychologist
to write a prciposal

and direct implemen-
tation of the Title
I program. Close

working relationship
with principals

District evaluator
wrote proposal,
associate superin-
tendent strong pro-
ponent

t

School principal and
a teacher wrote
Title IV-C proposal
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It is very difficult to summarize the main - findings of the Alkin
case studies. The five cases by definition used external resources for
the funding of programs. In four of the five cases (the exception_ being
Valley Vista IGE), the proposals were written by personnel intern-al-to
the district. It is unclear, however, how much use was made of external
information, ideas, and the like in the preparation of theSe proposals.
The use of external resources for staffdevelopment is also not clear,
although staff developmept was part of each program. The question of
resource utilization is fuither complicated because there were At, least
two separate but.overlapping-aspects in the cases--one pertaintngto
resource use for program adoption and improvement, the other tq the .

more specific question of evaluation utilization (the primary interest
of Alkin's study).

Alkin and associates do a, nice job of identifying the multiple
facets of evaluation use. They found that the foriilal evaluation re-
ports were used actively in only two of the cases'On Rockland, in mak-
ing decisions about program continuance; and in Garrison, in altering
community, distrdct, and funding attitudes). In'every case, Alkin
found that informal evaluation activities'(mini-reports, feedback
sessions, informal discussions with evaluators or among users) had a
variety of impacts on program leaders and participants, although it
was difficult to identify the influences precisely.

Finally, Alkin et al. list eight categories of factors that they
believe affect evaluation utilization: (1) pre - existing evaluation

bounds (e.g., mandated requirements), (2) orientation of the users-
(e.g., information interests of risers), (3) the evaluator's approach
(e.g., involving users, facilitating use of information), (4) evaluator
credibility (e.g., specificity of credibility vis-a-vis the prog-ram),
(5) organizational factors (e.g., district oftfce/school site interr.
relationshipwhich incidentallyjn most case was not very,close),
(6) extra-organizational factors (e.g., community and government agency
influence), (7) information content and reporting (e.g., format and
substance in terms of test data,. program implementation'information),
and (8) administrator style (defined as organizational .skills and ini-
tiative).

We will have more to say about the Alkin report in,Section'II, but
all in all it was not intended to zero in on external resources and
their impact on improvement. Therefore, while some of the findings
are relevant to these topics, the relationship is not systematically
explored

C. Lyon et al: Evaluation and School districts (1978).

Lyon et al. were interested in the existence and role of evalua-
tion offices in LEAs. They conducted a nationwide survey of 750 LEAs
with student populations of 10,000 or above. Among the main findings:

7
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Only 43 percent of the 750 districts had a central office
responsible -for program evaluation. (the percentage may L

increasing with most units established since 1970);

Only 26 percent of the units-that did exist reported doing
all of the district; evaluation - -in the rest of the cases,

other units in the:ce,ntral office alsb "conducte valuations;

Evaluation units,received about one third .of their funds
from federal and state sources, and two thirds frOm local
sources; -

About half. of tRe'untts did not spend'any money on consul-
tants (relying entirely 'on district personnel);

About 75 percent, said that'testing studehtachievement was
the dominant activity-

here was little evidence that achievement scores or other
valuation datA,a/ere linked to instructional improvement

procedures;

..

Evaluation heads were more likely to identify additional %

staff, increaqd-access to computer time, and information
about effective:evalua0on gactfCes as'more important
than staff development, commenications,- and organizational
changes:

Lyon et at also found that only 38 percent of the evaluation
units were located in Zhe instructional division (as distinct from be-
ing located in the administrative division, or being totally separate)..4,
Thus, 62 percent of th units were not in the "instructional line"
(p. 36). Of the district- evaluation repor0 examined, only 17 percent
described program implementation. Finally, evaluation personnel spent
60 perCent of their,t4mt with administrbtive clients"(superintendent

ers, principals, and parent groups. Time spent wit teachers/princi s

board .members, federal/state -agencies) and some 40'percent with teac

. was devoted primarily4to insrvice workshops, i o ing them about t
-administration and interpretation.

In short, there 4,as little use of external resources and limited
intra-district coordination of evaluation and program improvement

activities.

J. Frankel et al. 'Performers of Research and Research-Related
Activities in Vie Field ofEjucation (1979).

Portions of tile-retearch,by Frankel et al. (1979) provide Some '/-\
useful descriptive-bverview infairmation relevant to our interests
(but.again, directly Belated details are limited). , Frankel et al.

0

8
4,mm
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condu6fed a na0oriwide census of organizations performing edutational
research, Idevelopment, dissemination, and evaluation.. Their final sample
consisted of 1,530 insgtutionsipthe public, academic, and private
sectors. The pvb -i'ic sector introded 37 state'education agencies, 193

Intermediat&Igrvice agencies, and 401 school districts (minimum enroll-
ment: 10,04). .The report contains some interesking comparative analy-
ses, but t will confine my summary .-Eo some of the findings most relevant
to local sehbol districts: . °

.
Of the total $734eilillion spent on(RDD&E in fj scal year
1976-77, $54 million (or seveirpercent) wa§, spent by thr--
local distridts.in:Ahe sample.

,In the public sectori over 80 percent of the funds for
`research came .from the federal (4Fpercent)-or,state (35
percent) levels. .1

About two thirds_of the 401 districts spent less than
$100,000on educational RDD&E (19.districts spent more
than $500,000). r-'

/ One quarter of the,districts'doing RDD&E had no full-
.

time professionals conductillg those activities, and
-another quarter had only one full-time professional.

. Seventy percent of the districts conducted fewer than 10
projects during the year.

Projects, in the public sector,=as would be expected, cony
centrated.on development and evaluation projects as
distinct from research.

? Frankel et,al. conclude that only a small number of districts
,CondUct development and evaluation:projetts:* and speculate that the
use of results .(to adopt, modify,.disContinue programs, etc.) is less
likely When.'1O-itls are not conducting evaluations, i.e., in situations
where either'no evaluation is being conducted or where' RDD&E is carried
out by those outgide the district. They imply that more locally based
projects would' bet,desirable (p.2185). Of course, the more fundamental
question is: 'What are ther:44,Aacteristics of effective district'RDD&E
bjeCt compared to less effective. ones? This question of effective-

tqa. beyodd,the-scope of the 'research by Frankel et al., but`their
qain conclusion--that school districts do not conduct much development
and evaluation resear0--,is congruent with other research findings
(e.g., Lyon et al. ).'

*The researchers note (42,185) that Over one third of,school systems
reported zero RDD &E activities. This presumably refers to the largdr
sample they began with, of which only a certain number met their crf-.
teria. In any case, their sample was-selected on the basis of prestimed
involvement in RDD &, and,even with this select sample the activity is
concentrated in a smaller number of districts;

9
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,Other Studies

M. Kennedy et al. The Role of Evaluation and Test Information in ,

Public School's (1980).

A. Bank. School District Management Strategies to Link Testing with
Instructional CHange,,(1981).

. -
. .

D. Crandall et,al. Helpin Schools Get Better: Strategies for School,

Development in the 80s (forthcomins* g).

N

K. S. Lsvis and S. Rosenblum. Linking R&D with Local Schools: A
1

Summary of Implications for D=issemination and school Improve-:
Ment Programs (1981). r

There are four other,studies relevant to local distric- t improve-,
ment proces'ses to. which/I woultHike to refer, althOugh it wi 1,1 not

be.possible to, mention more than a few highlights across the; studies.*

Kennedy et al'. (1989) set out to identify "exemplary school dis-,
tricts" noted,for their use, qf test information to improve ins4ruct n.

One hundred eleven districts were nOmiuted, from which-the researChe s
selected 18 for closer study. Kennedy et al.stress.two majOr una

..ticipated 'variations in the d4strictse:

1. One important variation related to' the

ization of decision - making strategies incorporating
;available data; the Oictice of collection and applying
various kinds of data pervaded the decision-making pro-
cess of several districts" (p. 16). Many of the ex6M-
plary districts systematically collect ¢d and used data.
The norm was to discuss issues in relatioq to research
data.

2. Districts varied in, terms of the plisence or absence' of

major changes. One half _of the distOcts were experienc-
ing at least one major change (Strikes, reorganization,
desegregation, crises with superintend ts). Major

changes unconnected with the program we -fairly "no
and affected whether and how informati could be useb.

a

*tly brief comments merely introduce
IP

these other studies-. The original

feports should be examined directly.

H 0
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At the dirict level,four program themes recurred (p. 47 ff.):
,

1. Authority. District program directors frequpntly said
that they lacked sufficient authority to supervise pro-
grams for which they were responsible.

24 Compliance. Program directors were frequently occupied
by providing compliance data to extRrnal agencies (state,
federal), with little time for interacting with users and
focusing on program improvement: (See Elmore [1980] for a
dis4osion oy compliance versus capacity.)

3. undia Program directors were frequently preoccupied r
with establishing and maintaining funding, and with'stav-
ing off budget cuts including complete elimination of
their programs. (This was especially true for projects
that depended on external funds, but was also the case for
those involved in competition within the district for
local funds.) .

..

4. Program improvement. 'In 10 of the 18 district5, program.
* directors gave leveral illustrations of how they used

data to bring about program improvement.

At the school building level, twb-issue in partitular emerged
from the Kennedy study. First,i.in nine dist icts, school staff indi-
cated that implementation pf.dittrict polic es was a major problem
(p.. 67), especially because of ambiguity in the policies and/or diffi-
cultieS in providing requested data.' (In this case, greateremphasis
on data without corresponding assistance created many more problems
than it solved. Concerning " external use," it is also important to .

note that in.this equation, the dWricf:office is the external
agency and Ipe school the internal one.) Kennedy also found that at
the buildiglevel, few interviewees had any data 11 all on building-
level issues, and hence few used- =data to resolve problems (p.129).46
(See Neumann's [1981] parallel paper which provides some examples 7
effective use of data by school principals.).

Lastly, as in.the Lyon researeh,.Kennedy and her colleagues found
very great variations in the kinds of information gathered and in the
way in which districts were organized.' One urban district had five-
evaluators, another slightly smaller district had over 100; one dis-
trict depended entirely on federal money for its evaluation budget,
another for, only five percent; some evaluation units designed most of
their products for use by the centrals office, while others saw teachers
and principals as their primary clients.

In'a follow-up to the Lyon survey, Bank (1981) conducted extensive
field work in six school, districts selected because of their reputation
for lcnking testing or evaluation activities With instruction. Some
familiar findings:

A
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Alisix dii'rIcts were

,

"in the rnid'st of tumult and 6rob-
lems" (p.' 4), e.g., desegregation orders, large popula-
tion shifts,' new immigrants with languages-other than
Englishl-: .-.

.

. .

00-
,

.

o Ih four, of the sixdtstricts, testing programs had been
developed in response to federal or state funding.

, .

.

. Three conditions were present to varying degrees in
all cases. Bank refers to these conditions as the
sine qua non of delta -based instructional change strate-,

. gies: (1) motiNation or the presence of-a strong incen- -, .

tine to makeimprovements (e.g.., frustration and concern
about low achievement; board policies, parent pressure,.
federal or state requirements, or other external pres-,

. sures to change); (2) the presence of idea champions--a
small groukof key people in.the district who cared and
persisted in advocating the use-of test information'to
imprOve instruction;_and (3) a coordinated delivery sys-
tem--instead of autonomous units with little interaction,
the six districts evidenced coordinatjoCand interaction
among divis s, units, and Schools in the collettjtn and
use of testin information. e districts ranged in the
formality vers s informality o the coelinating system,
but, all' s x d' tricts were cha acterized by frequent
interaction nd flow of communication and information.*

9

Bank discovered three fferent management apprpaches
toconnecti .tingan instruction: -(1) a personnel
or staff dev opMent stra (two districts); (2) a
building-lev 1,problem-sOlvin strategy (two districts);
and (3) an ins uctionally ori nted objectives-based
strategy.. Bank s that so e districts used mixed

. approaches, but that most had a fairly coherent' primary
strategy.

The finaLLWo references (Crandall et al., Louis and Rosenblum)
represent an important shift in relatiion to most of the'above studies,
becaus:e,they focus on the broader topic of innovations and school im-
provement rather than on the role of evaluation. Crandall et al. are
just. completing a large- scale study of Dissemination Efforts Support,,'
ing School Improvement (DESSI). Among other things,.they,have investi-
gated the adoption, implementation, and impact- of National Diffusion
Network progrIris, Title IV -C, Bureau of Education handicapped programs,'
and state education innovatfVeftgaojects. They harried out surveys as
well as 12 case stqdies, and were able tof"triangulate" and cross-

.

compare many. of their findings. Their study is comprehensive and

*Note that it is the three Conditions in combination that are- important.

/



detaile4 in analyzing the processes of improvement, OM pd-option through
imp-lmentation-and impat,,,;and jn studying intra- and'inte'r-level
relationships at the cYassroom/school,-distritt, state;saild federal
levels. 'The final report and full findings are not yet,available,
and the study is in any case much tod comprehensive to'discuss imany
detail in this paper. Suffice it to say that the stu4 deals exten-
sively with 'how and why school districts addpt new programs, and with
the-varioft kinds of internal (district) and external,support and_ /

technical assistance necessary for implementation.:
('

The.study documents several -types of seccessful outcomes. The
ings are coTiSistent Witt'the research discussed jn this paper, but are
muCh more specific and explanatory,:as-regards_the'eventsTand processes
of educational change (se also Fullan, 1982). .More to the point, the
DESSL research demonstrates that there a-re-useful'programs, information,
and technical assistance externally available for school districts; that--
effective use depends on a combination of factors related to certain
school and school district capacities interacting with external resources;
and that when these external resources and internal orientations and ca-
pacities are combined; positive school improvement outcomes occur. The
DESSI study,-in short, is :thee most direct research examination of .the L

factors related to the toplc_ofthis paper, (I refer to it again in
Sections II and III, but a syStemattc-interpretation must await the ar-
rival of the full report.)

A second valuable, large scale study which has become available_
4 in the last Ox months is the research evaluation of the R&D Utiliza-

tion (RDU) Program (Louis and Rosenblum, 1981a, 1981b). The RDU research
is important because it addresses multiple aspects of resource support
(including both product_ process support) and improvement outcomes
(use of new produ ts, inceased problem-solving capacities).' is also
a well-designed nd -documented.piece of- research. (See Louis and Rosen-
blum,11981a], f an overAwk of the project findings and reports;)

The overa 1 objective of the RDU Program was to help schools clarify
and solve local robleMs through the use of external resources (products
and technical assistance). Seven,major projects were supported by
RDU Program (The Northwest' Reading Consortium, the NEA InserviceEdu6a-
tion Project, The Consortium of the.lgtwork, Inc.,,and four projects
operated by the state education agencies,of Georgia, Pennsylvania, Flor-
ida, and Michigan). More than 300 schools participatedlin the program,
which was funded for a three-year period.

4
Only a=few of the basic finding) will be listed here:

1. Approximately 75 '-percent of the schools successfully
adopted and implemented new programs and practices,'
externally developed products were found to be very
relevant to the needs of schools.

2. External human assistance was found to be very
' important, if characterized by intensity (frequent

interaction), initiation as well as responsiveness,

A 13
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and the ihvolvemek of a variety of external agents
rather than only one.,

3.- Interrial problem- solving activities wee important if
the following elements were included: an emphasis on
building consen9us and "overship" tbrough.communicatiOn
with teachers not on the'teaQ; a strongly_ c'ommitted team
.leader; explicit attention to plannihg and implementation;
and 'strong but tactful intervention by'the field agent,,
who couldcorinect the schools with necessary resources.
A small amount of external funds.($1,000-$8,000 per .
site) was used at each site, primarily to provide re-
lease time for teachers,on problem-solving teams. ,

/-

Louis and Rosenblum draw several 'conclusions. First, the com-
bination of technological and people/Process support is crucial; it
is important to provide support for high levels of effort and broad/-1
inytilvement in a problem-solving process designed to'decide on and.
implement new programs and practites. As to the RDU Program's twin
goals pertaining to new product unhand increased,problem-solving
capacity, the researchers found relatively high degrees of success
in the former but much less evidence of success in the 'latter.
Three years was insufficient to incorporate problem solving that
linked intra-school processes with external resources.

Let us..gow turn to a more analytical treatment of the studies.

AID
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Section 2.- Cross-Study Comparison

In the four main stddies!..reviewed, the major variables of interest
are not isolated and examined directly, so a formal systematic compari- t
son is not possible. Tire facilitate some cross-study 'comparison, I have

organized this,Aection into two parts.; The first presents a,simple
analytical fr.imework for considering some findings the several

'li'stsstudi?s. The second part 'li'sts some dilemmas, gaps, and unknowns--the
lAter providing a link to the concluding section of theyaiker-in which
some policyfresea'rdl agenda recommendations are made.

Framework and Findings
I

Figure 2 represents ,an overview of the elements1of the change.pro-

..

cest in relation to external resources, school district' factors, and
improvement outcomes.

F'i'gure 2. Elements in the external resource/
school district improvement process

Internal

School District Factors'
/11. External Resources

Commitment of leadership
to improvement

Explfcit coordination
and problem solving at .

district and school levels

Staffdevelopment of ad-
ministrators and teachers

-
.

Evaluation/data gathering
linked to use for improve-
rnent

Crisis events tE

.

,

Phases of the Change Process

Adoption Implementation Outcomes

Funding

Information/
programs

Technical-

assistance/
staff devel-
opment

i

.

Funding

.

Information/
programs

Technical
assistance/
staff devel-
opment

.

4

Funding tl

Information/
programs ,
.

Technical
assistance/
staff devel-
opMent

.

,
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The logic and main concepts of Figure 2 require some comment.
First, external resources are clasjified according to three types:
money, information or programs, and technical assistance. This divi-
sion closely parallels Louis and Rosenblum's' threefold classification
of resource support in terms of fiscal strategies:technological
strategies (information, materials, products,) and process/people -

strategies. Thus, school districts' use of external resources can A
be conceived ofias involving none,.one, two, or 'all three types of
resource support.

Second., there are different phases of the change process. Dis-

tricts are sometimes exploring, considering, or making decisions about
neAdiretctions or programs; "a "doption" refers to what. happens leading
up to the first use of new ideas in pra.ctice. "Implementation" consists
of all those events and'activities designed to support actual use of;
ideas from the time of first attempted use until the new ideas or prac-
tices are routinized or rejected--a period nearly always covering more
than 'one school year. "Outcomes" refers to a variety of consequences
resulting from the, implementation phase. Crandalldall et al. (forthcomng)
identified and assessed five type's of outcomes:. degree of implementa-
tiOn of ,a new practice; attitude towar0,the practice; impact on students,
teachers, and the organization; instiLuionalizatton; ancPattitude toward
school improvement.a Louis and Rosenblum (1981a, p.11-149) identified a
somewhat\kiMilar set, of six outcome/,: organizational change, scope of
implementation, incorporation of the product, incorporation of a problem-
solving process, problem'resolution, and personal impacts. Note that
the three types.of external "esources may (or may not) be available.
Or used (to support and/or assess what is happening) at each of the
three phases of the change process.

Third, characteristics of the district determine to a great extent
whether and how the district combines external resources with 'i-nternal
resources and procedures. Indeed, these characteristics are so'power-
ful that if they tend strongly in the negative direction, no amount of
external resources is likely to result in significant improvement; and
if they tend strongly in the positive,directiop,districts can bring
about major improvements in the absence of signi+Icant outside support. -

In between these two extremes, the right combination of.eXternal re-
sources can help districts to bring about posit change, `84id in many

lft circumstances small amounts of external resources can make a critical
difference. Whatever the situation, the characteristics of the district
represent very important variables which heavily influence external
use,.internal procedures, and consequently school improvement outcomes.

Using this framework as a point of departure, what are the main -

findings from the.studies in Section 1? These main findings, 'with cor-
responding references, can be summarized as follows (organ zed under
the three categories):

External Resources

1. External funding does play a major role in providi
resources for program innovation, evaluation, and

16
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improvement - re'l'ated ac44vities. 'Six of the eight

studies--Adams and L'yon being the exceptions--indi-
cate the presence of major external resources.

2. There.is-some inditation that informatjon/program
resources combined with technical assistance /staff
development resources are necessary for improvement
to 'occur (Crandall et al., Louis and Rosenblum);
stated differently, one type of resource without the
other may not have much impadt.Inclusion of the
third resource--funds--by itself does not mean much,
unless the funds are used to purchase program and
-technical help.

LEAs

3. Although there are no thorough studies of Lse'of ex-
ternal resources, there is considerable evidence in
our studies that most districts do not carry out
systematic program planning,--implementation, evalua-
tion, etc., either through the use of local resources
or through obtaining external resources to support
these activities (Lyon, Kennedy, /rankel).

4. The smaller proportion of districts that are success-
ful ("exemplary") possesi-some common properties:,
.commitment of top leaders and other key advocates;
an explicit coordinated delivery system or plan for
problem solving, collecting and usio.information,
.etc., to bring about improvement; staff development
and other forms of technical assistance-and support
from both internal'and external cdnsultants; proce-
dures for using program information and other evalua-
tive data; crisis events as common occurences which
either generate pres1ure for improvement (incentves)
or interfere with plans for improvement by diverting
.energy and attention (Bank, Kennedy, Crandall, Luis
and Rosenblum).*

5. Despite some common general properties, variations and
untowenesS in condition) and approaches to improvement

o

lesrramong apparently equally successful LEAs were obvi-
: 'presence or absence of evaluation or other similar

units; differences in how central Offices were set up,
independent of size of the district; differences in how'

*See .also Fullan (1982), Chapter 10, for a review of-the role of dis-
tricts in educational change; and 'our. case study of Adams's district

(Fullan et al., 1978), which takes a thorough and systematic approach
to using,external resources (programs, consultants) for training in-
side teachers and administrators.

17
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explicit the Objectives were,and in how formal the
proRcedures were; differences in primary strategies
(district-wide staff development versus school-based
problem solying versus district -wide instructionally
oriented objectives-based appr'oaches); differences in
orientation of district evaluators or data gatherers
toward external agencies versus central office staff
versus school - based staff; and the presence or absence
and differences in types of crises faced by districts- -
nine of 18 districts in Kennedy's study and six of six' f

in the Bank study were facing major crises of different'
ki,nds.(AlkYn, Bank, Kennedy,. Crandall, Louis and Rosen-
blum).,

Outcomes

6. Except for the Crandall study and the Louis and Rosen-,
blum study, little has been done to relate:external and
district factors to school improvement outcomes. Theset
two studies discovered high percentages of-euvess.
(Several factors should be kept in mind: Success was
related.to the presence of external assist.nce combined
with certain LEA and school characteristics as indi
cated *above; the two Itudies focused on the population
of districts/schoolsthat had selected external innova-
tions, and therefore were working with select samples.)
The conceptualization and measurement of different types
of outcomes are major contributions of these studies.
As for the other six studies, there is either no discus=
sion of outcomes (Adams, Alkin, Lyon, Frankel) or else si

4 there' is a discussion of positive outcomes but without
any formal attempt to represent the outcomes (Bank,
Kennedy).

Dilemmas, Questions, and Gaps

1. We know very little about how LEAs interact.with outside '
agencies (in relation to the three types of external re-
sources-- s, information, technical assistance). Some
studies h e focused on,particular products Or programs
but not on the array of information and products'avaiTL.
able.

2. There is no clear distinction of clients in the LEA,'es-,
pecially central office versus school pekonnel. In

most studies of external resources, we do not get a"
clear differentiation of whether eoch of these two types
of clients benefited or not from access to and use o .

external resources. We also need to examine the ex rnal/,
internal relationship within the LEA'between centra -Off.-

ice and school respectively. (Crandall et al. andAtiquis
and Rosenblum address this question.)

11
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No,

3. Is ft better fOr LEAs to concentrate on adopting spe-
cific external programs or to attempt tomaximize the
range of information flowing into the district? Weiss
(1979), for example, stresses the incremental enlighten-
ment function of knowledge as distinct fromhlts spe-
Ofic problem-solving role.

it betterto'attempt district-wide coordination and
program implementation, or to support individual-sclool-
based development?

4. Is it better to have'tightly coupled, formal integration
and procddures or more, informal interaction and coordina-
tion?

6. What is the best combination of external and internal re-
ts-ources in terms ofrderelOing the LEA's capacity (knowl-
'ed'ge,-skills) to bring about school improvement?

7. What are the relative roles of and relationships between
evaluation and innovation? (Four of the eight studies
examined the role of evaluation, while the other four
involved research or innovation studies.)

There more unanswered questions-that could be. generated, btt
perhaps the above list is sufficient for drawing some conclusions about
future research priorities in the area.

WI
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-Section 3. Research Agenda Implications

The deOnitions of the three main concepts presented in Figure-1 --
external resources, LEA characteristics, and improvement outcomes--are

-not entirely refined, but as a context for future research- they offer
some basic guidelines. External resources,can be defined in terms of
lmoney, information/programs, an technical assistance. In this paper,
'theopee4ional definitions ofEA characteristics, especially demo-
graphic ones,are incomplete; the general list in Figure 1 summarizes

some .f4t.he main LEA characteristics. Crandall et al; and Louis and
Rosenblum have contributed much-needed conceptualization and measure-
ment of Improvement outcomes.

There are four types of studies that I would place on the research
agenda.s.

I

1. Deta4le ase Studies of LEAs' Use of ExternalResources and Related .

rr Inter Processes

By la the most important research priority is.to discover what
the use of xternal resources looks like from the point of view of LEAs
(district and school level included). Taking LEAs as entities, we sim-
ply do not know very much about how they think about external resources,
how they go about obtaining them, and how they use them. There are
studjes°1hat have examined particular programs (e.g., Title I, NDN),'but
these only addrets segmented use of certain external programs; they do
not iittempt to capture the totality of LEA involvement with external
resources. (For example, these studies tend to examine the impact of

vparticular'programs on a district--a kind of outside-in orientation,
as distinct from the.inside-looking-out orientation I am suggesting.)
Thus; my first recommendation is that a small number of very compre-
hensive comparative case studies be undertaken with the explicit
mandate- to identify types'of external resources,,to carry out a care-
ful.study of external-internal relationships and internal-internal
relationships around the use of external resources, and to assess,.
multiple.impacts or consquences.

Two recent'effort§ might contribute very useful research designs
and -Methodologies to such case studies. Moord.and Hyde'(1981), focus-

,
ing'on staff development,'conducted a first-rate.study of all aspects
of LEA activity in three urban districts. They disCovered many com7
plexities, hidden costs, and unrecognized staff development activities.
For example, they fqund 50 times more staff development going oil than
district staff developers estimated. Moore and Hyde did a masterful
job of identifying different types of activities and calculating vari-
ous direct and indirect costs. I suspect that astudy of the use of
external resources in LEAs would uncover similar complexities-and
hiddell uses, and would make a"major contribution to this topic. The

case studies should in particular use fiscal costs (direct and indi-
rect) as a driving indicator, because this would provide more specific

a



information about the use of resources. This strategy is also condu-
cive to the identification_of concrete activities rather than amorphous
generalizations.

A second model with important empirical and methodol,ogical
cations for us is the DESSI case study research of 12 districts. The
cross -site comparison and synthesis of the case studies is especially
useful in suggesting how multiple comparisons can be fruitfully made

/
and displayed. (See Crandall et al. Miles and Huberman have been
primarily responsible for coordinating much of trris research, and have
a separate grant to--d further work on the case study comparisons;
but bear in mind that,, ,eix studies were not designed to do what I am

*suggesting here.) , lir

'In brief, I recommend a small number of case studies (something
on the order of three to six) that comprehensively examine the external
resource use question by taking the LEA as an entity.*

2. Survey or Mini-Case Studies of How LEAs Are Organized for External
Resource Use

All'of the studies that have something to say about how LEAs'are
organized (central office units, district-school relationships, etc.)
comment on the incredible diversity of set-ups even among LEAs
comparable seize. None of these studies, however, was exclusively-inter-
ested'in external resource use; most concentrated on the role of ,evalua-
tion information. It would seem worthwhile to conduct a survey or
series of mini-case studies of a larger number of LEAs (larger than'the
case studies would permit) to investigate how the districts are organ-
ized and what consequences this orginizatio9.bas for external/district
,office relationships? district office/schotl relationships, and external/
school relationships. It is important that this be more than an examina-
tion of the formal organizational charts. The study should ask questions
about the interrelationships,flowing from the 'way in which the district
is organized.. Of course, the intensive case studiei proposed in item 1
would considernese questions, but only for a very small number of
districts. The survey/mini-case studies would include a much larger.
sample (perhaps 50 districts scted to represent different sizes and
geographical locations).

3. A Survey of'LEA Access to and Use of External Agencies"-

It may be that this study could be incorporated into the second irs.

* I have not attempted to summarize th.e main variables that should be ex-
amined_in the case studies, but most can be culled from Sections I and

. Jr and from consulting the Moore,and Hyde and DESSI designs.

** The.NIR InterorganizationaT Arrangements (IOA) research program is ad-
dressing -this issue, though possibly without adequate attention to the
qUestion of variations in access.

J
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recommendation. We want to know about- various types and degrees of
access that LEAs :hav,e to external .agencies that provide one or more
of the three,forms of resource assistance (funds, information, tech-
nical assistanc%).Glven the array of different external agencies
(state departments, intermediate agencies, labs and centers, universi-

,ties, etc.), the research question should .properly be phrased: "What

access to'extg.enal agencies do different LEAs have and what use of
them do they Hike, and to what extent are these fa.Ctors related to
the location of the LEA?" Proximity to external sources and the par-
ticular configuration aro1e of agencies in the accessible environ-

Arent of the LEA wou'Ld be two important variables to study. For this
research, a largei.-scale survey (N=500 or more) should be used.

4. Additional Synthesis of Selected New Research

The main message of our present review'is: There are few direct
studies~of LEA use of external resources. However, it also seems to
be the case,thatmore recent research (cited as our secondary sources-
Kennedy, Bank,.-Crandall, Louis and Rosenblum) has more to say about
LEAs and external resources than do our four primary source's. Since
sqme of this research has just been released--or is not yet available:-
and since amore careful search may identify some additional sources ,

of direct relevance, consideration should be given to a review and
Synthesis of.'sthis.ore recent work. Such a synthesis should attempt
a more formal specification of variables within each category, using
the present revilew as a guideline.

- _

-
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THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, AND
DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION IN-SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT



Introduction

This knowledge-synthesis covers a number of studies that address,
.at least in part, the role of SCDEs (schools, colleges, and departments
of education within institutions of high education)-in the pursuit of
school improvement. These studies empl yed only four independent data
sources.

( 1. The Clark -Cuba study of SCDEs, which was reanalyzed
subsequently by Lotto-Clark concentrating on knowledge
dissemination and utilization.

2. The Frankel-Sharp-Biderman study of research performers
in .education, including SCDEs.

3. The Havelocget al. case studies of three interorganiza-
tional arrangements (I0As)_linking colleges of education
and school districts.

4. TherTDR Associates case studies of three lOAs in Boston,
involving universities and school' sub-districts.

The power of cross-case analysis is liMited here by the small:num,
ber of.data sources and the variability'of those sources,in the _areas
of methodology; organizational,focus, and substantive concentration.
Consequently,, in Section I Otis report will, place greater emphasis on
summarizingAthe individual papers than might otherwise have been called
for. The cross-case comparison in Section II will be organized around
a central table picturing the extent to which the studies cover similar
Nbstantive areas and variables. Data from the studies will then be
used to Addrest SO( questions of special interest to policymakers con-
cerned with school improvement programs and initiatives:

4

1. What As the scope of 'SCDE involvement in school .improve-
ment activities?

2. What organizati610OKi4cteristics seem to influence the
scope or effectiveness of that involvement?

. What incentives or disincentives exist that influence
the participation of SCDEs in school improvement?,

4. What funding sources are used to support these efforts?
A

5. HoW can SCDE actiAtyin school improvement bbst be
described (e.g., in terms of clients, types Of services,
organizational' arrangements to support the services)?
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6. What is the perceived and/or actual level of effectiveness of-
these school improvement activities?

Finally, in Section III, implications will be drawn from this .data base
for further research in the field and for federal/state support of field-
based school improvement programs that involve SCDEs: ----,

The reader should not be misled by the foregoing reflections on
. the narrowness of the knowledge base into assuming that this base was

treated casually. Each of the eight available documents was content-
analyzed using the following framework:

Figure 1. Structure for analyzing literature on the
role of SCDEs in school improvement.

Context

Organizational characteristics
Incentives
Funding sources

Operations

Scope.

Clients .

Type of service
Interorganizational arrangements

0 Effectiveness

Actual

Perceived,

3

SCDE poten-
tialities and
limitations
in school
improvement

Implications for

Policy

Research

(

Every entry germane to these topical areas was identified, coded, ant,
recorded. Tp the extent possible, the flavor of the studies* has been
retained in the summaries and analyses.
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Section 1. Summaries of ive Studies on the Role of
Schools of Education n School Improvement

D.'L. ark and E. G. Guba. A Study of Teacher Education Institutions
as Innovators, Knowledge Producers, and Change Agencies 11977).

Background /Scope ?,

This national study of schools, colleges, and departments of educa-
tion (SCDEs) included in its examination ofrinStitutional productivity
in research aid knowledge utilization the tOtal population of 1,367
SCDEs; a sample of 135 institutional respondents and 1,387 faculty re-
spondents who were queried about institutional missions, arrangements,
and programs in R&D and knowledge utilization; and 20 in-depth case
studies of schools of education chosen onthe basis of typicality and
uniqueness after the normative survey phase,. of the inquiry was completed.

The purposes of the inquiry were to: (1) portray the status of
SCDEs as components of the nation's,educational knowledge production and

utilization (KPU) system; (2) identify internal andexteflal factors af-
fecting that status; and (3) posit most likely and alternative futures
of schools of education in KPU.

a

The focus of the entire study is pertinent to the current pa0r.
The limitations of the data from this study spring from the inability of
the researchers to identify school improvement (knowledge utilization)
activity as distinct from R&D. In the case-of R&D, much of the activity
occurs on-campus or through very-visible arrangemdnts with local educa-
tional agencies. And, more importantly, t4 product-- typically a
Publication - -is easily accessible for examination. School improvement
activities, however, are often not institutionally sponsored; they are
frequently of limited duration (e.g., two -.or three-day consultancies);
and their products are typically difficult to 'trace and assess. This
project was well geared to handle KP (knowledge production) activity;
but poorly designed, to identify KU (knowledge utilization) projects or
outcomes.

Context
...-

.

Organizational characteristics. This study identifies two catego-
ries of organizational characteristics that influence the involvement of
schools of education in school improvement:_ census-like demographic
features and contextual qualities that influence institutional behaviors.

Re§acOing the "census" features, the researchers note*

lo
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Personnel in SCDEs are highly trained and experienced- -
the model faculty member has the doctorate,and five to
10 years of public school experience.

SCDEs are everywhere; there are 1,367'such units. Seventy-
two pdrcent of all four-year institutions of higher educa-
tion (IHEs) maintain a teacher training program.

However, regarding KPU activities, the institutions are
easily divided into "haves" and "have-nots." KPU activity
is concentrated in units with advanced degree programs,
roughly one half of the institutional population.

These institutions do have a quality of organizational life that
influences the activities their members undertake:

*The organizational culture is primarily ideographic, The
role of the professor as private entrepreneur (circa 20
percent time) is legitimated in IHEs,

The organizational mission of SCDEs is to train educational
personnel. "Mistions involVing 'the SCDE in KPU activities
must be considered complemeatary rather than integral to the
SCDE in all but a few such sites (perhaps 50-60 of 1,367)7

VII-10).
a.

School improvement (KU) missions (and, to a lesser extent,
activities) are concentrated in public rather than private
SCDEs.

)

SCDEs are low-status units ;n IHEs.

.
Professors have limited KPU training, little supervision,
and minimal retrainipg possibilities.

I entive . The coin of the realm for promotion, tenure, and
salar rewards in graduate-level SCDEs is research productiVity. School

iMpro ement projects are typically rated as service contributions and
have 'wer priority than either research or Teaching., "Promotion and
tenurg riteria.are applied differentially so that 'wormlike' per-
formaoce n traditional, igh-status areas [e.g., R&D] is sufficient,
but 'supe performance required in emergent and low-status areas
[e.g.,t scho improve nt]" (p. VII=29). On the positive side of the
ledger, professorial personnel are provided with released time to en"- .

gage in KPU programs, and individual consultative relationships between
professors and local education agencies (LEAs) is permitted.

Funding sources. Released time for faculty and the support,of
special bureaus or institutes for'KPU are characteristic of graduate-
level SCDEs. Roughly $23 million to $25 million supporting 1,000 FTE
faculty was invested in these bureaus and institutes in the mid - seven;
ties. At the time, that constituted approximately three percent of the
faculty in,SCDEs.

4 30
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Operations

Most SCDEs are engaged in KU activities through the personal in-
. volvement of their faculties if not through institutional commitment.

Seventy percent of faculty respondents reported that they worked with
LEAs rendering ad hoc services. The inability of thisstudy to dis-
tinguish between KP and KU activities reduced reports on "operations."

4 Since the Lotto-Clark study attempts to tease out the data that applied
specifically to KU, this section Will be expanded in that summary.

Effectiveness

Clark and Guba focus on KPU products visible at a national level.
SCDE contribLitions to knowledge utilization at this leVel were substan-
tial:

Fifty-nine percent of the articles published in practitioner
journals come from IHEs; 90 percent of those from SCDEs.

Universities dominated the production of books in education '

(82.5 percent) and textbooks (72.1 percent).

Presehtations at practitioner conferences were dominated by
SCDEs (35.6 percent) and LEAs (34.8 percent).

No qualitative assessments of SCDE programs. in KU or school improve-
ment were reported in this study, other than those implied by the accept-
ance of KU products by journals, publishers, and convention monitors.

Policy/Research Recommendations

The authOrs review the capacity of SCDEs.in KPU and conclude that
the levels of organizational and individual capacities,and institutional
commitment were high enough to justify the folloWing thr* recommenda-
tions:

1. To sustain the research and development producti, ity of
SCDEs Currently:functioning as "KPU Center" institutions.

2. To expand modestl.rihe'number of SCDEs'Oroducing at the
"KPU.Center"-level.

3. To expand the role of. SCDEs in the federal government's
dissemination in education program (KU). (p. IX-35)

With a focus on (3) above, they suggest:

a. KU capacity-building grants coordinated with the capacity4
building grant program already begun with SEAs and/or the
new teacher center program. These grants might well include
a' local, matching feature which 'could be met by most doctoral

.J
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public SCDEs through their current budget alloCationS td KU
but which would force most masters public SCDEs to support
their KU mission with added 1 cal contributions.

b. Training grants for,students and prtactitioners interested
in building up their expertise in KU activities, perhaps
tied into teacher center programs or at least using such
centers as field sites for internships.

Programmatic s port of some operating KU centers, e.g.,
school study co cils, networks or leagues of schools,
in which the.pres nt level of effective dissemination
activity justifies the investment. (p. IX-37) de

L. S. Lotto and D. L. Clark. An Assessment of Current and Potential
Capacity of Schools of Education with Recommendations for Federal
Support Strategies (1978).

Background/Scope

The purp(Ae of this study was to portray the current effort in KO
being made by schools of education and to project effective' federal
policies to optimize that effort. The population studied was made up,
of 671 SCDEs-offering at least a masters degree in education. A sample,
of 92 schools was chosen from this' population. The data had been gath-
ered in the Clark and Guba study and included institOlonal and facul-
ty questionnaires from the 92 SCDEs, case studynotes'from 1C-and
secondary source data on productivity from the entire population of 671.
Although no new data were gathered in this 'study, some of the data Were
"new" in the sense that they had not been analyzed in the Clark and Guba
study (e.g., open-ended responses from the institutional and faculty

`questionnaires and documents gathered during the case study visits).
Other data appear to be new becausea conscious effort was made at every
step of the analysis to distinguish KU from KP involvements. HoweVer,
weaknesses in the original data-gathering design still caused many of
the school improvement efforts-of SCDEs to.be overlooked.

Context

Organizational cHaracteristici. Demographic features and contex-
tual qualities that were noted in the Clark and Guba report will not be
repeated. The following observations focus on KU or school improvement.

Twenty-eight percent PM of the SCDEs stated.a positive
organizational mission in dissemination and utilization
(D &U). Another 20:percent had mitsion statements that
would be complementary to D&U involvement.

f
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.4, Knowledge utilization activity had a broader base of SCDE
involvement than did R&D, "In contrast with their low-
involvement in R&D activity,the masters public ,s;chool of
education is a rich resource of talent and institutional
support in educational D&U" (p. 33).

The status of ItDEs within their t iversities was not en-

,
hanced by their engagement in'Ichool improvement activities.

Participation -o? SCDE faculty in D&U programs is limited by
(a) the professor as entrepreneur, (b) the professor:as
specialist, (c) the tenured security of the professor, and
(d) the upiversity's collegial governance pattern.

Incentives. Added observations about the effect of incentives on
SCDE faculty participation in school improvement include:

The emphasis on research in the IHE reward system is mot
"adverse to involvement in school improvement. "In only
87 SCDEs did it appear that faculty involvement in D&U
would be in conflict with the formal system" (pp. 44).
In contrast, 194 noted that it was consistently o
portance.

Masters-level institutions have the least difficulty in
incorpoi-ating D&U into their reward systems.

"Freedom of individual choice on the part of professors
in SCDEs increases flexibility in response but impedes
institutional commitment to goal and activity areas",----)
(p. 36).

SCDEs have an advantage over competing,educational agen-
cies in responding to new program areas because of the
SCDE tradition of faculty released time for non-teaching
activities.

Funding sources. Little fiscal data were gathered in the Clark and
Guba study; but bureaus, institutes, and centers were queried about
their sources of support. Surprisingly,lew of the 551 organizational
entities that had been set up to attain KU 'goals appeared to be either
outgrowths of or dependent on federal or foundation dorThrs.

Operations.

Schools of education reported Substantial oper ional commitment-
to school improvement. Three hundred seventy-two OEs (55 *cent of
the population) maintained at least one formal diss mination or util-
ization structure (e.g,; school study council, bure u of field services).
In all, the population was estimated to be operating 551 such centers.
The authors classified the population of schools of education as
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including 90 D&U cenMrs, 130 potential- D&U centers, and 208 schools

,

that Were,.sometimes involved in D&U activiti s.

Schools of educption have tended to be involved, in interorganiza-
ti0a4-trrangements where they are the dominant ox keystone agency.
This reflects the traditional view held by mO3 in SCDEs that they am
imparting information to the practitioners. 'As demands for parity in
school improvement programs increase, schoolsof education'will be
forcedAo modify this traditional view.

Effectiveness

Based on the Koductivity studies summarized in the Clark and Guba,
report, the authors conclude that "faculty in approximately 2,250 SCDEs
are significant- producers of D &U artifacts being distributed to'practi-
tioners and are conduits for the distribution of this material" (p. 24).
On the other hand, many practitioners have negative perceptiont:of the
role that SCDEs play in school improvement, typified by:

sutpicionthit SCDEs are divorced from the world'of
practice;

incredulity about R&D as a vehiclefor educa4100
improvement;

doubts about whether SCDEs have sufficient .interest-pr:
Nekibility t assume newer linking agent roles in s.0i

-` improvement. "/

Policy /Research Recommendations (-

This'was a policy, study that assessed the.likely impact, of various
," federal' policies in D&U on' SCDE involvement in school improvement. The

authors conclode by recommending federal programs of training, capacity
building, and,netimrking in which they-think schools of education should
be involved. More specifically, they recommend:

Training:

The initial emphasis for S
placed on program developme
grants. (p. 47)

D&U training Should be
ants rather than operating

A majorithrust in both program development grants and,
subsequently, training gram's should be placedupon train-
ing for linking agent roles. (p. 48) .

I

I.

The design of a training,support program for D&U in SODEs
should reflect a comprehensive'view of both training needs
and trainers. (p: 48) 1

A
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Capacity Building:

SCDEs should be included as agencies which are eligible
to compete for capacity building grants in D&U. (p. 50)

A P

irA capacity building grant program for SCDEs should inclutk
(a)..grants to SCDEs in which D&U capacity is already well
established and (b) grants to developing institutions.
(SCDEs) which might be encouraged to expand or improve
their D&U capacity. (p. 51)

Networks:

A first step should be the establishment of "network evalu-
ation grants" to assess the effectiveness of intact networks
including SCDEs, LEAs and other educational agencies. (p. 52)

Explicit attention should'be given by such federal programs
as NDN and RDU to creating a mutually satisfactory mode of
involvement by SCDEs in such networks. (p. 52)

A new program of grants should be initiated to provide for
the support of networks operated by SCDEi. (p. 52)

An exploratory design progam...should be initiated in a
fewselected states to experiment with the use of SCDE
faculty as linking or extension agents to LEAs. (p. 54)

4

J. Frankel', L. M. Sharp, and A. D. Biderman. Performers of Research
and Research-Related Activities in the Field of Education T1979).

L. M. Sharp and J. Frankel. "Organizations that Perform Educational
R &D: A First Look at the Universe" (1919).

Background /Scope

The American Registry ofFesearch'.and Research-Related Organiza-
tions in Education (ARROE) project was primarily descriptive--portrayed
by its authors as "designed to provide a map of the universe" (Sharp
and Frankel, p.6). The final product was a .registry of educational
research, development, dissemination, and valuation (RDD&E) agencies.

, From an initial population of 6,300 survey eligible organizations,
2,4 4 organizations in 1,530 institutions. re subsequently determined
to. involved in educational RDD&E.

Fdr the purpose of ou prennt cross-case analysis, the ARROE re-
. port has a pervasive disc lity. There is no way to d'saggregate dis-
semination or school impr vement actOities.from res ar . development,

r
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and evaluation. The authors address this issue on only the most general
level and their conclusions should be noted:

Research is emphasized most heavily in the acadeglic and
private sectors while development and evaluation=sstudies
dominate in public education agencies. Dissemination
emerged as the area of lowest emphasis*, receiving the
smallest allocation of funds-by-performers-except-for

. state agencies and large public school systems. (Frankel
et al., p. ix)

Organizations of all kinds spend only a small proportion
of'their funds for dissemination activities. (Frankel et
al., p. ix)

A,

k
The ARROE study did not have schools of education as its primary

target; SCDEs appear in these data because they are RDD&E producers.,.
When they do appear, 1hey may be a school as a whole, a department, or
a.bureau or center. Thus a single university may have multiple,entries
as academic organizations performing RDD&E.

Context

Organizational characteristics. "In the academic world, most of
the work is carried out in organizations whose primary function is in-
struction..." (Sharvand Frankel, p. 8). ARROE classified roughly one
fourth of thejdentified academic.organizations as -RDD &E specialists.
Most of the involvement was within SCDEs. The pa -time nature of the,
enterprise is emphasized by the size of thB investor t in RDD&E on the
part of academic organizations; 37 percent spent less n $100,000 per
year, 55 percent spent spent less than $250,000 per year, and 76 perdent
spent less than a million (Frankel et al., p. viii). Another view of,
the same basic point: One quarter of the organizations had no full-time,
professionals primarily engaged in RDD&E; 53 percent had five or fewer.

f.

Incentives.' The ARROE data do not directly reflect intra-SCDE or
-IHE incentives for engagement in RDD&E. The authors do note, however,
that RDD&E functions are complementary (not primary) missions in IHEs;
and that across all types of organizations, but especially in IHEs, dis-
semination common staff specialty" (Frankel et al., p. x).

Funding sources. Modest as the investmentiwoy be, "in terms Of
dollars spent, the acadeet sector outdistances the public education and .

private sectors" (Sharp and Frankel, p. 10). In fact, the academic sec-
for accounted for 47 percent of the RPD&E funds reported received froM
various sources (Sharp and Frankel, p. 11). The ARROE researchers note,
"It is clear from our findings that, in the aggregate, state,'interme-
diate, and loCal education agencies have made meager allocations for ..,/

research and research-related activities, aril that relatively-little
truly locally anchored work is being carried out" (SharP,and Frankel,

10).
di"
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Operations

The ARROE prdvidesno descriptivedata on school improvement opera-
,

tions involving tchools,of educatiOn; The report is most usef91 in
picturing the relative scppe of ROD&E activities across a ency types,
e.g.:

4.' .,. .

o The academic sector accounted for 'approximately One half
of the:organi2ations, staff, *fun s involved in educa-
tional ROD&E. .

,.s
.

The,stilicy identified 25 major performers in RDO&E--agencies
with ytarly expenditures of15 million or more. Thirteen
of kbese,were.untiersity-based. Fifty -three ,percent of

%he organizations,exteeding41 million in RDD &E expendi-
t reS:in 1977 were in the, .academic sector.

Policy/Research'Recomdendations

The ARROE, recommendations are chiefly concerafd with further
studies, to wit:

,"
%

It seems clear at:the *tire of ecrucational ADD&F in the
United States i s probably best Understood by.studying, in
depth, a group ,between'200" ane300 perforMers....[ge
hundred to 150 .,these sit'et-- based on the ARROE data,

twould mos ltke , be in academe.] (Sharp and Frankel,

In the academi tor'',,0,61S6 suggest classifying e
organization 4t pe college; school.; division/
depailme insti--uteiZenterYoffVce; and program) and by

whether t orga atfon is specialized-to the field ,of .

educitAn. ,Of,theso'Variables would allow further
studyiof more omogeneous groups and a better sense
the extent to which.interdisctprlinary approaches and
knowle f m fields :other than. education and psychol-

ogy are broughtta upon (the study of topics related
to education. Vrankel et a1., p. -189) ,

37
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R. G. Havelock, A. K.' Hubermpn, N. S.. Levinson, and P. L, Cox. Inter-

organizational Arrangements as an Approach to Educational Practice.
'Improvement (1981).

. M.'Huberrian, N. S. Levillson, and R. G. Havelock. Outcomes of
University- Linked School Networks (1981).

N. Levinson. .School-University Collaboration Supporting School
Improvement: The Eastern, State Case (1981).

Background/Scope 4

-- The Knowledge Transfer Institute (KTI) conducted an 18-month field
study of three interorganizational arrangements, each of whiCh linked
a college of education with a set of school districts. The arrange-

A ments were chosen as being relatively stable (with fotIr or more years
in'operation) and not dependent on federal funding for core operations.
KTI employed interorganizational and knowledge transfer theory as the c
logical structure for the inquiry, and used techniques of investigative
social research in developing the case studies. Each arrangement was
considered "a case"; within each.casel-sub-units Oere studied inten-
sively. Cross-case analysis focused on identification of common varia-
bles in an effort to "4solate 'streams: of antecedent and intervening
variables leading to the principal outcomes",(H,avelock et al., p. 2).
The three cases involved the pseudonomous Eastern State University (an
arrangement between the office of field experience and five county
districts plus three teacher centers); Eastern Private University (a,
venerable school study council that had,been recently revived); and
Midwestern State University (a federation of teacher centers spanning
a state).-

Context

6

A number of contextual items in SCDEs will be described the net
section on operations, since the researchers attempted to link operating
characteristics of the IOAs (including, of course, the schools of educa- a

tion) with outcomes. In this sub-section, however, it is worth noting
that the university context does provoke conflict in incentives and re-
wards' between R&D and service or school improvement. In fact, the.
researchers were concerned that the two do not mix well. In -the most

research-oiiented of the three sites, Eastern Private University, de-
spite the success in revitalizing the school study council there, "the ,

university appears to be reducing its support and reclonneling funds
toward research functions which most faculty covet and. value more highly
than outreach and service" (Havelsck etaal., p. 7). The-stronger,commit-
ment to service on the part of public institutions, noted in,the/turvey
studies, was reflected in these cases.

38 4 7
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Gperatifins
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In this case study, "operat.ions!' refers to the functions of the
interorganizational arrangement itself rather than to those of the
school of education. With a caveat 'about generalizing from three'in-
stances, the researchers note that positive outcomes for the IOA seemed
to be associated.with the following variables:

1. Antecedent variables

a foundation of informal links between school and
university personnel

a positive history of collaboration

goal congruence among member units

agreement on turf

2. Staff and leadrship variables

i r

"homophily" Oyche linking agent and staff at the
school and un sity

amount of influence the linking agents(s) wields(s)
within the university

a valuing of craft knowledge by/'university
participants

3. Project/structural variables
t

formalization of the IdA

fewer but longer-term projects

a multiplexity of ties across agencies; multip10,points
of linkage

a multiplicity of roles played by the boundary spanner
(resource finder, solution giver,,proCess helper)

In terms of the type of service rendered:the inquirers'note that the

modal pattern--and the most successful--entailed,college-based staff
taking on directly a problem-solving role with local'schools and in-
dividual teachers. The knowledge base used here was less scientific
or research-driven than craft-validated products" (Havelock et al.,
p. 9).

Effectiveness

The researchers traded outcomes in five areas: changes in
power. or status, linkage, practice development,capacity changes, and
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'institutionalization. The sites were diverse and the evidence varied,
but most sites exhibited positive status in most,area

Power/status. All sites evidenced some change. -At Eastern State
University (ESU), practitioners felt the arrangement brought districts
into the educational mainstream; both ESU and Midwestern State Univer-
Sity (MU) reported heightened professionalism for teachers.. ESU shoe d
evidence of-enhanced university leverage _in the field. Eastern Private
University (EPU) reported the arrangement served an enrichment funWon
for participating school districts.

Linkage. 411 sites offered some dvidence of improved linkage, e.g.,
/better awareness of needs and resources to meet those needs, or increased
'exchange of ideas and-meterials.

Practice improvement. Although a few examples of positive change
. were noted, evidence in this area was ambiguous. The study had in-

sufficient outreach to document such changes if the, occurred.

Capacity. All sites reported positive changes. For ESU, the ar-
rangement clearly enhanced the university's field-based operations. The
three cases offered evidence of increased actual or perceived problem-
solving capacity in the LEAs.

Institutionalization. A mixedtbag: EPU is an IOA in jeopardy; MSU
is likely to continue at one field site, but not at another; ESU is
likely, to institutionalize at all sites.

Policy/Researdh Recommendations

Their requ ites for effective IOAs reflect the poli.cy recommenda-
tions this team wou d make to schools and colleges. At a broader policy
level, they suggest 'hat:

University - school colla orative ventures can and should
include more an ay transfer of information frdM
a knowledge producing agency to a consumer.

The university is an effective vehicle for practice
improvement, and investments in this vehicle ought to
be made in institutions with strong service orientation
and a stable, active clientele.

TDR Associates, Inc. Case Studies'of Inteorganizatjonal Arrangements
for the Exchange and/or Delivery of Knowledge Resources to Improve
Elementary-Secondary Education (1981). -)

Background/Scope

TDR. Associates conducted three case studies of inttworganizational
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arrangements involving institutions of higher edlicatipn and school'sUb-
distriCts (referred to es the,Boston Pairings). -These particular IOAs
shared five characteristics considered significant by the inquirers:
They were (16) Mcosed (mandatory fonhe schools); (2) externally.Junded;
(3) tripartite (or larger) in membership; (4) decentralized and semi-
autonomous; and (5) focused on educational excellence and equity.

The purpose of the project was -to judge the "success" of each
pairing according to the extent that..movement occurred toward the fol-
lowing curricular goals: (1) extended programs, (2) improved programs,
(3) new programs, (4) increased access to high-quality education for
poor and minority populations,_ and (5) institutionalization of goals
1 through 4 and of the pairing itself.

Context

As was noted in the KTI summary, the researchers linked the oper-
ating characteristics of the IOA to outcomes, and a number of those cdn-
textual features will,be discussed in the next section. However, there
was a' special effort made to test out the stages of development of an
IOA, and these seem worth noting in this contextual depiction. In its
project proposal, TDR had "hypothesized that the 'career' of each pair-
ing could be recapitulated as a struggle for power among the partners"
(p. 3). Although that struggle turned out to be less dramatic than
the inquirers had imagined, they did dOcument a six-stage process that

' was found iii each pairing:

1.' mutual wariness
2. cooperation by necessity in order tv move ahead
3. development of understanding and respect

4
4. collaboration among trusting equals
5. fighting against the outside world as allies
6. devising mechanisms to preserve the IOA.

Operations

The researchers conclude that he following five characteristics
all play essential roles in the successful evolution of IOAs like the
Boston Pairings. The mandatory nature of the arran ement, the threat
of intervention by the Bureau of Equal Educational portunity, and

% pressure from the local media all served-as fo gative reinforcers
of.the pairihgs. The availability of external funds was a powerful
positive formal reinforcer of a successful pairing. The tripartite
membership strengthened feelings of ownerhsip of the pajring's activi-
ties, avoided two-pahty standoffs, and extended the IOA's resources.
The decentralized nature of the arrangement made the IOA programs more

N, responsive to local needs. And tie substantive focus on educational
excellence allowed the partners to avoid becoming 'helplessly entangled
in issues of desegregation.
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An interesting observation about knowledge transfer:

mv" Th'.participants in the Boston Pairings:..seem studiedly unin-
terested in [formal R&D productsj....T.he predominant form of
knowledge transmitted was situational (based on specific en-
counters in actual educational settings); followed by
Research-based. knowledge'Ts*extremely rare. (pp. 6-7)_

Effectiveness

The Boston Pairings all achieved at least partial progress on the
criteria of,extended programs, improved programs, and new programs.
Each made progress toward institution4lization. The report noted that
it was difficult to,judge progress toward increased access to quality
'education by poor and minority clients,*but "...it is likely that
movement toward this goal also occurred," since the majority of chil-
dren in the districts studied were from poor or minority homes (p. 1).;

Policy/Research Recommendations

TDR makes one observatio -which, if correct, would clearly affect
change agents or organization conce ne with establishing IOAs:

We believe that approximations of these characteristics of
the Boston Pairings--mandated participation, funding from
outside and additional to regular budget's, multipartite mem-
bership, decentralization, and a-noncontroversial general
goal--are required attributes ofIOAs constructed to change
education through the exchange of educational knowledge. (p. 3)

The-researchers also suggest further inquiry into the role of
research-based knowledge in school improvement:

Perhaps this hypothesis ought to be expanded further, to
state that the exchange of research-based knowledge re-
quires the scene-setting exchange of situational and craft
types before it [the scientific exchange] can take place.
Lack of appropriate attention to the preliminaries of
research knowledge utilization may be an important reason
why the R&D dissemination process is usually so discour-
aging; so many proven` curricula and discoveries available,

so little (Ise of them....We can hypothesize that the need
for knowledge utilization fits into a hierarchy of needs. 4

It would seem the schools are not ready to utilize knowl-
---N sedge for improvement of schools until basic needs are met.

...The Wider the participation of all individuals in the
process of exchanging knowledge on how to bring about
change, it may be hypothesized, the more effective will be
the eventual use research knowledge. (pp. 7-8)
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Section 2. Cross-Case Comparisons of-Studies on the Role

of Schools of Education in School Improvement

J

k

--;

As as kited fn the introduction,.there. is, little point in at-

tempting to sum or aggregate variables across cases within this popu-
lation of cases. However, Table 1 dep4cts the extent to which a
variety of variables were studied in the Ove cases and notes the
effect they seemed to have on the !s-chool

improvement. Table 1 will be used to address .;,,jx questions about the

role of schools of education in school improveMent.

TABLE 1

Cross-Case Comparison of organizational, Operational, and Outcome
Variables which HaNe Been Used-to Study SCDE InvolvenginV in School

0 Improvement Activities

.

Inventqry of Variables

Cases in which
Variable Was
Examined * '

1 2 3 4 5'

Likely Effect on
SCDE Involvement
in School Improve-
ment

...

+ 0

Personnel Characteristics
-highly trained; % with doctorate
-limited KU training .

- limited retraining opportunities
-substantial (modal 8-10 years)

LEA experience
-inconstancy of administration

SCDE Unit Characteristics
-large no. of institutional sites
- widespread' geographic placement

-frequency of,formally stated
KU mission

- primary mission in preservice
teacher training

-involvement in KU on part-time.
basis .

-commitment of public SCDEs to KU
-lack of commitment in private

SCDEs to KU '

X X

X X

X X

X -

X i.

X -

X X

X "..X

X X
X X

X X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

-

- -

-

X -

X -

X

X

X

X

X

X

X -

X

r-

X

7
.

X .

X

X

*Cases were (1) Clark and Guba, (2) Lotto and Clark, (3) Frankel, Sharp;
and Biderman, (4) Havelock, et al., (5) TDR Associates, Inc. The reader
should recall that cases (1) and (2) employed the same empirical data base.
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TABLE.1 (continue0,

.

Inventory of Variables ,
.

' -Cases in which

Variable Was
'Examined *

. 1

1 2 3 4' 5

Likely Effect on
SCDE Involvement
in School Improve-
ment
+ 0 -

Contextual Features of SCDEs & IHEs
-ideographic culture , -X `X" - -

,

X X

-pro fe§tor as entrepreneur
-professor as expert.
-low status-of service in IHEs

,

Incentives

-dominance of R&D in the reward ..

system
-released time for tnvolvement

in KPU .

-legitimation of private con-
sultatiVe relationships with
LEAs

-inclusion of KU in IHE reward
s'stem .

-large no. of masters-level SCDEs
_ in which KU is "honored" by

IHE ,'
.

X --k- - -' -

X X - - -

X X X X -

.

'X X X X -

X X -

X X - - -

- -

X X- - X -

X -X - - -

X X X. - -

X X .X - -

- X - - -

- - 'X 7---
,

,

. ,

X X - - -

-- - - X -
,

- - - X X

- - - X X

-

X
X

X

'4e'

X
.

X

X

X

:X

X

X

X

,

r

.

X

.

,

X

X

X

X
,

X

X

X

X

,

\..

,

\,,

_

,r- .k -

, ,Funding Sources.,
.

-local support of KU bureaus and
centers

-general local support through
. released time

-concentration of externalsup=
port for' KU .

,_

Scope of Operations '

_

-over 500-operative'KU centers
v.in SCDEs

-circa one half of all organiza-
tions involved to RDD&E

.

Type of Service .

-individual' ad hoc services to
,

.
schools

-university staff as problem-
solvers,

-knowledge type .

-research-based
-craft validated

.

-situational

*Cases 'were (1) Clark and Guba, (2) Lbtto and Clark, (3) Frankel, Sharp,
and Biderman, (4) Havelock; et al., (5) TDR Associates; Inc. The reader
should reeall that cases (1) and-(2) employed the same empirical data base.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

g-
.

Inventory of Variables
4

.

Cases in which
Variable Was .

Examined*
.

1 2 3 4 5

Likely Effect on
SCDE Involvement
in School Improve-
me hi

+ , .0 -

.

Effectiveness
quantitative_productivity
-predominance of articles

published in practitioner
journals X - - - - X

,

-production of books in _

education X -' - -. - X

-production of textbooks . X - "'N - X

-presentations at practitioner -
oriented oonf6rences X - - - - X .

Perceptions

-divdrcement from world of
practice - X - s - X

-incredulity regarding educa-
tional R&D role in school , -

improvement -- - X - X X X

-doubts about interest, 00*
-z ,,, flexibility of SCDE in KU

4....--

X X -

.

- -

.

X

AChievements of Operating IOAs
---,

which'Include SCDEs
-power and status changes - - X - X

-linkage improvement - - - X - X

-practice improvement ...ez. - X - . X X

-increases in capacity - 4 - - X - X _

-institutionalization - - - X X X X

-extended programs - - - - X X

-new programs - - - - X X

-educational access X
/ 'K ., )

*Cases were.(1) Clark and Guba, (2) Lotto and Clark,' (3) Frankel, $jiarp,
and Biderman, (4) Havelock, et al., (5) TDR Associates, Inc. The reader
should recall that cases (1) and (2) employed the same empirical data base.
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Question 1--What is the scope of SCDE involvement in school improve-
ment activities?

Schools of education are involved extensively in school improve-
ment programs:

Seven of 10 faculty members in graduate-level SCDEs report
,jaersonal ad hoc service arrangements with schools.

* ia*, hundrepi seventy-two schools of education maintain one
o more KU' centers, bureaus, or institutes (551 in all).

Lotto and Clark estimate that well over 400 SCDEs could be
classed as at least "sometimes involved" in.KU activities.

The products of SCDE faculty work in KU are visible nation-
ally in journal publications, texts, and convention presenta-
tions.

Even faced with a paucity of detailed information on the involvement
of SCDEs in school improvement, it is clear that schools of educatton are

4i old-line agencies in this field; knowledge utilization, dissemination,
and school improvement are defined as institutional objectives by hundreds
of graduate-level schools of education. Any picture of these agencies as'
somehow cut off from the field of 'practice is inaccurate. Despite the
status attached to R&D productivity in colleges and universities, schools
of education are quantitatively more heavily invested in knowledge utili-
zation and service programs.

Question 2--What organizational characteristics seem to influence the scope
or. effectiveness of SCDE involvement in school impro ment activities?

This answer begins where the last left-off. At least within the
confines of doctoral-level universities, and especially among those
that maintain major R&D programs, invOlvement,in school improvement proj-
ects is a low-status activity. It is not competitive with research in
the formal rewa system. It exacerbates the SCDE's already low status
in the universitY7kOet relative status is surely not alone as a.character-
istic interfering with instiitutibnal productivity in KU. Schools of
education are bound to instructional head-count budgeting. Al;oT profess
ors tend to come to an SCDE with a doctorate but limited training'in KU.

For the most part,-retraining or inservice education for faculty is an

innovation that has yet to be institutionalized on'university campuses.
School improvement projects are high-risk ventures. The problems are
tough, the solutions complex. It is obviously tempting for the pro-
fessor to Stay within the confines of the classroom.

On the'other,hand, there are definite pluses for school improve-
ment programs in this environment. There are literally hundreds of
graduate-level SCDEsIcirca 250) in which R&D is not a primary mission
and in which knowledge utilization programs fit very well. -Even in



V

- most of the research center SCDEs, KU is a part of the formal institu-
tional mission statement. School of. education Iludgets:are built around
the teaching function, but in contrast with SEAs, LEAs, or private R&D
agencies, SCDEs have greater budgetary flexibility in spending local
funds on school improvement., They do,support KU bureaus,centers,
and institutes, and faculty receive released time for individual and
institutionally based work with LEAs.

Professors in SCDEs may not be formally trained as linking agents,
but they do have strong roots Of experience in local schools (modal five
to 10 years of experiena). The geographic spread of schools of educa-
tion across the country creates opportunities for close personal contact
with clients. The historic commitment of SCDEs to school improvement
(encompassing such national movements as laboratory schools, school study
councils, curriculum and materials centers, agtion research, and more
recently, teacher centers) provides a stable institutional base for con-
tinued KU activity,

,

Schools of education fare differently in relation to this questipn
depending on whether criterion-referenced or normative tests are used
to evaluate them. In the former instance, the organizational character-
istics that impede involvement in school improvement.projects stand outs
However, when tontrasted with competitive agencies which contain even
greater organizational impediments, SCDEs see' relatively hospitable
sites for KU programs.

Question 3--What incentives or disincentives exist that influence the
participation of SCDEs in school improvement?

This question needs to be addressed on both an institutional and
an individual bSsis. Schools of education exist in an institutional,
environment that vacillates about eervice or KU involvement. This is
trequently'not considered a high-statq areal but most IHEs Teed to
demonstrate service contributions to their states and, regions. Service
activities.often require-the mobilization of institutional resources
but'IHEs operate as primarily idiographic organizations. Colleges and .

universities are funded to meet classes but the level of funding is
frequently'determined by `the satisfaction of their i service prbgrams'

cliegts.

There, are two relatively clear and consist nt patt rns that emerge
from the several studies about institutional c mitmen to school .

provement. First, public SCDEs assert a more vigorous role in KU than
their private counterparts. And secondly, lower-prestige doctoral insti-
tutions and masters-level SCDEs experience less conflict in asserting

an unambiguous commitment to service.

Of course, SCDE prOfessorial staff share in the ambiguity of/the
IHE posture toward KU activity: At the level of formal mission state-
ments, professors see an institutional commitment to service. Their-

superordinate administrators often voice the.commitment publicly. But

if is obvious, at least in doctoral-level SCDEs, that no one can be
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promoted or granted tenure ,on the basis of his/her sertlicecontribu-.

tions; such rewards are made, however, on the basis of excellence in
R&D. From the IHE's point of view, most professors are provided w
released time for (either or both) institutionally sponsored or in
vidually negotiated KPU activity. tend it should not be overlooked
that KU achievements' are a part of the formal IHE reward sYstem--just
last among equals. For many professors, incentives tp work with
schools come not from the university but from the.sqools in the form
of cohsultin -lpes and positive interpersonal reinforcement.

The un is schizoid in its commitment to and reinforcement 4

of knowledge uti ilation or school improvement activity. This condition_wp
is likely to endure because the conflict on which it is based is rooted
'deeply in the tradittonS of the university. This conflict is dramatic-
ally illustrated do the current budgetary and enrollment declines in
IHEs. Universities have responded to.these exigencies by searching for
alternaIgye areas of per4irmance that -might offset deficits. Tighter
linkageith local and regional public agencies'and with business and
industry.-more emphaSis on service--have been naturloareas Of growth.
Many universities bave,initlated or a,r17:11anning sun ventures. Simul-
taneously, almost all IHEs have increased the intensity of their pro-
motion and tenure processes,'andtthey'have done -.this chiefly by i'ncreas-

'ing the emphas-is.on R ascriterion for promotion and tenure: an
a, organizational dilemm that will not go away.

Question 4--What Jun
'rov

sources are used-to SuppOrt these SPE school,

ere'are no precise data on how schdol improvement programs are
paid or in SCDEs. Schools of education receive more federal and founda-
tion support for educational KPU acti3itythan-any other educational
agenty.lik' But most of that support is for -R &D.' Schools offreducation

havebeea excluded from the major disseminationand school improvemia-1
programs of theDepartmen of Educat10;. e.g,, the National Diffusion .

Network, the Research and eltpment .xchange-,even substantially from
Teachers' Centers. The CakoiloW-building prograds'in school im,
proveme4 have invol s or SEAs. -Schools of education are heavily
dependent onfoutside funding, but the bulk, of that funding goes for
research or1tt4egtraining or general' student fellowship and loan

e'

ort

everal studies have noted that SCDEs do place some ofetheir
own m nies into school improvement; bureaus and centers are evidence

. of this /location. ''When-such centers receive outside funding for
ilrroveMent projects, it is morelikel to come.from-the, client

served than from the federal, government or om oundations. The t
major 'budgetary allocatton.by SCDEs comes, of,cou se, tn,the form of
20 to 25 percent released time for faculty to engage in KPU activity,
Since this, is a non -SpeO4fic way to fund such Octivities, it. is diffi-
%-cult to measure how much money is actually expe*ed on 'school improve-
ment.- However,-most observers guess that the figure is sizeable. .

"
,
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Question 5--How can SCDE activity in scho improvement best be described.

ee.g., in.terms of clients, types of sevii"Cescorganizational arrange-
ments'to support'tft services)?

0
cr

using the studies on SCDE ivolvemen in'school improvement con-'

ducted so far, the, answer 4s: Such acti ity can hardly.be described

at "all. More recent efforts, such as th KTI 'and :TOR studieslvbegin
to build up a base of descriptive data o paiticOar IOAs for school._

improvement. Normative. studies' such as he Clark-Guba and ARROE effs
offer, only broad descriptiOnS 9f SCDE o erations, e.g.:

.s;

ea

II,

.

There appear to be a large numbe of professors working
1.

individually with LEAs on speci ic, ad hoc'problems.

',Many SCDEs operate field service bureaus to contract pri-
marily with ,LEAs or.4.ad hoc problems.

, . a-

o-SCDE staff make frequent one-shot appearances at-work-
shops, conferences, and seminars for practitioners. They

are used at: "outside experts.°

There Are from 50'to 100 school study councils linking SCDEs
with LEAs for purposes of dissemination and local problem

solving. .
, r'

.Much of the contact,between'SCDEs and LEAs is only tan -`'.
=gentially related to school improvement - -'it involves student
observation, teaching, andLinternship arrangements to `support
the SCDEs instructional function.,

More .recent SCDE-LEA arrangements have been built around
locaTTY sponsored or jointly maintained teacher centers.

,

Many SCDE faculty exercise their KU function in the,conven-

'1 tional media of the university, e.g., writing for practi-
tioner journals, publishing textbooks, and speaking at
conferences and conventions.

4

1'

O Question 6--What is the perceived and/or actual level of effectiveness

--of -StDE4school improvement activities?

Clark And Gupa argue, sans perception dat6-that practitioners and -.
pblicymakers hold negative views of SCDEs as effective school improvement"

, ,agencies (i.e.,..they are diVorced from practice, not skilled in prac-
titioner interaction, more interested in R&D than in KU). Whether or

not this= is true of individual practitioners or agencies, 'idt seems
Na to have been,true.of federal-level'policymakers in shaping,disseritina-

tion programs, and of the organized teaching profession in propOsing
and supporting teacher centers.

.

There are, in fact, very few data on the effectiAne,o-r.SCDEs
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in school improvement. The reason for this paucity of data is ample.
Almost All evaluations of school improvement programs have been com-
missioned and paid for by the Department of Education and its prede7
cessor agencies. The department was concerned with evaluating its
own programs and SCDEs were not a part of those programs. We thus
have been provided with substantial evaluative data on, for'example,
the National Diffusion Network, but nothing substa tial on school.
study councils. The currently available evaluativ- data on school
improvement efforts-ihvolving SCDEs mould not survive close scrutiny
and criticism.

The few data that are available seem positiv
pant in the publication of material read by practi
tioner jourffal articles, textbooks). Both the KT
report positive gains in most of their criterion
they studied. Many of the SCDE ventures in school
required funding by clients (bureaus of field ser
consultancies, school study councils). These ser
to "sell" over long time periods.

rt
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paper. Follgwing are the imPlic tions that appear most important to

this author. , .

e

. , .
.

. - .

Section 3. Implications for Research and Policy
. ..

.
%s, ,

,

The reader...it-as already Kid the opportunity to 'review the implica-

tions and recommendations offere by the five cases summarized in this

*1,

Research

4

1. The dearth of descriptive' ata ibput school ifiproVement pro-
grams in'SCDEs--data that can only be gathered through case studies- -
makes it very-difficult to use'the existing data base for policy plan-,

'fling purposes. Suchdata should be gathered -for various SCDE types
and forvyarfed school improvement programs.

2. Se9Es are toe extensively involved in school improvement to,

allow their efforts to go on without evaluation. Evaluative data

'Would surely support policymakers-in.deciding how, if at all, to con-*

tinue this involvement..

3. Organizational studies, following up on the earlier contextual
studies of Clark and Guba and the more recent IOA inquiries byKTI and
TDR, would provide a be sense offactors inhibiting an facilitating

-the involvement of Stas in school improvement. 'equally importantly,
such studies wouldipufde policyotkers in determining the variables and
institutional types that could be favorably affected by.outstde funds.

4. Experimental pfograms involving SCDEs in school improvement
(e.gs, a capacity-building program) should be initiated and evaluated
to provide a basis for subsequent involvement of schools of education'

in school improvement ventures.

Policy

1. Most of the re search conducted to cMte indicates that SCDEs

(a) have a substantial capacity for KU activities, .0) will continue
to institutionalize school improvement as an 'organizational goal,'and.

(c) are effective partners with LEAsAn'school.improvement. To the

extent that current budgetary provisions and program limitations will
allow, the federal government should focus on increasing the involve-

.

ment of schools of education in its programs of support for dissemina-

tion in education..--

2. Since many past contacts between the federal government and
SCDEs have concentrated on a small number of research center doctoral
institutions, the Department of Education should extend its scope of

'support in dissemination and school improvement efforts to masters-
level program centers.

51
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3. Administrators and policymakers at the IHE/SCDE level should
view school improvement as a.rich outlet for SCDEs over the next
quarter-century. Major efforts should be mounted to reduce the tensions
between KP and KU and to reinforce the involvement of professorial
staff in school improvement.

4. Public school practitioners And the organized teaching pro-
fession sffuld re-examine ways in which they can work with SCDEs in
school improvement. Schools of education do have considerable human
and fiscal' resources to bring to such an interaction, and the profession
is now strong enough to negotiate mutually advantageous alliances.

C.

*am

O
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Introduction

' . This paper summarizes three recent research efforts that 'studied
the-activities and services of educational service agencies (ESAs):*
;the collection of reports by Stephens Associates entitled Education
Service Agencies: Status and Trends; Yin and Gwaltney's case studies
of three regional education agencies, Organizations Collaborating
to Improve Educational Practice; and relevant portions of Frankel
et al.'s-Performers-of Research and Research-Related Activities In
the Field of Education; A comparative analysis of these three studies
is'then presented, followed by folk major policy conclusions for
consideration by the staff at NIE/REP.

..)

it

-*Some ESAs are.called "intermediate service agencies' (ISAs); some
others, "regional education agenc " (REAs). p
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Review of Selected Reports

Stephens Associates. Education Service. Agencies: Status and Trends
(1979).

This study reviews the development and status of educational
service agencies; it also discusses' rends and issues related to these
agencies.

The bulk of the study contains data from a large-scale survey of
ESAs. An initial chapter gives a historical perspective on the growth
of ESAs. Some agencies date from the creation of county school super-
intendencis in the ninenth century; most developed in the 1960s
and 1970s. Stephens ideftifies three classes or types of ESAs:

Special district agenciet that constitute an official level
of school gov&nance between the state and local schools.
These districts provide services to local schools as
well as state education agencies. In a majority of states
having special district-ESAs-, the system is state-wide,
encompassing all local schools.

Regionalized systems that represent an intra-state decentral-
ization of state education agencies; ESA units are considered
arms or branches of the state education agency. In almost
all cases they are state-wide, involving all schools.

Voluntary cooperatives among school distr s. These are
loose consortia of schools, banded toget r for common pur-
poses. FeW. of these state cooperatives nvolve all schools
in the state.

Some states had networks of more than ,one type of ESA.

The study does not examine all such ESAs in the United States.
It reports on 31 networks of such agencies in 26 states. These net-
works do not represent all of the networks within each of the'26
states; some were judged "insignificant" a d not suited. No'rCationale
was provided for the selection of these p rticular 26 states -- except
that resources prevented a wider study. data collection was done
primarily by mail survey, which uncovered 9 ESAs operating in the
26 states during 1977-78. Five hundred and ne of these were surveyed
and 314 returned the questionnaires. The fo lowing paragraphs sum-
marize data around specific topics (underscored), covered by the study.

Membership in ESAs was voluntary in some states, mandatory in
others. In T5 of the 26 states, all of the LEAs in the state were
served by an ESA. Only some of the LEAs in the other states were
members of ESA networks.
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Some states' ESAs served general populations (the term pas not
defined) as large as 1,039,000 (Massachusetts); the smallest served
22,000 within the state (Nebraska): The geographic area served by
these state-wide systems ranged from 91,Q37Ths re miles (Illinois) to
1,672 square miles (New Jersey). (Note: ese populations and areas
were not served by a single ESA, but by a state system or network.)

-1,1P
The variation within each of the tlree ESA types identified above was
as great as those among categories. The mean number of school dis-
tricts covered by each system ranged from 162 (New Jersey) to three
(Ohio). The mean student population served by each state'system ranged
from 342,000 in New Jersey to 11,006 in Illinois. The number of
students served fell most frequently within the 1,000 to 5,000 range.

. No :distinction between rural/urban membership wa's notable -- except that

. the largest districts did not tend to'belang to an ESA and a sur-
prising number of the smallest districts did not belong either. Per-

ceptions of chief executives of ESAs suggested that they saw themselves
as serving either urban areas or urban-suburban-rural areas, rather
than rural areas exclusively.

Two special features of this demographic data should be noted.
While many ESAs served metropolitan areas in s Feral states (including
New York); the largest metropolitan school dist cts were explicitly
excluded from ESA membership. Furthermore, it is mportant to note
that 56 percent of all of the full-time staff were found in just two
states, New York and Pennsylvania; adding figures from Michigan to
these other two states shows that 67 percent of all the full-time
staff in all ESAs were in just three states.

No data were reported that indicated the percentage of.schools,
students, or general population that were served by the ESAs studied
in comparistn with the total number of schools, students, or population
in the states studied--except, of course, that'the inference can be

-Imade that 100 percent coverage was involved in the cases of the 15
states where participation by all schools was mandatory.

The patterns of how the units were established varied, ranging
from mandatory legislation in some states, to permissive legislation,
to state agency approYal, to no higher-authority approval. In some
cases the state systems replaced or reformed county school systems;
in other cases there was no relationship between the county schools
(when they still*existed) and the ESAs. No generalizations from the
data were provided about the reasons for establishment; however, from
their personal 'knowledge, the authors (Stephens et al.) concluded
that ESAs have come about because of (a) a growing recognition of the
difficulty LEAs experience in responding to new priorities (e.g.,
special education), (b) the polititai unlikelihood Of continued school
consolidation, (c) the limitations of previous middle-echelon units
such as county school systems, and (d) the trend toward expanding the
SEA role from that of regulatory agency to service agency.

Most states-reported that they expected few if any changes in the
numbers or functions of ESAs in the foreseeable future--except Minne-
sota, which anticipated -a consolidation of existing ESAs (58) to a
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smaller number (15 to 25).' Ohio and Minnesota anticipated some changes
in functions:

Almost all of the ESAs` except three systems opecated by state
education agencies)- were governed by`boards of varying size and com-
position. Some members Were appointed (e.g., by constituent local
boards) while others were elected. The terms and qualifications of ,

board members were extremely varied.and no patterns were discernable.
Most served with no compensation or with token compensation. Male mem-
bers on the boards outnumbered female members 83 percent to 17 percent.
Almost all members were Caucasian.

ESA governing boards hadIlmost no authority over the member LEAs
--except in Ohio, which gave almost complete authority for school opera-.
tions to ESAs. In Iowa and Michigan the boards had limited authority
over SEAs. Many boards were supplemented b advisory panels in spe-
cific areas like the education -of the handicapped.

Thcfexecutive officers presehted as varied a 'picture as did the
boards. Some were elected, mos!Oppointed. Their authority was
usually limited to implementing board-approved policies--but not in
every case. Their salaries were predominantly in the $25,000 to $29,000
range, but some were paid more thanA45,000. Virtually all were male
(95 percent) pnd Caucasian (98 percent). Almost all had previous LEA
experience; SEA experience was rare. Sometimes, but not frequently,
gdministrat110# certification was required. Age was not reported.

6hly five state systems (of which four were special districts)
had direct taxing authority. Only 18 of the state networks received
state money; most of this was for categorical programs. Cooperative
networks receive the smallest amount of state money. Twenty-four of
the 26 state networks received federal money; most of this flowed
through the states. Revenue size from different sources ranged from
millions of dollars to nothing. (More specific data is presented in
Fig re 1, page 64.) Increases in revenue over a three-year period
ranged from a low of 20 percent to a high of 465 percent. One state
(Illinois) reported a decrease. .

Expenditures by all ESAs can be summarized.as follows:

C4tegory of Expenditure

Education of the handicapped
Vocational education
"Federal programs "- -not defined
Administration
Data processing
Transportation
Media and library services
Evaluation
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-Dollars (in millions)

4

282

199

76

75

50

41

37

30

. %

34

14

9

9

6

5

4
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Types of services were broad. Eleven of the 26 program areas
surveyed were offered by a majority of the 314 *units. In descending
order, they were: general admihisfration, education,of the handicapped,
media and library services, staff development, curriculum services,
information services, planning, services, gifted and talented education,
vocational and occupational education, pre-kindergarten, and purchasing
services. In the special districts, four other areas of service were
offered by a majority of ESAs: data processing, financial services,
pupilf personnel services, "and federal program services. In regional-
ized service units, the three additional areas offered by a majority
were: general academic instruction, research and development, and
financial services. Though services to nonpublic schools were offered
by a few ESAs, most did not serve the private sector. A majority of
ESAs maintained a data baae, on the local schools they Served; this was
especially true in the case of regidhalized systems.

Seventeen of the 31 ESA networks were formally involved in state
regulatory functions. Eight of the 11 special district ESA networks
were so involved; most frequently this activity constituted participa-
tion in.the development and communication of regulations. Four of the
seven regionalized networks were involved in regulattuk-primarily in
the communication and interpretation of state regulatio s. Five of the
cooperative networks were involved, voluntarily, in state regulations.

In the 314 EA, 40,736 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff were em-
ployed: Ninety percent were in special districts, eight percent in
cooperatives, and two percent in regional units. New York alone ac-
counted for 32 percent of the total FTE; Pennsylvania, 24 percent.
Program areas for the staff were: handicapped (19,500), vocational
(3,000), general administration (1,800), pre-kindergarten (1,400),
and media/library (800): Eight percent of the staff were administra-
tors, 42 percent were teachers, 17 percent were teacher aides. Nine
teen percent wire classified staff. Twenty-nine percent of the posi-
tions were.federally funded. No sex or race data were reported.

No clear picture of the facilities used by ESAs was presented
_ except for the information that two thirds of the special and coopera-

tive districts could own space while most regionalized networks could'
not. How many actually owned space was not reported. About one third'

used free space, mostly supplied by county governments. Forty-four
percent operated one or more satellite centers.

No clear pattern emerged regarding the contact and reporting pro-
tocols between ESAs and SEAs; some Sas_had a single contact point for
ESAs, others had none. In most cases, working contacts existed between
ESAs and a number of offices within the SEAs. State-wide meetings be-
tween,an SEA end ,a state's ESAs were commonplace.

In slightly less them half of the cases,. the legislative or charter
provisions for the establis ment of ESAs required formal, periodic
evaluation. Twenty-thre out of 30 of the ESA networks were required
by mandate to be involve in some type of planning.
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In summarizing the differences between the various types of ESAs;
the stud reports that SEAs had more involvement with regionalized
systems t an they did with the other two categories. They had the'
least inv lvement with cooagratives: Public involvement of LEAs was
limited fo all three typeS'of ESAs, but was greatest in the case of
cooperativ . 'Accountability to state government was greatest in the
case of the regionalized systems. Accountability to LEAs was greatest
for cooperatives. Few of the networks enjoyed a large degree of auton-
omy. Federal involvement was critical for all three network types.
Little interaction with post-secondary institutions appeared to exist °

for any of the three network types.

The report concludes that the three network types had different
potential for contributing to the impro4ement of state systems of
education.

The special districts assisted by improving state-local
partnership, acting as a platform for resolution'of state-
substate-local interests, and facilitating necessary state
regulatory processes. They also contributed to state-wide
dissemination and communication capability and saved state
agencies time and energy.

The regionalized networks helped by provid3b the same type
of platform for resolution of state-substate-local interests;
by facilitating long-range planning; and by facilitating
state-wide communication.

The cooperatives, because of their limited involvement in
state education affairs and because most were Rot state-
wide systems, were judged to have limited potential for con-
tributing to the improvement of state education systems.*

14k. *The Annual Report on Study of Regional Educational Service Agencies:
Fiscal Year 1981 (Philadelphia, PA: Research for Better Schools, -1984),
a recent study conducted in Pennsylvania and New Jersey by Research

t for Better Schpols, suggests two functions for RESAs. Political link-
age offers information to LEAs about the impact of mandates and helps
negotiate acceptable interpretations. Technical linkage provides
research- and prac ce-based knowledge about instructlon and administra-
tion. Both kinds i kage are enabled by the three -RESA roles of
trainer, liaison, a monitor.

Two distinct clusters of agencies emerged from the study, reflecting
both state policy and the regional demand for services. One group, in-
cluding all the county offices, did a great deal of monitoring and
very little training. The converse was true of the second group, which
Aid considerable training apd little monitoring. This discrete differ-
entiation of function underscores a state-level decision to separate
monitoring for compliance from training for capacity bUilding.

L
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In terms Of their potential for local public school improvement,

the study concluded that:

The special districts contributed by providing direct
instruction to general and special students, and by pro-
viding instructional services and management services.

The regionalized networks contributed by assisting an local
planning and dissemination of information.

The cooperatives contributed similarly to local planning,
dissemination, and communication. They also provided direct
instruction to Students, and instructional and management
support services. -/

In summary, the Stephens study found that special districts had
many major strengths, ncluding a structured mode of operation, a rel-
atively stable fiscal'support base, and comprehensive programs and
services; their major weakness was the large number of individual units
in many of the systems. The regionalized systems had as their strengths-
a structured mode of operation and a relatively definite source of fi-
nancial support; their weakness was their inability'to contribute to
improved educational practice at the LEA level. Cooperatives' strength
rested in their involvement with LEAs; but their lack of organizational
ability, the absence of definite funding sources, and the limitations
of their programs and services were major weaknesses._
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Figure 1: Selected ESA 'statistics from Stephens

SPECIAL DISTRICTS

-CA: Offices of County°
Supt.. of Schools

'IL: Ed. Service Region
IKNArea Ed. Agency
MI: Ihtermed.Schopl

. Dist. -

hv NY: Bd. of-Coop. Ed.
ServiCeS -

,OH: Co. Off. of Ed.

.012": Ed. Serv. Dist.

PA: Intermed. Unit
. TX: Reg. Ed. Service.

Centei.

WA: Ed. ServiCe Dist.
. WI: Coop. Ed. Serv.

Agency

Number of Units/
Percent of Total

Percent. of Fund-

_ ing Sources. .

-Federal
a

State
Local

Other

State-wide
Elipenditure

Ran-0:-HI/L0

Mean $
Per' Unit '

4

REGIONALIZED UNITS COOPERATIVES

AL: Reg.Resource Cente'r
.

CO: Bd. of Coop. Services
CT: Reg. Ed. Serv: Center
GA: Coop. 5d. Serv. Agency
IN:,Ed, Serv. tenter cr,

MD: Reg. Ed. Serv. Center
MA: Ed. Collabsrative-.4
MN: Educ. Coop. Serv.'Unit

"11E: Ed: Serv. Unit
' Reg. Ed. Serv. Agency

RI: keg, Vo-C. Tech.

Facility
SC: Ed. Serv. Centei.
WV; Reg. Ed. Serv. Agency

MA: Reg. Ed: Center
NJ:. Ed. Improve. Center

ecCo- Supt. of Sch.
OH: Special Ed. Reg.

Resource Center &
Field Services Area
.Coord.-

NC: Reg. Ed. Center
OK: Reg. ,Ed. Service

Center

SPEC. DISTS.

m.

426 (69%)

18%
411 .

38%

3%

410,000,0604CA)

5,986,000,(IL)

4,924,000

pa'
64

REG. UNITS
. .

Ei(14%)

, not

reported
r

3,771,000 (OH)

825,000 (MA)

COOPS.

105 (17%)

28%
28%
3e,c

8%

17,360,000 (CO)

350,000 (AL)

7690000 N. 2,551,000
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R. K. Yin and,M.-K. Gwaltney. Organizationsc011aboraiing to Improve
,Educational Practice (1981).

This'is a iummary'of a,detailed case.study of three regional
education agencies (REAs). The purpose ,of the.study wasto'examine
-interorgartizational collaboration factors that contribute to knowledge

.'utilization--the transfer of infOrmation or knowledge about better'ways
to educate from a source to user. The authors posited that the,knowl-
edge utilization functiQn would be different in interorganizational
sings than Interpersonal settings .(The focus of this summary is on

4
REAs and. -their potential for school improvement rather than on

,informatibn about interor:ganizational collaboration per se.)

Three REAs were chosen because Yin and Gwaltney believe,that REAs
-notonly have signifidant potential for improving educational practice
through knowledge utilization but also represent broad examples of
interorgaiiizational coliaboration-l-betweeri local schools, the REAs, and
state departments of edUcation. Some of the possible knowledge Ulna-.
tion advantages of REAs cited by Yin and Gwaltney include: economies of
scale, service orientation, broad Imilicability (they-reportithat 39
states had them), political and bureaucrateic legitimacy, and support
from state or ocal funds. (The study contains a brief-historical per-,

spective on't veloprftt,of ESAs, but since it does not differ
substantially: m Stehens's it is not summarized here.)

6

The three RAs studied were: the Wayne County Intermediate School
District, Wayne CoUnty, Michigan--serving 36 school districts; the
Northerntolorado EdOcation Board of Cooperative Services (NCEBOCS),
Longmont, Colorado--serving sixsdhool districts; and the Educational
IMprovement Center-South (EIC-South), New Jersey--serving 144 school
str.cts. These were chosen to'represent exemplary features of

di rent REA.types.

A relatively elaborate conceptual framework was developed for
analyzing the data emerging from the case studies. This framework-
specified three types of outcomes of collaboration: direct goddsi,and
servites;.utilization outcomes initiation of a planning activity,
changes in practice, changes inquitudes, confirmation of effective-
ness of current practice); and dysfunctional outcomes (added-t-ime;
confusion of. responsibilities). The framework also hypothesized five
alternative-explanations for successful utilization. Successful colleb--
oration might occur because it was accompanied by: (a) mutual exchanges
between the cooperating,agencies, (b) access to external funds, (c)
mantates to collaborate from an external4,source, (d) formdt agreements
between cooperating bgencies,:or (ei meeation.of conflicts between the
agencies. ,Some persdnal contributitns to success were also hypothesized:
(f) mutual exchanges between individuals within the'participating
agencies, (g) contribution to personal or self-fblfillment goals among'
individuals; ana (h) career advancement for.individuals as a result of
collaboration.

.

,r
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The study examines the extent to which each REA resulted

iI

n speci-
fied outcomes,, accompanied by one or more/ of the abo'Ve hypotheses for
explaining' success. That is, each'case was examined to seewhat kind of
outcomes resulted from collaboration; and eadi,situation producing an
outcome was examined to 'determine which, if any, of the hypothesized
contributors to successful outcomes were present. This anllysis was
performed separately for three different knowledge utilization services:
(1) staff development, (2) linker assistance, and (3) information re-
trieval or dissemination. Yin and4Gwaltney label 'this methodology a
"direct replication design." The data were collected through trio per-
sonal visits to each site and the review of a large number of documents.

Before reviewing the conclusions of the analysis, let us note some
representative outcomes from each of .the sites; they provide specifid .

exarliples of some of the work of REAs.

Selected goods'and services_ outcomes were: semester-long
workshops, training information and materials, on-site ad-
vice, catalogs, answers to telephone questions, and NDN
products.

Selected utilization outcomes were: workShops, consulta-
tions, -and product adoptions. On REA estimated that 16,274
persons participated in their workshops, consultations, and
request services during one year;. another,reported 49 adop-

, tions of 20 products.

Selected dysfunctional outcomes were: workshops that hart
to be planned one year in advance and hence were not respon-

'sive to new problems; facilities that were remote from users,
thus reficing drop -in. use; and part-time staff which reduCed
availability of services. The authOrs speculated that false
starts were created tiy'the need for advanced.planning resulting
from interorganizational collaboration; had only a single dis-
trict been involved, such false starts might have been reduced.

/(77"
Of the fiVe interorganlzational factors--(a) through"(e) above--

thA were initially hypothesized to contribute to successful outatmeS,
three were found to contribute to th.6.`kticcess of what Yin and Gwaltney
called "simple arrangements." Those ex lanations that were Lnstrume al

in making simple arrangements work were:

The arrangement facilitated - access to external resources.

siderable tinportance is placed orLthis explanation by the au-
thors. They notuthat

in erorganizational collaboration can be best fostered
ifs, as a result of tjie collaboration, the participating

orgatization.can gain additional resources from an
external source. This situation should bediectly con-
trasted with an arrangement whereby users' are used
to .support a service. -Based on our three.cases, the

atter situaNion dbes not seem to wol'k as effectively.
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The authors found that when users' fees were involved (as,
opposed to situations in which funds were available from
outside sources slich as the state or federal government),
desirable outcomes were.less frequently observed. They
conclude that in simple interorganizationalarrahgements,.
fees for services will probably nly work where-one'of the
participating organizations off rs'a service that the otter
is incapable of providing for self."

" The arrangement 'produced a mutual exchange of advantage to
.the arties involved. An example of such a mutual exchange:
When LE participants paid fees for a course, the university
provided instructors-arid course credit in return for..increased
enrollments, and the REA directed the design of the course in
return for administering and arranging the program. Although
in some instances mutual exchange alone contributed to success-
ful outcomes; the authors conclude that in the absence of access,
to external resources, knowledge utilization outcomes were.not
likely to occur.

The arrangement was a response to mandate to collaborate.
. Such mandates were arranged, for example, when the'state re-

viewed the budget of a particular REA. The authors conc-lude

that "all other things being equal,.a strong mandate can
strenghten a collaborative relationship. A weak mandate may
undermine such a relationship."

Another unanticipated factor was found to contribute to success-
ful 'outcomes of interarganizational arrangements. The authors found
that continued interpersonal communication between REA and LEA staffs
led to: increased awareness of the capabilities-and needs of each';
contacts between staff:independent of occasions when specific problems
needed to be solved; appreciation of constraints that existed between
the organizations"; knowledge of resources available from both agencies;.
and identifitation of futurefds or capabilities. Interpersonal

networks were found to be fos ered by: the existence of a strong gov-
erning board that represented both organizations; communications-by
the REA staff in the professional organizations of the L'EA; and the
prior service of REA staff in a constituent LEA/

'
Another finding: Successful outcomes occurred in environments

that were- heavfly"user-'responsive." This brientation was defined as
involving: assessment of user needs; user participatiOn in the design

, of a knowledge utilization service;' user sensitivity in the desigrr%of
everyday service operations; development of a user-oriented.knowledge
base; user - oriented manners of proviAing implementation assistance; and
follow -up .procedures for assessing user satisfaction with services.

4

In complex organizations - -those in which services go beyond knowl-
edge utilization activities to include what the authors term "inter-
governmental functions"'--mutual exchanges appear tp.,be significant.
But the situation is.further enhanced when the SEA imposes "congruent
conditions" on both the REAs and LEAs (mandates tq both REAs and LEAs

e
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that support interorganization cooperation in matters related to
knowledge utilization). Thus: in situations like the Colorado REA
studied, where the SEA does not impose or mandate such conditions,
success is less likely. The authors note, however, that this mandate
must be installed for a sufficient period of time so that collaboration

) can occur; year-to-year changes in the mandate might be dysfunctional.

In summary, Yin and Gwaltney found that access to external,re-
sources is critical to interorganizational, arrangements that facilitate
knowledge utilization. It is also important t6 encourage interpersonal
and interorganizational communications, including recruitment of new
staff from client populations. And third-party organizations should
recognize the potent effect of their actions on interorganizational
arrangeiflents.

J. Frankel, L.J. Sharp, and A.D. Biderman. Performers of Research and
Research-Related Activities in the Field of Education (1979).

This is a report on a study of organizations performing research
and.development work in the field of edu6ation. One purpose ofethe
study was to create an American Registry of Research and Resetrch-k
Related Organizations in Education (ARROE). This sumMa'ry concerns only
that portion of the effort focused on information about intermediate
service agencies (ISAs).

As part of the data collectibn for the ARROE directory, a number
of ISAs were surveyed. Subsequently, the registry listed 193 such.
agencies conducting any of the following types of work: establishing
new facts or principles (research), inventing new or improving existing
solutions to educational problems (development), assessing the effects

sting programs or determining the feasibility of new,ones (evalua-,
disseminating R&D results. (ThAacronym RDD&E was used for
functions.) The ISAs studied wefe part of a, larger group

of agencies within the public sector (as- distinguished from the academic
and the private sectors). Altogether, '1,530 organizations were listed
in the. register. Sixteen percent of the staff and 15 percent of the
funds for R&D were found to be in the public sector. Within that seg-
ment, Frankel et al. report that $26 million was devoted to RDD&E by
ISAs; this represente'd four percent of the total national RDD&E effort
in dollars. ISAs had 1,600 full-time equivalent.rmofessionals primarily
inv8r1ved in RDD&E.

' The study reports that 163 agencies spent in excess of $1 million
each for education RDD&E; among this gFoup were six ISAs. But a majority
(51 percent) of the ISAs spent less than $50,000 and over 90 percent
spent less than $500,000., One third spent'less than $25,000. The me-
dian number of FTEs in an ISA responsible for RDD&Uwas two; within any
particular institution, at a sub-organizational level, the median number
was one FTE. Thirty percent repoVed that none of their full-time-pro-
fegsional staff were involved in RDD&E. However, 17 agepcies reported
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employing 20 or more full-time education RDD&E professionals. "Four of
the 10, ISAs spending more than $500,000 werejn-Pennsylvania; two were
in Michigan. ,

Research, as distinguished from the other RDD&E functions, was
most heavily, emphasized in the academic and private sectors, while
development and evaluation studies dominated the contribution of the
public agencies. Dissemination emerged as the area of lowest emphasis,
receiving the smallest allocation of funds by performers except for
State agencies and large public school systems. Public agencies were
heavily involved in curriculum issues, the needs of special student
groups, and enrollment and demographic analyses. Presumably, most of
the ISA effort fell in the development and evaluation areas related to
these issues.

Th study indicates that 53 percent of the-support for all of
RDD&E ca e from federal sources; what the percentage was for ISAs was
ot reported. But the authors note that much of the work oNtate
agencies and of the large school districts is federally funded and
,thergfore vulnerable to cutbacks and discontinuities. We assume this to
be true of ISAs.

In their conclusion, Frankel.et alt: argue that the smallest RDD&E

effort was made in thespublic sector and that much more activity should
occur there if RDD&E activities are to reach a higher level of acceptance
by practitioners and local pOlicymakers. The authors point'put that
when research is conducted by "outsiders," a perceived gap betwee the

researcher and practitioner develops, making it more diffiplt fo R&D -

results to be adopted.

b
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Comparative Analysis

The Stephens study contains a mass of demographic data about 316
educational service agencies. Its strength lies in its documentation
of,thb existence of these agencies in terms of their numbers, their
individual sizes, and the extent to which-they are involved in most
aspects of-education. The study swrely indicates that educatpnal
service agencies should not be, overlooked when it comes to most oper-
ational aspects of the educational system. By Stephens's count, there
are nearly 1,000 ESA units in the 26 states examined, and since there
are other states with ESAs of some type (Yin estimates from a previous
study by Stephens that 39 stales have some form of ESAs), they are too
numerous to ignore.

It should be noted, in passing that both the Stephens and Yin
estimates-of the number of ESAs in the country disagree with the
figures repotted by Frankel et al. in the ARROE study. The latter
researchers identified only 193 ESAs in their data base. Given that
they define R&O activities broadly to include the invention of new
or improved solutions to educational problems, the assessment of the
effects of existing programs, and the dissemination of Re.0 results,
it gould seem that many, many more ESAs show d have been discovered.
One must conclude either that the ARROE study significantly underes-
timates the number of agencies involved; or that Stephens's and Yin's
observations about the potential for ESAs in knowledge utilization
and dissemination should be modified. We hope that someone will
either compare the Stephens and ARROE data bases or, if that is not
po$sible, gather new tnformation.

One drawback to the Stephens study is that, even with ttfe mass
of data reported, we are left without a sense of perspective. What
is the total number of these units nationwide? What percent of the
nation's schools are served by ESAs? What percent of the students?
What percent of the educational dollar is spent on ESAs? Although
these comparative questions 'go beyond the explicit scope of the Steph-

, ens study, it seems unfortunate, what with the great energy that was
spent in collecting such a massof data, that they could riot have been
apswered. In contrast, the Yin study by design presents ainjost no

information regarding the scale and scope of ESA involvement in the
totality of educational operations. But even in the absence of this
comparative information it is possible to infer from all three studies
that individual ESAs have varying impact on the local schools they

$ serve. They should not be considered a monolithic group of agencies.
A sense of the differehces in functions prong ESAs can be drawn from
Stephens, Yin, and to a limited extent,,lhe ARROE study. Stephens
develops three categories of units; Yin-Tocpses on ari example of each.

1. The special districts (for instance the Wayne County
4 Intermediete-Oistrict studied by Yin) are large-scale

o
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operationsinvolvede in almost all aspects of local educa-
, tibnal practice; their sources of funds are equally broad,
with a relatively small proportion coming from local contri-
butions for services. These units are heavily involved in
instruction--not only providing services to assist others
in instruction, but carrying out the instruction themselves
in particular fields like special and vocational education.
(The Stephens study of the Texas educational service agen-
cies is wholly consistent with the portrayal of the Wayne
County Intermediate School. District).

2.. The regionalized educational service units (such as.the
New Jersey Education Improvement Center-South) are not
involved in such direct .instructional practice. They
concentrate on quality Control from a managerial and reg-
dlatory perspective, in some cases assisting in the direct
administration of state'regulations. Their local school
involvement takes the form of management, staff develbp-

/
ment, and information.services. (In some respects, these
represent the purest form of school improvement services
as defined by Yin.)

3. The collaboratives (such as the Northern Colorad9 Educa- -
tional Board of Cooperative Services) do not engage in
widespread instruction (though some provide very special-
ized broad services to,the handicapped), but they do get
involved in the operational aspects of local schools pri-
marily through administrative actiittigz;,-payroll, for
example. At the same time, they work extensively in the
improVement domain, but for the most part without in-
volvement in a state's regulatory activities. (It should

be noted that Yin misleads the reader slightly by implying
a formal, vertical relationship between schools, coopera-
tives, and state education agencies. In most cases the
cooperatives are the creatures of state legislation, but
have little or no formal relation with the state education
agency.)

in the light of. their differences in nature, we agalin assert that
these 'units must not be treated as though they are all the same and can
perform the same functions. Not only are they dramatically different in
size and outreach, they simply.do not serve the same purposes.

Given this diversity, what can we conclude about the potential
role of these agencies in school improvement? To get at this question,
we must examine several'sub-quest tons:

Are ESAs better suited to some problem areas than
others?

What functions, carried out by these units hold
potential for school improvement?
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Given these problem areas and functions, what is the
Level of resources available for work on sch of im-
provement? (We will addressthis questiona' a sub-
sidiary of the previous two.)

What are the primary constraints or limitations that
must be taken into consideration?

These questiols will be answered only in the context of the studies
reviewed.

1. Are there specific problem areasto which ESAs are particularly
suited? And what is the level of resources'available?

One area that would not be a likely one for school improvement
is that of educational eq0ity--at least in the sense of the involve-
ment of women and minorities in educational practice. Given the
white/male composition of the boards and executive rosters reported
by Stephens, one must have doubts that the ESAs represent a major
potential force for equity Of educational opportunity. Perhaps, in-
stead, we should look on ESAs as fertile groupd for building addi-
tional capacity in this area.

One area in which these"agencies have considerable expertise stands
out clearly: specia education. As reported by Stephens,.fully one
half of the personnel in ESAs (20,000 FTE) are working in this area
already. We do not know what percentage of the total special education
workforce this figure represents, but we assume it is significant. In

addition, 34 percent of the ESAs' budgets ($282'million) is devoted to
special education.

Ten percent of the FTE workforce in&ESAs, according to Stephens,
is employed in vocational education. AdGin, we assume that this is not
an insignificant part of the total vocational education workforce.Four-
teen percent of the ESAs' budgets 0199 million) is spent on vocational
education.

Six percent of flip FTE workforce is devoted to adult education.
Expenditures in this area were not reported.

Eleven other areas are represented by FTE figures of lss than
three percentz each. Hence, we assume that if major nationwide im-
provements were to be undertaken in problem areas other than those
identified above, considerable capacity building would be necessary.

2.- What functions for school improvement do ESAs perform that offer
the greatest potential for school improvement?" And what is the
level of resources available?

Knowledge utilization functions. The Yin study focuses.on knowl-
edge utilization functions; these Clearly represent one major area in

b.. .wo
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which regional service agencies can contribute to school improvement.
Yin defines "knowledge utilization" in a manner compatible with the
idea of school improvement: external knowledge disseminated and used
to bring about a variety of outcomes, including changes in Practice.
He identifies staff development, linker assistance, and information
retrieval as major services directed toward knowledge utilization
the other hand, the Stephens data indicate that these activitie
stitute a modest portion of all the services provided by ESAs.
example, Stephens reports that staff development is supported
efforts of only 264 full-time equivalent people out of a 40,63
FTE. Informatioh services are supported by the efforts of only
persons. In addition, Stephens reports only 258 research and devel-
opment FTE. All of these workers colli.ned represent less than two
percent of the total FTE in these agencies.

One confusing note on the extent of the workforce dedicated to
knowledge 'utilization: Frankel era'. clef* RDD&E to include the
same concepts as does Yin (though Frankel excludes workshops--a pri-
mary, form of staff development). One presumably should be able to
add Stephens's categories of research and development, information
services, and evaluation (although Frankel rules out staff evaluations
tions and student testing--types of work probably involved in Stephens'
categories) and come up with a figure roughly in agreement with Fran-
kel's tally of the knowledge utilization workforce. If one does the
math, however, the result is 532 FTE--far short of the 1,600 FTE cited
by Frankel. The figures aTeven more out -of -joint considering that
Frankel counted personnel in only 193 agencies while Stephens worked
with 314., Clearly, the data from these sources needs,tp be clarified.
But even 6sing the higher set of figures, one finds a relatively small
number of rofessionals working in the area of knowledge utilization
or research and development.

Judging the potential of this group for school improvement re-
quires making assumptibns about the person-power needed to implement°
a knowledge utilization strategy for a large number of schools. Frankel
would argue that, to the extent that the R&D functions going-on in ISAs
are largely "disseminative" in nature (that is, knowledge utilization,
'not knowledge production), and to the extent that dissemination is the
area of least emphasis in the national R&D picture, receiving the small-
est amount of allocations'by most performers--to that extent,' knowledge
utilization is more a potential for school improvement than it is an
existing resource. On the other hand, at least in the cases cited 'by ,

Yin, no matter how small diiipmination allocations were as a percentage
of the overall effort, they1Rid result in significant outcomes. Other
federal dissemination programs exhibit a similar leveraging; the Na-

.
tional Diffusion Network comes readily to mind as an example. However
the case is argued, it seems certain that of the resources currently
available to schools for knowledge utilization, a significant portion
now exist in regional service agencies- fact that policymakers shOuld
not ignore.

Curriculum and instructional Arvice,functions. Curriculum and
instructional, services might be considered a subset of knowledge



utilization or MBE functions. Yin, by subsuming staff development
within his category-of knowledge utilization, appears to opt for the
inclusion. However, irankel explicitly excludes staff development from
RDD &E (although she would include development of new programs). No

matter; curriculum and instructional servicesseem significantly dis-
tinguishable from other RDD &E functions to be examined separately.
Activities in this area range from the consultation work of specialists
in traditional areas such as reading, language arts, math, and science
tospecial projects charged with developing new or better strategies
for imonoVing instruction in such areas as gifted and talented, migrant
education, bilingual education, outdoor/environmental education; etc.
It is difficult to get a fix on how many people provide these services
or how much money is spent providing them. Stephens is our only source,
and because he combines such functions as direct instruction and cur-
riculum support services in his program areas, it difficult to make
an estimate of the magnitude of effort. We would guess that it is of
about the same magnitude as (or only slightly greater than) the knowl-
edge utilization effort--a fairly low level of effort.

Ole's assessment of the policy implications sing such limited
curri ulum, and instructional resources for schoolvim rovement depends,
.to a onsiderable degree, on one's assumptions about the potential
role o curriculum change in school improvement. For example, there
is a se timent in some policy circles that curriculum reform is not
likely to result in major changes in student achievement. If one holds
that view, then the presence of curriculum and instructional services
functions in ESAs will not, appear to hold much promise. On the other
hand, to the extent that curriculum and instructional services are
valued, these services will be considered to offer great potential for
school improvement.

As budgets have been cut at the local and state levels, curriculum
and instructional services have been among the first to go; it Tay be
that cooperatives and regional service agencies are the logical \locations
for such services. But they may also'disappear rapidly from regival
agencies if they are financed primarily with federal dollars ( sur-
mise they are). The.greatest changes for regional agencies may come in
t4is area. If they are now funded largely by federal resources, most of
those resources will go into the new block grants. Whether the state
will continue to operate these agencies is a matter of considerable
policy importance.

Supplanting functions. In-additiel to the obvious areas just
identified, there are several others that hold school improvement op-
portunities for regional education. One of the most important, we think
of is a "supplanting "' function; that is, in some areas, instead of
assisting schools in'carrying out their work more efficiently, regional
agencies directly carry out the .work themselves. Most obvious among
these supplanting functiOs ig direct instruction. Ta a considerable
degree, the ESA systems s-in ttkis.tountry are direct instruction units.

This can easily,be deduced feInfthe fapt that 59 percent of the full-
time equivalent staff areeittrer te4chens or teacher aides. Available
evidence indicates :thatithe'bUlk, ofithis,instruction is teaching of the
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handicapped (and to some extent adult and .vocational education).

The issues of school iniprovement in this a,rea are the issues of .

improvement of instruction in general. There is nothing Unique about
teachers who happen to work for a bureaucracy called an "educational
service 'agency" instead of a local school. In- oqter words, whatever
policies might be effective in improving inst ituction in schools will
also apply to ESAg. 0

,
Another supplanting funCtion is the regional service unit prac-

tice of directly conducting pupil /personnel activities (guidance and
counseli ng, testing, diagnosis, etc.): To the extent that these ser-
vjces are a part of ESA activities, they become a-potential target for
improvement just as they would in a local school.

. Admijiistrative _operations. Regional service units perform impor-
tant administrative operations for local schools; Stephens's data in-,

`dicate that as much as six percent of the FTE is dedicated to these
services. These operations range from joint purchasing of toilet paper,
to the management of payrolls and employee records, to the operation
of school buses. (The last item probably makes up a larger percentage
of budgets than reflected by FTE data, since the cost of maintaining
and operating a fleet of buses is quite high these days'.) The role

.these administrative operations play in school improvement may be neg-
ligible except to the extent that greater efficiency in administrative
operations frees up more money for the instructional program. The role
of regional service agencies in bringing about greater efficiency of
operation is always mentioned aS one of their unique contributions to
the educational system. Surprisingly, however, no real data has yet
emerged to document this phenonfnon.

Governance -functions. This area includes not only the rela,tively
small proportion of peciple involved in administration (and probably
only a small percentage of those Stephen; lists as involved in admin-
istration have much of a part in go ance issues), but also those
whd serve on advisory boards and t o
through linkage with state and loc 1 education agencies. These people

tied to the governance of ESAs
ern

represent the establishment in educetioncertainly, at least, in those f
states with a state-wide system. Here the potential for improvement is
probably grea.ter than is currently realized: Reaching the people in-
volved in ESA governance amounts to reaching a significant portion of
those who now operate our, educational systein. Viewing the ESA as a
communicatibn link with these people has the advantage of blurring
sdme traditional lines of protocol. For example, the federal govern-
merit hag difficulty speaking directly to local school districts with:
out filtering, thro h the states; by using the ESAs" as one channel_

possible- to reac a much broader audience. Certainly this channel
for communicatio o topics related to school improvement,. it would be

could not be used for official, regulatory .communications without im-
punity; but it could be used as'a vehicle far awareness, debate,
feedteck, and mediation between the schools and the state and federal
governments. This is, in effect, what Stephens defines as One of the
ESAs' major strengths. Yin recognizes it too when jle,speaks of the

i.,.
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mediating functions of REAs. In particular, Yin's exposition of the
importance of mandates and the imposition of 'congruent conditions"
--mandates to both REAs and LEAs that support interorganizational,
cooperation -- raises important policy implications: To the extent that
regional service agencies arp part-of a deliberate mandate from third
parties (such as state education agencies) to bring about school im-
provement, they are Tore likely to succeed., Yin argues that to the
.degree that states separately ask local schools how they are using
regional units to improve themselves, and siMultaneously ask regional
units how they are helping schools, it is more likely that collabora-
tion leading to improvement will occur. And if this discussion is
held in the context of the allocation of-federal or state resources,
it is even more likely to yield beneficial school improvement outcomes.

Finance systems. At no time do any of the studies reviewed speak
of the potential roleof regional units in the equalization of school
finance resources. In fact, most regional units do not now play such
a role. But there are exceptions. For, example, in New Jersey's system
a school district deficient in providing a "thordugh and efficient"
education to-its students can acquire the additional state resources
for improvement through one of the regional Educational Improvement
Centers. It seems to us that more use could be made of the regional
units by employing them as vehicles for distributing additional state
resources where the need is the greatest. This might be a particularly.
appropriate tool for responding differentially to,un,equal rural and
urbanineeds.

3. What are the primary constraints or limitations that need to be
taken into account in using regional service Units to improve educa-
tional practice?

The'constraint most important, it seems to us, is-that focused on
by Yin in the context of external resources. He-indicates that suc-
cess'ful collaboratidn and hence successful knowledge utilization
occurred when external resources were madgovailable to the cooperat-
ing parties that would not have been avainble to any of them alone.
Yin challenges the idea that school improvement services are likely
to be bought Oom regional service units by local schools. He found
that when this was a condition of collaboration, it was not successful.
Only when both partiecould cooperate to gain new resources and/or
eithange benefits*di'd successfij knowledge utilizatipn through'inter-
orgaIizationai collaboration occur.

To a certain extent-, Stephens's data support a similar conclusion.
Federal dollars seeeto be most involved n the functions we have de-
scribed thatAave*the most. potential for mprovement. Federal dollars
are not involved; foe example, in administrative operations.AwThey are
not heavily involved in many of the direct instruction functions. They .

are extensively involved in knowledge utilization activities and cur-
riculum and instruction services. The conclusion sees to be that if
regional units are to actas vehicles for school improvement, they must
be given the opportunitx to assist the constituent LEAs in obtaining
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resources they would not otherwise nave been able to'get. Such re-

sources may not be large in relationship to the total'scale of the
regional service units' ope'rations, but there must be someemoney there
to act as a catalyst. It would. be an error to think of,this money as

"seed money"--money that once deployed starts a self-sustaining effort;
instead, it must be thought of as a contiwing .source of "starts fo!
school improvement efforts. Given the current policy Of removing the
federal goverinmert from this role, if state governments do not create
this source 4f incentive for interorganizational collaboration, most
school imprOvement functions of regional service agencies would appear
to be doomed.

One other constraint: It should be noted from the Stephens data
that a preponderance of ESA PTE energy is located in two states--
New York and Pennsylvania. Together, these two states.eontribute 56
percent of the total FTE of all ESAs studied. Adding Michigan's 11
percent reveals that 67 percent of the entire 26-state effort is in
these three states. This raises important questions about the gener-
alizability of ESAs as a nationwide resource. Another constrainttin
using ESAs on a national basis: They do not, in general, service the
private. sector.
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,. - r r-1, -"Educational service agencies are a s4gnificant element in they . Q. '7

nation's educational configuration. Well over 1,000 are in existence,,
located in a'ma,fority of statet. They' do everything from teachifij - ,

Children (under contract arrangements with lal schools) to cooper-7 t

ito ativeTy buyingbuses. They beep pyrolls, conduct steff development,
- evaluate programs and students, and do long-range 61anning% ,They,should ..

-not be ignored by anx federal policy or,progi.am that proposes to affect ,.
. pdblic education K-12. .

a

'2. ESAs are as 1:1'h:terse- in thetr fuhcttons, size, and goverhAnce
structure as they are in "their names: boards of cooperative services,

,
educational,improverfeq Centers, educational service centers, interme-
diate-unitsand many'Mdre. Some are formal regional seryicebranches
of state education agencies; others,fpnCtion Wcoritract: with quasi-_ N
,offiCiol sanction; others are independent COoperativeSthat do, not
answer testate ducation agenfies. Federal policy must-be informed
tYrthis diversity0 Policymekersimust not assume that all ESAs-can be'

..4
teached:.through sta education6Agenties, and must take into account
ESAsF-diffellitng interests and capebilWes. Mote informationon these
agencies should be disseminated broadly throughout NverAlknt at 7kh_e

working Tevel. , - , .
.

.

.
ilir P . 'ft

,

for school imprevement.isboth substantial,3. The ESAs' pot
andblimited:

.

.

a..- There' are tertainireAs,'such as special and.Voca-
.

,"ti-Onal education, where almost all dnUtational'
service,agencies,havi expeftise, 'Many individual
agencies Uve expertise in other areas, as Well.

.... '. ,
b. The, bulk of the o4perations i,n manyagencies.sup):

plant lodal,instruction;. the ESAs actually hrre\the
teachers,andselect the students in such areas as
special and vocational education.: Asa result, they
are thdmselves cAhdidatet targets fors 0101 i1 mprove-

., ment'effo.fts.
.

6
5" - .

.ESAs ali'eady per .fofm a 1-arge-numbtr of the nation's''.

.khowledge utijization fundtions; they operate staff
,,- - development, liqer assistance, "dissemination, ander

.-

'-informati.onkserVices such 'at t spiinsore&Ay. the
...

.." 'N"ational Diffusion Network. r. 4`.t' . .
-

...
d. ESAii, ATso:pftvIde4to schools a Large- of cerric- . ',le-

..

uluni services--e.g., curriculum development ,and expet.1
imental programming. In particular, they bave'been
.emUnD the eTements of the educational system most

.
.- . A 31)
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responsive to mandates, in career edudation, programs for
0 thegifted and talented, environmental education, etc.

e. *ESAs carry out research and evaluation-functions%
iffcluding program evaluation and statistical analysis

e s

of, school charac eristics.

f. ESAs perform °a v riety of adMinistrative services far;
schools. Although.this area probably has limited

-potential far. School-improvement, the cost savings of
these operations (though undDcumented) surely contrib-
ute tathe improvement of a system ,so influenced by
declining resources.

6 g. -Because their governance structures tnVolve'all levels
4: of the educational .system (except the federal) i many

states, CSAshave potential as -informal communications
channels for enhancing awareness oneeds, issues, and
improvements in education.

Although their supplanting and administrative functions tonstitute the
largest element of these agencies' operations (as, measured by FTEEand
by dollars expended), the other functions mentioned above- ire 'cansider-
aa.le enough to represent a significant capacity for educational improve-

. ment; this should be understood by the federal government, 1) '. ,,. -' _,_,(,

L , , . °, 4- /. L.,.

4(I.

Some limitations should be noted: / ¢ s
; a.;

h, The ESAs' supplanting,6 limaijcisrli:6ion. is of such-
stale in three states INew,-Yek.lr-Pennsylvaniar and

Michigan) that these states make up over two thirds of
® the total' system; as measured by FTE and Wdgeis. But

this lopsidedness in supplantingfOnctions does not
seem to extepd.ta the other school improvement func-
tions identified. - ,

', . ,
.

.

i. The governance structure and executive positions of
these agencies are dominated by males and Caucasians-

- (about 98 percent). WhetiOpqc.,IWs,results in a hias.in
programming has.not been determined--but it does sug-
gest-an arealn_which some improvement is possible.

J. ' c '' . . .

The limi ons of geographical'and equity imbalance need notbelan th
. .

insur untabfe obstacle,to the improvement relies of these agencies.

- 4. Harnessing the resources ,of these agencies appears to hi rage on

. :. the avanabittty of. money outside the local'or'regional agencies. SuC-'
,. :ceisfu) knowledge utilization functions apparently cannot be based on

local contributions._ Ste or.tr61 monies are the'key to ESW.par-
ticipation in the improvement:p cess. Gven the impending cutbacks in
federal'resource5 in this area and the transfer Of the remainingiunds ..-
to the states, the futtre of these regional educational agenciesXand
hence their roles in the school improvem3nt process) ts'clearty in doubt.
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o

Overview

S.

ThiS4pape is a review and synthesis of several bxisting docu-

.
mehts. Its ent is /o distill from these documents knowledge
regarding r gional educationktlaboratories (RELs) and university
`centers and their dissemiOtion-And school improvement efforts. The--
paper is presented in three sections. The first contains brief,
analytical descriptions of the repOrts reviewed. The second section
is a.propositional overview,of the lessons learned from comparing
and contrasting these reports.'Jhe-third constitutes a'brief set of
recommendatm4;9ns that grow out of the preceding two sections.

. .

Data from the reports reviewed will be augmented by the author's
background knowledge. The major arguMent that will emerge is, in fact,
a relatively simple but highly compellingone: In the area'of.sChool
improvement, organized capacity for problem solving is important; or-
ganized capacity does notguarantee that high-quality Work will be done
but makes it far more likely; hence,, higH-quality educational research
and development wis'needed for school improvement.

The author urges that an important point be kept in mind during
this discussion. Theorganizations,here considered wij.1 be referred
to. geneically as "labs and centers." Most federally funded labs
and centers are partof the Council for Educational Development and
Research (CEDaR)4 but not Al are members of that organization. The A
several reports reviewed that digcuss labs and centers focused, only
010E0aR members. But the arguments developed(Aere are applicable
beyond. the CEDaR membership(e.g., they might be brobght to bear on
the Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan State University
or theCenter -for the Studyof Reading at the.Uhiversity of Illinois).
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Section I. Review of Selected Reports

R. Campbell et al. R&D Funding Policies of the National Institute of
, Education: Review and Recommendations (1975).

This report, popularly known as "the Campbell Report" (for its
principal consultant, Roald Campbell), was published in September 19675
following three months of intensive work by the consultant group. NIE

and'NCER (the National Council on Educational/Research) had charged this
group with "evaluating the impact of [educational R&D fundihg] policies
on, the nation's educational R&D system, with special'referenceto the
regional educational laboratories and research and deyelopment centers
established by the government in the 1960s".(p. 1). Data for the report
were acquired through:

a meetin wifh lab and center representatives and the

,74xecativ directOr of CEDaR
question wires sent to all labs an d centers;
mettingsndoPintelIiews with NIE staff;
visits to selected R&D institutions, CEDaR members, and
others; .

extensiye individual coqtacts-with "(nowledgeables" in the
field;

.

a review of available literature; and _

the tollective expertise;Of the consultant group.

,

Des pite its general title, the report focuses. heavy emphasis on
labs and centers. It is apparent that the consultant group felt corn
pelled to scrutinize-this particular set of organizations within the .

.context of (1) dwindling funds for the NIE and.(2) allocation of an
-increasing percentage of NIE fundslto these organizations.

0
4

consultant group noted the "i'Wflatd hopes of the 1960s and
the pessimists of the mid-seventies" (p. 6), pointing to pivotal char-
acteristics of inquiry'in the fields related to education.

As n other human service fields, demands for pure'service ).-
tin education.always exceed available resources, thus the
i vitable need for.Continuing justification for allocating ,

ands foe other purposes, e.,g.v R&D.
,

r . A
American public education is notcentraliy controlled; but _ _

is open, Vulnerable andcomplex, and therefore knbwledge,
which i's ih its nature-tentative, will not'be universally

. 'applicable and may appear a weak tool wrong other contenders,
when school improvement is- he focut.

-,
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Knowledge is not self-executing but requires implementation
and the desire on the part of those implementing to achieve
the results *lied by the knowledge.producers.

Finally, there will be no single "breakthroughs" or sudden
panaceas. (pp. 6-7)

'On these'grodnds, the sroup counseled restrained expectations, but.at
the same time urged continuation of the effort to improve education
through knowledge-based inquiry.

Against this background it is well to ask whether invest-
ments in this difficult field.are worth the money. The
only possible reply'is that we must keep plugging away-at.
the difficult proplems of learning and teaching and that
doing so by orderly scientifleinquiry is almost certainly
better than by hupcp. . (p. 64)

The report details the resources for educational R &D available in
1975. thas a chapter on the context for policy making at NIE as well,
and another on current policy directions.

. _ ......

The consultants assumed a highly criticl.stance toward NtE, find-
ing the Institute's shifts in policy, and direction vis-a-vis orgaEiza-,
tions in the'field destructive to organizational capacity. The con-

sultants also paid particular attention to the lack of a reasonable
concept of dissemination apd ensuing activities within1the Institute.

We understand the political pressure for diSseminatton of

. the,resUlts of R&D, but we conclud that NIE has done little .

to aetack the problem as a substantive matter or cluster of
issue and' competing condeptualizati6ps. We do not think
that-vbrk in the field can be halted until theory catches up,

' but we.do believe an experimental attitude would,be helpful
even-as action goes forwar04 and that diverse groups within
NIE could be brought together more directly to consider
paradigms for change andlthe various roles of disseminatien
within them, Research on knowledge utilization could be
more extensively fupded as an essential basis for' policy in

' :this'area. .(p. 68) . .
. .

The report also considers the.ned for NIE to view state and 1oca3 edu-
cation agencies as R&D performers, "not mere recipients or beheficiarilles '

!)
of others'. work" ,(p. 12); to significantly fund basic research, not. simply

- snuggle it7in (p. 1,7); and to pay. specibl attention to expanding train-

, ing and apprenticeship opportunities 'for women and minorities (p. 75)..

t

In several places, it is noted that individual staff members of
the.Insfitute were thoughtful, hard-working, and innovative in their -

approach tideas, and that they were helpful to the consultant group as
pit compiled its report.' However, assessment of NIE as an organization

re
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led the consultants to serious questions regarding coherence and
effectiveness, and in effect, the whole was found to be much less than
the sum of its parts.

The consultant group found the then - existing labs and centers to
be a highly mixed group of % rganizations varying widely in purpose and -
quality of work. Noting the diminution in the number of organizations
established throughout the sixties, the report's authors concluded that

' "there may have been more success in eliminating marginal institutions
or at least ending their substantial federal support than success in
improving the quality of work at those remaining" (p. 69). The group,
noted that directors of labs and centers did not expect Institutional
support unrelated to performance or the relievance,of their work. Based
on these findtngS, the consultants suggested that some,existing labs and
centers (perhaps six to eight, perhaps fewer)4be designated as national_
laboratories--a set of "high-quality institutions withwhich DIE] will
worl,very closely to carry out its missions managing them towards goals
the agency and the institutions'can comfortably share" (p.69). The-

study also concludes that no more than one third of NIE's program funds
should be allocated to tpese special institutions and that, overall, ex-
panded funding for edueRional R&D was at the time essential.

_

In 'sum, the Campbell report is largelvAalbeit constructively)
critical of NIE; expresses misgivings about the quality.and perforMance
of some labs and centers; and isparticularly concerned aboutl9e-Arob-
lem of dissemination. The report recommend that Nif establfsh\a fdw
national laboratvies end, in addition, Ato;nre, more cloi-ely and collabo-
ratively.with state and local education ase'ilie's. Clearly, the writers.

'N of the report felt labs and cent0-s to be important'tools in the pro-
cess of-improving schooling. But-they felt that reorganization.
was galled for at th0 time. 7

t.

Panel for the Review of Laboratory and Center Operations. Research and
Development Centers and Regional Educational Laboratories: Strength-
ening and Stabilizing "National Resource (1979). _.

Three,and one half years after 'CampbeWs, in January 1979, there
appeared this -study commonly known -as "the Panel Report." It was the

. work of a panel-created in August 1977 at the behest of Con.gress, which
manpted the review panel {memberstlip to be appoieted by the director
of 1E) as part of the Education Akendmants,of-1976. The panel's work
vas conducted between September 1977.and anuary 1979 when it issued
its final report. Subsets of the panel v sited each,lab and center; the
report contains detAil4d accounts of -the site visits. In addition,
chapters detail the history of lab? and enters and ther+elatio s with
NIE, the financial support recommendationstor individual orgahizations,
and maniagement issues vis -a -vis labs amd centers, with :a separatqcchap-,
ter,on dissemination and equity issues.to,
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co The panel, apparently to itssowksurprise, "found a vigorous set
,of research and development institutions doing work of quality and
significance for American education. We had not anticipated this
conclusion:, we approached our task with full knowledge of the consid--
erable controversy we had been asked to address" (p. iv).

' Echoing the Campbell Report, the panel, while finding weaknesses
in the work of some labs and centers, also found "past federal policies
for their support to be particularly accountable" (p. iv). HoWever,

the panel went on to commend the NIE for improved practices, especially
in the area of direction and support of labs and centers. The panel

strongly endorsed the concept Of institutional support for organiza-
tions meriting i,t, along with the phasing-out of work in areas no
longer deserving special priority (p. vi). ,

The Panel Report meticulously details the .history of,NIE funding
policies for labs and,centers through 1979 (calling it a "history of
instability and conflict"). When these organizations were switched '

from USOE to NIE, funding was shifted from an institutional to a proj-%
ect basis, then' later to a "program purchase" policy. This caused
severe weakening of organizational capacity, a condition that went un-
corrected unti_1-1.975,-.1,4ha.n--4CER., in the aftermath of the Campbell '

Report, resolved that the director of NIE had the authority to estab-,

Ush "special- institutional relationships." This gave a po)icy mandate
to support,labs and centers and 'was, in the view of 'the panel, a step

toward proper management of existing institutions.- The theme runs
throughout the Panel Report that labs and centers are important means
of effecting school improyeMent, and therefore their management and
nurturance are of great importance.

The panel dealt specifically with' the need for labs and centers;
.. observing that the knowledge accumulated over the past two decades

reaffirms the need for centers and "strengthens the rationale" for labs:

Increased,understanding of the political dimensions of educa-
tiOnal change reinforces the argufrpnt for decentralized decision. -

making. These considerations strengthen the rationale fOr the
functions of regional educational laboratories that are governed
.by and .responSie to rgione 'interests in collaboration,with,
.the sponsoring federal agency. (p. 7) 1

The panel noted the increasing d4versit30y off R&D performers, pointing-

to a then-uncompleted stu (Frankel, Sharp; and Biderman, 1979).
Furthermore, the panel fe I that the particular functions served by

. labs and centers and the cumulative 'experience of each were not sup-

plied by other forms of organizations.. .

.,.

Ina sp cial chapter of the,report, the panel dealt specifically
..with the que tion of dissemination. They expressed an'"awareness of

the heed for'systematft efforts tb ensure that.the results of [lab and
center] work be utilized" (p. 43). They were concerned, as well, that
Tab and center staff keep themselves apprised of ,the work of their
colleagues, and that they coordinate their dissemination efforts with

4
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4P,the many others in existence. The panel noted, "We see too.little
-attention, to forms of dissemination that.are firmly linked to the
improvement of practice and too little integration among the efforts
that exist" (p. 43).

The report details the 20-year intell6ctual history af the con-
cept of dissemination, discovering several stages. Early work focused
2n the "sowing of seeds" through information dispersal, resulting in
systems like ERIC. Next came two-way exchange notions, which led tol
"needs sensing" and "feed-forward" mechanisms. Theft came state

capacity-building efforts. .This was followed by the recognition that
many educators were suffering from 'iinformation overload," which called
for development of selection criteria. The panel found the scene in
1979 to bgept.icaracterized by an emphasis on human support systems
providin nital assistagce and staff development, and on "invisible
college-building". to promote more extensive peer communication (pp. 43-
45). .

;.

The panel saw the developing Research and Development.Exchange
(RDx) as a potentially strong force for comprehensive dissemination
efforts. It also noted that because labs and centers are each unique
organizations, no simple formula, for dissemination activity can be de-
ve'loped. The panel recommended that as NIE continued to strengthen itl

activity, it,should also encourage and support
"[lab efforts to assist each state in the region served to establish
effective dissemination procedures," (p. 46). It recommended further
that "NiE should develop a comprehensive policy on its role in dissem-
ination, should conduct programs that are consistent with that policy, :

and, Should implement effective procedures for the disseminatiN of .the
results of the R&D it supports" (p. 47). Finally, in-an addefidum-to
its report, dated August 9, 1979, the panel added, this recommendation:

The NCER, in consultation with NIE, should articbliate an -
overall policy for the'.building of'an R&D system and en,
sure that the Institute's strategies,for support of re-
search, development and dissemination activities reflect
this policy:, The elements of such apolicy should include:

a. articulation of the links between lab and center missions
and the, other R&D activities supported by the Institute.

b. fostering of collaboration and communication.between labs
and 'Centers and other R&D resources and networks, including
the full development ae,the dissemination capacity of.the
50 states.

c. continued development: of constituent participation in''
defining what is needed from research and Involvement in
its production and'dissemination.

d. ,consideration of nevi training and human development need
%p facilitate dissemination:

0
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integrating into the routine op4ratjons of NIE an ongoing
synthesis and assessment of the 4mpact of R&D supported by
the Institute and others. (Addendum;-p. 2)

In summary, the Panel Report generally lauds 1 -abs and centers for
the competence of their staffs and the quality of their work. The
_Panel found mismanagement from the federal level. respons4ble for past
problems and weaknesses, but,dlso discerned increasingly thoughtful

"direction emerging from NIE over. time. The panel expressed concern'
about the inadequacy of-the dissemination efforts of:some labs and cen-
ters and the lack of a coherent policy 'regarding diss&iindtion within
NIE, while pointing out that no uniform poliCy would te'applicable.
The panel considered the labs' needs sensing and echnfcal assistance
ktivities to be important dissemination efforts'and found the patential
ofthe RDx exciting. e A

. -
.-

. M. Radnor et al. Information D'11-issemination and Exchange for Educati &nal

Innovations (1977). a .. ,-. -

'flies 10 chapters of these twt volumes offer varying perSpectives
on how an.ROx system might pest be described. The report chronicles
the premises and underlying strategies of those who were directly
involved in the early RDx planning group. Basic assumptions included
these:

ta,

"the effort .will be_callaborative throughout, involving
A,

the entire educational community;

activities engaged inwill be complementary and supportive
of other agenc ties;

.1
the effort will be develolomental'and wor.dinated;

.
-

it will explore alterna tive strategies and soN, tions,
and will deal with a variety.of problem areas and clientele;

. .....4-"-
.. % '9 .

4 it will:use a "linkdrage/brokerage" strategy, and will ..

depend on NIE'for core support while=2qs6 seeking contribu-
..

tory support;
. 4

'

it will work to ensure equity. (pp. 11-12)

The entire RDx planning effort was based on the notions,that
(1) a single dissemination policy -- across the board for all lnatitu-.

tions--was undesirable and (2) extensive linkages and, two-Way coMMun"-
ication flows between knowledge prod,cers and users were essential.-

. ,

Chapter 7, "The Balanced Producer-Client Linkage ExChange,"
begins with the important..warning Aat many knowledge' production and
utilization-(KPU) projects reflect the assumptions of knowledge

0
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producers, whose conceptual mappings may or may not overlap those of
actual know ledge users or clients.0 In fact, it frequently appears
that KPU activities ,are u2dertaken because they are seen as desirable
in and of themselves, rater than because they address specific infor-
mation needs.

KPU efforts are seen s needed and vi,p=designed bye information
producers or ii$erme ler:les. The reasons are simply that
producers and inte ediaries are rewarded based on the extent
to.which their products are disseminated, recognized...and
p6t to use. (p. 3)

The report sug ests that heeds sensing approaches commonly used to
determine what a Client thinks'often suffer from two problems: They
assume that th conceptual approaches of clients do not vary; and
"they almost lwayt begin with needs for information and not broader
needs." The chapter details two polar approaches to needs sensing- -
the RDD&E.and problem-solver methods--pointing out the weaknesses
of each. ,Finally, the authors recommended that RDx strive for a
true philosophical consensus among all stakeholders; establishment
of the strongest possibleeMinks to all 'other linker/brokers; and
cultivation and br&adcasttng of an image of client-centerecresvurce
linking (pp. 15-46).- 4

The'chapters ofthe Radnor work treated above seem most useful
in anticipation of the REN work; what now follows are accounts of
actual practice. Taken together, the roceeding three reports detail
the, actual functioning of the 'Research and Development Exchange (RDx)
and the Regional Services Program (RSP). While these are two separate
prograMs, they,,have'simllarities. Both were designed to bring R&D-
based knowledgeo bear.on efforts to improve schooling. The Regional
Program Unit repor't deals solely with the RDx; the Lallmang report,
solely with the RSP; and'the Emrick and Peterson report, with both,

Regional Program Unit; Dissmination-and Improvement 'of Practice Program,
NIE. *The Research and Development Exchange:" In Support of School
Improvement (1979).

The contegt within which the RDx0operated in 1979 is portrayed in
the opening pages Orthe Regional Program Unit report. -.By the late
1970s, federal policy and'funding had "shifted from support for produc-..
tion of new starts to more effective delivery and use of existing out-
comes." The previous tO/o decades had made it clear that "R&D products
and programs, when implemented with fidelity, do make a difference."
The contextual segment concludes that "increased practitioner,involve-

.

ment is needed to, ensure the responsiKeness of future R&D sponsors and
producers with respect to the production, synthesis and delivery of new
knowledge" (pp. 1-2).

4
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The goals oft,RDx include: coordination of dissWnation/school
improvement programs;` promotion of use of R&D outcomes; provision of
information, assistance, and training; and influence over future R&D
outcomes through4he identification of client needs. The RDx effort
is a user-driven,developmenpl, coordinated, responsive network. RDx

clients are primarily intermediary agencies (although the ultimate cli2
ents are, of course, students, teachers, and building administrators). -

The "pivotal" client group is composed of the state educational agencies
(SEAs) and theirAissemination'andschool improvement staffs (pp. 3-4).
At the time of Ais report, RDx membership consisted of seven regional
exchanges, four central support service agencies, an executive commit-
tee, and an advisory'group. .The seven regional exchanges were all
housed in regional educational laboratories, as were three of the four
support services,, with the fourth being located at a university center.

I

R. A.4tallmang. 'A Description of the Regional Services Program (1980).

According to the Lallmang report, the main defining characteris-
tic of the RSP is that services provided entail "the application of
existing R&D processes and outcomes to the solution Of short-term

- problems identified by the clients in the region served" (p. 1). The

RSP, at the time of this report, was located in five laboratories
Where service was provided primarily, though not exclusively, to SEAs.
Because serviceswere field-responsive and because service delivery

' techniques varied, a uniform, detailed description of the RSP would
be impossibM' The services'differed by laboratory, but in some way
all were related to issues of "educational policy, planning, evalua-
tion-and curriculum" (p. 1). The report states that variations in
service delivery were supported by NIE so that the Institute could
,study this variation.

. RSP pro4ects have these as defining characteristics: The service=

provider is primarily accountable to the client,-rather. than to,NIE;
service tends to be intensive and of short duration; the target audi-
ence iscomposed primarily,of SEAs; and this audience is defined as
a functibn of the problem selected for attention by the individual RSP
site.

Some RSP projects. seek matching funds and some do rift. A the ,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL), far example, NIE
funds serve as "seed money"-to generate performance contracts: From
December 1, 1978 to June 1, 1980, NWREL signed 101 contracts for a.
total amount of $926,285, while NIE's contribution to the program was

$243,637. (The Lallmang report details the activities of all partici-
pating RSP projects, but the only financial information reported is
from NWREL.)

1
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J. A. Emrick and S. M. Peterson. 'The NIE Regional' Programs: Evolutibr
of the R&D ExChange,and Re ,gional Service Components (1980).

'64

The Emrick -and Peterson report is the most distursive of the °

three. It discusses both programs;. it includes a historical overview
and analysis, as well as reportage of the efforts underway.

In the review of federal efforts related to educational dissemi-
nation,

,
ir the emergende of three 'important.concepts is presented: the

need.for human extension agents with teaching backgrounds to dissem-
inateknowledge;.the need to incorporate a practitioner orientatfon
in knowledge products; and the need to view the educational R&D enteN,
prise not as a,"system" but, in Clark and tuba's, (1974) term, as zo-,
"configuration" (Emrick and Peterson? pp.%6T7). Ear'ly thinking aliout:
regional progremsori-the,p4Mof the dissemination and Resources rolip

tiat N4E took these needs infraccOunt and used them,.in effect, as
spelificatiors for_work in the field,"

,411 RDx projects are located-at. labs and centers. in "an attempt':
-to build direct linkages betweenia subset of R&D producers And other.
groups in the educational community" (p. 10). These organitations were
assumed to "have direct access "-6 a variety of products and expertise"t
(p. 11). Structurally, RDx js a combination of centralized and decen-
traliAed functions, with resource access in the latter cltegory And
system support in the.forMer. Emrick and Peterson point out that
housing,support functions in foUr separateorganizations increases
"the importance (and, the difficulty) of coordination...[but also] the,
opportunity of ,obtaining the best available know-how in specialized
areas of dissemination":(p. 11.).

Emrick and Petei;on's specific review of the mechanics of RDx And
RSP echoes the two reports. discussed above and needs no repetition.
However, their discussion of the interface between RDx and RSP deserves
note. This interface is not yet well documented or comprehended; but

.

overall, the authors suggest that RSP staff can be loosely understood.
as "appfic6tion speciOists," while RDx staff serve more as brokers,
linkers,'and disseminators, of knowledge. The report suggests questions
for further research', but,cotcludes-that by April 1980 the components
were-tn place for a concertedeffort in knowledge exchange,and the
transthission of_speciftc technical assistante.\"The 1<ikelihood of major
and demOnstrable educational improvemehts attributable.to this program
configuration is very h011h" (p. 25).

,
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J. Frankel, L. M. Sharp, and A. D. Biderman. Performers of.Research and

Research-Related Activities in the Field.of Education,(1979):

L.,M.__Sharp and J. Frankel. "Organizations that Perform Educational
'R &D: A First Look at the Universe" (1979).

This report and the subsequent article relate the processof com-
piling the American Registry of Research and Research-Related Organi-

zations in Education (ARROE) and describe its actual contents. Care

went into the selection of organizations for inclusion, each having

to meet particular.criteria.

For the purposes of this analysis, only, a few key points from the

ARROE are relevant. First, a quote from the summary section of the re-

port puts its! major findings. succinctly. The universe of .organizations

in this field'is:

-large-2,434 active organizations were idehtified;
-dominated--in terms of members--by small organizations,
i.e., those with education RDD&E expenditures below $150,000

and fewer than two 411-time professionals with .primary re-
sponsibiltty for education RDD&E;
-dominatedin terms of expenditures--by the 172 largest

perfo ers, which although they constitute only seven per-
ofhthe universe, account for nearly 70 percent of all

expenditures; ,

-divehe---with the primary mission of a majority of Ogani-
,zations lying outside the research field;
-disNrsed throughout the nation--but with large concentrations
in New4ork, California; Ohio, Illinois, Texas, Pennsylvania

add Washington, D.C.;, and

- young - -with 40 percent of the organizations created during
the last 10 years. (Frankel, Sharp, and Biderman, p. 94)

The authors found that few organizations possess capacity for ef-

fecting school improveNent: Few organizations specialize in educa-

tional R&D. Few have a critical mass of expertise% Few have any

_prolonged experience or history of interaction with other educational

actors.

In terms of activities conducted by research-related organizations,

the authors found that

Ne

practically all orgapizations spendat least some of their
funds for research, but research is emphasized, most heaOly

in the-academic and private sectors, while development and
evaluation studies doMinated in public education agencies;,
Dissemination emerged as the area of lowest emphasis, re-
ceiving the smallest alJocation of funds by performers'
except for state agencies and large public school isystems:
(Sharp and Frankel, p. 9)
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These papers suggest that more-research activity should occur in the.

peibric education arena, since these agencies can be,more quickly

and cogently responsive to practitioner need.

In sum, the experience of compiling the ARROE pointed to few

capable. organizations; Identified a need for more emphasis, on dissemi-

nation; and revealed a need for-greater involvement of staff from

public educational agencies.

941
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Section Analysis of Reports

---- The works discussed'in the first section of this paper included_
two major reviews focusing on labs and centers (tile Campbell and Panel
Reports); conceptual papers, two reportorial accounts,-and one analytical
report on RDx and RSP; and 'a -major, piece of research on t e universe of

R&D performers in education. Only one of the works is ac oral research.

Only twothe first two--are truly comparable in the sense that they

both look atlabs and centers arpd their relation tb the \NIE.

' Our .central question ("How do labs and centers
(
ope ate with regard

to dissemination and school improvement? ") .is not ttlmajor focus of
any one of,thge individual documents. Yet the works in toto, and in

conjunction with knowledge possessed by this author, can give us clues.
It becomes our task to infer an answer. That_answer might best be

approached b.$ analyzing these works in the :tight of certain key prpposi-
tions that distill the experience of the organiza;ions over time and
assess their capacity for school improvement.

ti

I

Proposition 1: He4thy organizations show signs 2florganizational
learning, 4evelopment, and refinement of understanding regarding
their major tasks. Such. learning'has occurred in both the labs.and

Centers and the , sponsoring agency, NIE.

Thy first unive rrty centers were established in 1964. The ini-

tial laboratories wer_ set up in 1966. When the centers were estab,
lisped, it was thought that such organizations would "do everything"

,
--resebfth, .development, evaluation, dissemination, implementation
(SalmOn-Cox, 1978; Mason and Boyan, 1968). The creation of the re-

gional educational laboratories (RELs) actually clirified tie mission
of the university -based centers, while beginning a long-standing con-
fusion over-the appropriate Tission of the RELs themselves (Salmons -Cox,

1980a,,1980b). For:;with the appearance of the RELs, centers began to
concentrate heavily,.-though not exclusively,on research and develop-

./ .. cent: RELs, on the.other hand, suffered from unclear definition of
purpose, as was noted in several of the reports..

However, it becomes clear, especially when we cOmpaiethe,judg-
ments of,the Campbell Report to those of the Panel Report, that RELs
have.begUn'to coalesce around certain key functions: This. is true

across thEventire set of,labs, despite marked etifferences
structures, and scopes-of activity. ,Among thelOy functions for which'
each REL,appears to have capability are: dissemination activity,

technical assistance, and resource brokering and exchange. Addition-

ally, each REL is in touch with and responsive to the'needs of its

region.- White there remain regions of the country pnserved by an REL,
where these labs do exist service is indeed being renderechandsome
educatioalneedsare being met Oecifically by these organizations.
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Both the CaMpbellan the Panel Reports reaffirM'the need for
instintionalized capacity orLedu6atiohal knowledge production. Edu-

cational research can and does receive significant contributions from
the individual researcher or small group; put.undertakings such s

development activity, lal-ge-scale'eval.uttjon, programmatic interdisci;-
plinary research, and resource sharing, allocation, and'brokering are
better suited to organizations than to individuals. The. deliberate .

decisiOn to house the RDx-and RSR programs in pEL:s wag based on the

4
.
recognition that organizations'Were essential for these programs'

tasks. In fact, the.organiZations in'ouestion already had structures'
(governing boards,, networking-facilities) .and staff capabilities

suited to those_ta - ! j

, ,

, e Center,s also ov r t me have gngaggd in woricreqUiring an insti7,

tutional base. The'em asis of activity within 'centers has shifted

from program and product dtvelopnlent to pr rammatjtsbasi and applied

resear h. In both. cases, thdiability of a iVersity'centerp attract

a cri cal mass of scholars' from multiple departments and discipline's.

has en crucial to the kind and quality orknOwl&ige,production

fr

.

) ,,.. ,

..,

., ' ,

.- .

Centers have come to be problem-oriented, conductingarch and
development consonant with NIE's priorities. Those prioritieresult.
from congressionar-Mandate. as welles from NCR direction and NIE lead-

ershi. _Hence, centers are currently waking or.thoseproblems deemed
most important nationally. .

4

NIE has demonstrated that it hds- learned from criticism. Thil.it

particularly true.in two areaS that are important for our consideratiOn.
here: the direction and management of lab$ and centers, and the,struc- 1
turfing and implementation of disseminet4on activity. Regarding the

first area, theCampbell'RepOrt made-it clear that the then-curr t

"program purchase" policy of NIE had had deleterious effects o abs

and centers and, furthermore, that the monitoring and management of
.true organizatio s had been uneven and confusing. By the time of the

Vanel Re ort, NI had returned to institutional support and to long,

term agre
NIE

the labs and center's. Regarding-the second area,

the need for NIE to systematically plan and implement dissemination
activity is a theme that run throughout the repbrts reviewed (and one
emphasized heavily in the thinking about implementation-tot-the RDx). *

It is n6w apparentthat-N E-has taken this advice seriously, having
funded planned variation tudiesbs was recommended -- within the
context of RDx and other 'issemination activity.,

To" summarize, then: While the Campbell Report found fault both

with labs and centers and with NIE,,the Panel .Report endorsed long-
term funding' for seven o theeightRELs and_seven'of,the nine centers.,
finding them healthy and roductive organizations. And NIE, by itS

own record of activity'ov r tht past several years, has demonstrated
-

a capacity. for learning . .
0-

P osition 2: Instit tionalca acit is.essent al for com 1 x
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undertaken. Th(oughout the Panel ReArt (including the individual
site visit reports), centers are given high. marks for their work. ,

_ 1

Anothei-theme prominent during vie past five years has been the
need to incorporate' the perspectins of women and minorities Into educa-

itional research, NIE developed a>program to accomplish this, and many

labs and centers sponsored related training programs. In fact, .the

first round of fu /ded proposals in this area went exclusively to lab
and centers as t emc& appropriate places to' begin such work.

t )(

For the task undertaken by both labs and centers, an institutional

capacity is essential. Both kinds of organizations have score staffs

of sufficient size and training, organizational suppoil.serviCes, and
the ability to plan and carry out longLringe programs of work.

Proposition 3: Mision orientation is essential fOr efficient and
high-quality goal realization.

,

It is clear from the historical record that both labs and centers ----"4-
,.:

ha've grown.in-thetr' capacity to focus in on certain functions and prob-

lems. In the sixties, notions about organizational responsibility were- e_

dfffuse; during the seventies,'ideas,ab t what each kind of organization

might hope to accomplish grew-more sophis 'cated. Aga0', as noted in

the reportsthere is wide diversity of activity among the' lab and

centers. But-overall, centers tend to focus on programmatic R&D, wh.ile
,labs possess strong capacities especially for, technical assistance,
knowledge brokering, and networking. In the past several years, under

direction from NIE, many labs have -come, to work closely with SEAshand

LEAs. The relationships 'so'eseablished.are crucial Vi' schdol improve-

oe,nt efforts.: '

-.

Proposition 4: In the area oT dissemination activity, important,
fa6ilitating mechanisms are ni understood and are being put to use.

Dissemination is clearly-ail area of concern for many. Both the

Campbell and Panel Reports pay special attention to it; the RDx and
RSP programs were created in direct response to perceived needs in

this area. As the entire domain of educational knowledge, production
took clearer shape-over the past 20 years, numerous types of dissemi-
nation activities were tried and variously found wanting. In large

measure, early efforts probably suffered from over-reliance on models

for dissemination borrowed from other fields (agriculture, space

technology, etc.). Slowly, the constraipts and opportunities particu-
lar to the American educational scene became cleaer. NIE and organi-

zations in the field have learned from experience and advice. As a

result, current dissemination efforts emphasize:

the need for regional networking involving mqltiple
stakeholders and utilizing human communication (as ,

opposed to simply disseminating printed information);
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the need for, national coord-rnation--,of-reSour.ces so that

problems of one region may be met by pi- oven solutions

developed elsewhere;

P s
the need for planned variation in dissemination strate -'
,Igies, recognizing the decentralized, locally based

nature of American education;

, the .need for coktinuous,'long-term communication, as

opposed o "4ingle-shot" consultant visits;

finally, the need to take the RoJsition, in many areas,
that knowledge applicable to immediate-problems ddes
exist.

.

"More researchls needed" may be a'truism in
many important substantive areas, but a great deal has

already been ?tarried that can be applied now.

Propoition 5: Practitioner involvement, judiciously structured is

a, key element in dissemination.

This point is important enough to be singled out; organizations

in the field, and-tile NIE well, have come to understand that tHe

client must Ile involved in many aspects of knowledge:production.. In

tKe_area,44 dissemination, this involvetnent is crucial. And the

structure of that involvement must [10 carefully thought through. It

*s unreasonable to expect teachers to.accept.ready-made "solutions"

-to problems they'may' or may note think they have; neither ps,it reason-
able to expect reiearchers:.to allow their strategies to be defined

totally by practitioners.' The several reports reviewed display
ificreasinw,sophistieetion in the field regarding appropriate levels

for intervention (e:g., SEA, LEA, buildfng level) depending 011 the

'problem to be"..sol/ed, And styles `of interaction; again depending upon

problem,and level..
,

Proposition 6:- Lab's and centers participate in school improvement'-

'activities to-varying degrees. .,
t

.

, .
, 1

RELs engage fully in school ,improvement activity--that is, in

'research., deVelOpment, and dissemination. Centers, however, focus

'prirjarily only06-research. However, all of the centers engaged in

' j's6me.form of product development in their earliest days; many contimit

to
.

be involiied difzectly in education through these products. _finally,

several centers,have evdLuation research components; one center is de-

: yOted'entirely 'to work in, this area. In such research, dirett involve-

. ment with ,school settings is'inpvitable. Of course, this involvement,

s,

does not necessArily'result.in immediate direct improvement efforts,

but it 'can. kl-l'of the,above'activities can be /iewed as school im-

.
'provement efforts. " , ,.

.

....,

.*
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, Proposition
,

7 RELs and _university centers specialize-*xcT sively

in Knowledge production function's for edoe'ation. There are at- '

) present_lio functional'alternativetAo.these organizations.
,, ,
, m All the reports reviewed recogrrized 4.,,e importance of the role 4

played by Fabs,and centers. The,Campbell Report, the one most criti-

calof labs and centers, yet spokeof the need for such organizations

,f and endorsed theidea of national laboratories. The PanelReport -

,, several years later found strength'in most labs and centers and again

heavily endorsed the concept, while ,poi/Iting.to eas in need of im-.' is

provement. The RDx and RSP programs rest on a fou dation or institu- ...

tional support provided by labt ancrcenters. F 1,1y, the Frankel '

research makes eminently clear how few organizations there are with ,

adequate resources whose missions-are totally committed to the domain

of education. .

. i.

. Impoi-tant roses in educatiopal dissemination and school improve-

ment are played by SEAs, LEAs, profit-making research organizations,

schools and colleges of education, and individual researchers. Yet.

none of these has the -capabilities offered by labs and centers,, either

individually or in some form-of consortium. -'

1
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Section 3. Recommendations

0

The recommendtions that follow grow directly from the first two .

sections, of.this paper. The rationales for each are4contained in the,
preceding analysis.

mr

1. Improvement in American education is contingent upon building and
maintaining our scientific understanding.of, educational processes.

Education is, a profession, like medicine or law. A profession
needs knbwledge bases out of which rational actions can be derived
and improved practices developed. Neither by hunch nor by intuition
can school improvement be efficiently conducted. Particularly in a -

time of declining resources, an ethic ofefficiency combined With a
desire for efficacy argues for sound investment. Developing the
science of education'is one such sound investment. Of court; this
development is not limited to the activity of institutions, but it -

is well supported by their work.

7

In the sixties, when edutational research first emerged as a field,
it seemed possible to fund,any and all school improvement ideas. Now
in the eighties, as our possibilities diMinish,- it is imperative to
Sfund thosie ideas most likely to make a difference.

2. Greater coordination of existing resources is-desirable.

In order to maximize the potential of chat is now known and avail-
.

able, NIE should exercise leadership in coordinatingexisting resources'.
Leadership and coordination do not imply uniform policy, as NIE seems to
have apprehended already. The Institute, for example, should continue
to encourage planned variation studies in the area of dissemination,,

:',,as the best wisdom on the subject currently suggests.
.

Yet it is apparent'that there has been insufficient funding for
c coordination '(e.g., for RDx personnel to meet, share experiences, and ,

"learn from one another). Within the CEDaR.organizations there is a :

nascent. project on school improvement, attempting to bring together
participating -organizations' experiences. Recently, educational' -

researchers within AERA have dis ssed the possibility of.mounting\
school imprdvement efforts to de strate the efficacy- of educational
research. There undoubtedly ca be top many sucn efforts; but
clearly the lotiiS of leadership should be at NIE5 not in any one
professional or other group.

Within the Ins'titute, in'the minds of project monitors, prbgram
personnel, and intramural research personnel, resides a large body

-.of knowledge. 'That knowledge includes awareness of lab and center

100
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programs.a.s well as of a-liost of other programs and needs natiprriide;

-it should be more systeMatically organized_and put to use.

3. 'University centers should be encovaged to be flexible

in.their scope of activity.
°

. 1

Ras are more specifically structured to meet technical assist-
anceneeds for school-imprOvement than are the centers. Laboratory

capacities in'this area have been enhanced by the development of the

RDx and RSP programs. Havi,ngsufferet.for years from unclear insti-

tutional definition, the RELs hie now coalesced around these func-
.

tiOns and are providing importint,service.

The situatlion for university centers is 19ss clear. While univer-

sitycenter as a group havea variety of missions, the resulting dif-

fusion of emphasis in centers' activities \-ids an advantage for the field'

as a whole. The interplay between research and development cycles

takes a certain inevitable course,causing centers' work to be more

or less immediately tied to school need at any given point. Yet all-

centers'. work is targeted to the creation of a knowledge basefor .
educational practice. This flexibility must be encouraged, as must

the diversity of mis
;

sion%uencompassed.

116

4. Institutional support for labs and centers must be maintained.

Institutions offer the capability for sustained, effective work

oneducational problem solving. The most important and complex prob-

lems, in education do not lend,themselvesto quick or simple solution.

To go,on building the knowledge base'on which school improvement will

continue to depend, or to expand the effort to-apptY what is now 'known

and, ready for application, it is essential that educational research

organizations, qua organizations, be maintained. This requires sus-

tained policy vis-a-vis these organikaitons, long-terailfundtng, high-

quality review on a regular basis, and the plannqd,phasingout of

areas of work/no longer productive or relevant..

The autho \s mindful of the current political climate. Fund-

ing for NIChas been severely reduced; and the Institute''s contractual

obligations are largO, It' would be easg-to say. that Current federal'

expenditures for educatiqnal research are totally.inadequate, do not

reflect the productivity of the field as a whole,yia must be increased.

.
Yet that kind of recommendation is beyond the scope of this analysis.

*
There is currently a Try for "open competition., (What this trans-

lates into fOr institutions and individuals must be carefidly planned.

Any return to "program purchase" policies for prdpammati2 R&D insti-

tutions such as slabs andcwiters would vitiate the institutional

cities. so . carefully nurtured through past uncertain
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Preface

As preparation for thi's paper, I. read the works listed.in the

bibliography. Some dealidirectly with the SEA role in dissemination,

some tangentially.' 440P

It became evident that the papers barelfscratch the surface of

a field that has exploded into a vast landscape in the past 20 years.

They cover,so small a. portion of.the sub4ect they address, and much

of that so superfjcially, that they raise more questions than they

resolve. It is only fair; to note that the fault lies not so much

with the 'papers themselves as with the unwteldiness of the territory.

,of dissemination. In any case,.the customary survey method--reviewing
the research and offering a few suggestions for furtiler work--would

'be inappropriate for these papers.

Instead, r have taken ideas-from them- -along with others that

occurred to'me while reading these papers- -and have formed them into

this essay. Sometimes the papers are cited and sometimes not; thus,

they have.played_a larger role In this paper than specific citations,

would indicate.

The paper approaches its topic by examining the role of SEAs as

units of state government and considering the likelihood that they will

engage in dissemination'as a state function in the.absence,of federal

intervention. Then the paper examines dissemination as*a'field of

studythe concepts currently emplOyed in the field as well as the

methods usually used to study SEAs as dissemination agents.- The paper

concludes with some thoughts about the implications of the first two

sections.for future research on the role of SEAs in disSemination.

f k
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Brief Review of Reports*

.H. M. Brickell. Survey of State Education Department Research, Develop- .

rent, emonstration, Dissemination and Evaluation (RDDDE), 1969-70
(197

Scope-of the Study

This study was conducted in the late 1960s to document the status of
state education agency research, development, demonstration, dissemination,
and evaluation (RDDD&E) activities. Survey methodology was used to collect
data for the study, involving site visits to 12 states, questionnaires
mailed to all SEAs, and meetings at nine regional USOE, offices Reseagii

questions probed the organization, financing, staffing, and activities*.
of state education agencies.

Findings .

A number of research categories were studied. Findings are'reported

lere by theme or topic:

No RDDQ &E activities were reported in 25 percent arthe states.
The SEAs that did document such activity indicated that ...ft was
located mainly at administrative levels.

q State funding for research and/or evaluati9n activities was provided

to 80 percent of the SEAs, and 32 percent received state funds for

d6elopment. SEAs were more likely to receive federal than state
funds for each of the five RDDD &E functions,

Outside affiliationS' with other SEAs were-reported by a majority of
the states. A minority of SEAs had started infra -state ecational
research councils and less than one th'rdad4become linked to
another R&D organizaVan within the state

The .climate for RDDHE within the SEAs was of especially robust

and was seldom supported. These unsatisfa tory conditions were
perpetuated by the fact that kvaluation and ,assessment were con-
sidered more important than research by,,the governors and legislal
tures involved. -

isf

*These summaries were prepared by Sue McKibbin, Educational Diss'emination
Studies Program; Far West Laboratory for Educational. Research and Develop-

ment.-
cry
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Technical 'assistance was frequently provided by one SEA unit to

another. Occasional, unsystemalic assistance was o to

LEAs, intermediate service agencies, Oofessional assoc ions,

.and stabile government agencies.

"o Personnel in half of the states mere supported by federal

ESEA Title V funds. Joint appojntments of SEA staff at

colleges and-universities were common. ,

Project designs did not move the.work through a series of
stages resulting iq the development ofneW prd§rdms. RDDD&E

-activities were not directed to state or federal policy
que5tions-, and there was no ready aggregation of results.

Policy'Implications

The study cdpcludes that no,S&A entered the 1970s with satisfactory
staffing, funding, or organization for RDDO&E. There had been no memor#

ble SEA initiative in educationalresearen and development. Although

federal initiatives and funding had contributed greatly to strengthening
the role of RDDO&E, SEAs were not yet providing much of the knowledge base

in education._

The report suggests that state support for RDDD&E activities_was latk-.

ing because the governors and legislatures did not expect SEAs to engage

Ahl'reflective study. Furthermore: educational researchers traditionally .

could not use scientific inquiry to inform policy questions. Nothing less

--- than a new concept of research and development in.SEAs would turn the tide.

The report note? that because SEAs constrain research functions, RDDD&E

programs shduld be designed to go with the grain of the institution.

Aligned with the mission of. the SEA, educational R&D at the state level

could serve and ,survive.

Twelve propositions conclude the study. They are.provided here:

T. The target, 6f SEA research is not theory but idproved-

practice.

2. The consequence of SEA, research is not understanding,but

action.

3.' The most suitable outcome is not a finding buta new

- regulation, or advisory bullAin.

4. The correct mood is not reflection but a desire to reach
the deadline before the pending decisions reach it.

5. Natural clients are not members of the profession at

large, but-other SEA'administrative units.

t

6. The correct location is not the laboratory but either the 4

library or operating schools.
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7.. The natural companion of An SEA researcher is an SEA
planner.

8._ The best.research designs are hot experimental but evalua-ap,

tiye.

9. Proper Oidence-js subjective as often as itJs,o,bjective.

10. An_appropriate criterion for,judging the success Of a pro-
.

grams.is not effectiyeneis but benefit in relation to costs.

11.. The proper audience for a research report is composed of
_.-those who make decisions about the operation of the schools.

r

12. The appropriate reporting media are not professional jour-
Thais but public press, radio, and television. (pp. 48-56)

D. Madey et al. Building Capacity for Improvement of-Educational Practice:
An Evaluation of ME's State 5qsemination Grants Program (1980).

Scope of the Study

In this research undeitaking, .state education agencies were studied in
an effort to describe theii'...filiplAmentation-of the State Capacity Building

Program. This program was gpOnsored by the National Institute of Education
to facilitate the development of a national capacity to disseminate R&D
knowledge in order to assist educational improvement.efforts:- NIE's intent
was to help SEAs implement, strengthen, and institutionalize such programs..
Interactions between NIE and SEAs, SEAs and LEAs were detailed, providing
insights into the process of top-down change. Two questions guided the

research:

. Is dissemiryetion capacity being built as a result of this pro-

gram, and so, how?

Is the pr gram having an effect, and if so, what is it?

, Site visits ere made to 29 state education agencsies, where three re-
sOondent groups re interviewed: State Capacity Building Program direc-

tors, SEA administrators, and information resource base administrators.
In.addition, NIE staff were interviewed. Data were organiZed according to

these categories: SEA characteristics, NIE program'characteristics,-State
Capacity Building Program characteristics, and facets of an SEA dissemina-
tion system.

Findings

A summary of the overall findings provides some geheral statements

-4/
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about the development of the State Capdtiq- Building Program, given die

diversity of the 29 SEAs studied. It was found that within each SEA,

existing structures were used for the` implementation of the project.
The type Of resources used by SEAs varied widely, but almost all projects

had,reasonably comprehensive collections of information resources. Client

requirements and demandst,werekTajor determinants of comprehensiveness,

types of services,, and linkage mechanisms used. Most projects emphasized

personnel linkers, who can respond,mgst effectively to-individual client

needs.
./

Research findings were prganized around various categories, summarized

below: .

1. On theinfluence.of SEA characteristics on $,tate Capacity Build-
_

ing Program charicieriStics:

State size is' related to project emphases.

Existing sttdcture-s are used to provide linkage services.

Bureaucratte rigidity prohibits change.

Content - specific emphaSes.witdin the SEA discourage coor-

, .dination. '

2. On NIE management`;,

NIE's nonpreseriptiveapproach has permitted-dIversjty.

The exten-Cof the SEA-project director's interaction with

NIE is positively related to program development.

,

3. On'the influence of.contextual variables:

'o The.level'of resources and activities increases_ with the

length of .tpy,program's existence.

The-SEA project director's tenure is strongly associated

. with the comprehensiveness of the program.

The-placement of the State Capacity Building Program in a

service-oriented unit. in the SEA increases activity andservice;oriented

Targeting services to special groups enhances comprehen-

siveness.

4. On the types orilpkages betwken SEAs and LEAs:
.1

'o SEA staff.can serve as.process helpers, solution givers,

or resource finders.''1,
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'5. -On the_apppacbes states may follow to athieve dissemination
, ,

city:--~ .
/

'

,
,

,

odYhe th'ree main.a0roaAis focus on specifiC tlientele,

. .
. . ,

.

building.specific topics, or generalized.capacity buil
. '

o
,.

1

. .

".
1

,.

.

Policy Implicatio6s .1
', -

.

, \ ,. _-/'
. .,.

,

Six conclusions may be of interest to pollumakers who are con-.
sidering similar federally. or state-supported dissemination capacity-
ibuilding.efforts: i

...

.. 'W.
.1,. There were dibscrepancies between intention and implementation.

. Individual SEA project histories were somewhAt inconsistent
..with federal program policie's. .

,

2. The State Capacity Building Program stimulated the development
and institutionalization of SEA dissemination programs.

.

3. -Capacity building had identifiable patterns of development.

4. SEA dissemination resources and linkages were fragmented because
of lack of cooperation among federally funded programs:

5. Project placement and leadership within the SEA greatly influ-
,epted effectiveness.

6. Limitations on the role of NIE's project monitors Testricted

their effectiveness.
-

,

f.

P. Martin. General and State-Specific Results of-the Dissemination Survey
(1981).

6.ope of`the Study

The Council of Chief State School Officers- sponsored an infonmal sur-vey.
to determine 03e current level of dissemination and school improvement ac-
tivity in all SEAs. Fogy-nine states responded to the survey, offering
a current and Comprehensive overview of funding, general dissemination serv-

_ices, and interactions withmother agencies.

,Findings
se

High.lights of the survey results are summarized here:

g)s.)
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Jr\ lbissemination services offered by the SEAs were: spread'('in 31.5

percent of the SEAs), exchange (27 percent), choice (22.r.percent),

and implementation (19.4 pwent). Thy primary servi.tetwas the

,ProyisioCof information and acsistance in its LAe.. Secondarily,

SEAS helped coordinate and implement educational programs._ SEA

staffHprovided direct services or worked through field-based linkers.

. Dissemination had not-yet become an inStitutionalized function o4

SEAs, aylthough the NIE-sponsbred State Capacity Building Program

had codtributed significantly tothe development of dissemina-

tion activities'.

Legis'latio'n mandating school improvement existed in 11,states.

Policies and procedures were influenced by fedecal program
requirements, state funding, and SEA staff commitment-.

Coordination of dissemination'activities with other egencies

was evidenced. Twenty-two SEAs interacted closely with labs

and centers, 17 with her'frstate library; and 15 with interme,.'

diate units jntheir states.' Sometimes, in fact,'there seeM6d

L.-

to be. more coordination with external agencies than there was

internally. 1 `^--

o Funding was provided by bbth federal and state sources. Thirty-

seven SEAs received,some sort ctstate funOng; federally sup. -

'ported programs such as Title special education, Title I,

and'NDN contributed:to overall dissemination efforts. Twenty-two

states expefienced decreases jn dissemination funding, and eight

,,'Obtained increases.

The greatest,influence on-SEA dissemination activities was the

State Capacity Building Program. The Regional Exchange project

was also highly influential. t:

Policy Implications

Thera was no discussion of policy implications in the report. Bata
fromethe study, however, have contributed to the policy discussions con-

taified in this paper.

(h
L. McDonnel and M. McLaughlin.. Program Cons o dation and the State Role

in-ESEA Title IV (1980).

\) .

-Scope of ,the Study

IV represents the first consolidation, of federal education riro-

$, grams, funding a wide range of items from school library acquisitions_ to

invhative curricular programs. The main objectives of this study were

tIreefold: R.
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1: To describe how the Title IV program operited in state and
local school districts;

2. To assess Title IV as an example of a consolidated program
strategy and

3. To use Title IV as a basis for understanding the role of
the states in implementing federal educatidn-policy.

Data sources included.:
r

1. A survey of Title IV program offiCials and state advisory
council members in 50 states;

2. Surveys of public and nonpublic school officials in about,
600 local districts;

3. Field work an eight state education agencies and 24 local
education agencies; and

4. Review of documents and other data source

i/Findings

States differed widely in their,Title IV-C funding strategies. Exam-

ples of such strategies 'are:, competitive grants, exemplary projects, or
proportionate funding for every LEA in the state. Most states allocated.
a. large amount of money fort special grants to foster new approaches\to edu-

cational problems. State priorities also figured prominently in allocation
decisions. Thirty percent of the SEAs set aside over half of their Title
IV funding to support projects reflecting priority programs and activities.
Overall, states were either passive, serving simply as conduits for federal
funds, or active, using the funds to enhance state priorities.

More specific observations about state education agency activities can
also be drawn. Because rifles IV,,B and IV-C were previouSly independent
federal programs (Titles PI and III of the Elementary aridSecondary Educa-.
ation Act), they continued to be managed separately by most SEAs. There

were few incentives to consolidate these programs; consequently, states
tended to continue administering the two programs independently. Rather

than encouraging the.redefinition of. the state's role, Title IV-C strength-
ening funds supported roOtine activities., In the.face oi such maintenance
of the status quo, state advisory councils, surprisingly, Were active dnd
influential.

The following general Conclusions about the Title IV program were
drawn from the study:

Title IV was .popular-and well managed.

It was praised for its flexibility and ease of administra-
tion.

.
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Title IV did notkresult in the consolidated management of
, former Cftegorical prograiis.
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There was considerable' variation among state and local edu- '
(

cation
.

ion a gencies in terms of-the substance, management, and,

,' quality of. their Title IV-B and IV-C activities:

4

Smalq, Title IV-B and IV-C grants can result in signficolt
local practice improvement.

The' participation of "eligible nonpublic schools in Title IV
programs was uneven.

Policy 'Implications

A number of recommendations emerged from this comprehensive study.
The authors suggest that a successful conso.lidatioh

. -Must,be bUil t on substantive rather than political loigic;

Must be accompanied by federal program reorganization;

Must represent more than a superficial' shuffling together
= of what were previously= cat gorical aid programs; A46

Must integrate the notion tha the effects of a consolidation

strategy vary with the context to which it is' introduced;

Must be so organized as.to allow the federal role to change
to resporid to heeds and Tflterests that are modified as the

policy and prpgram mature%

J. Murphy. The State Role in Education: Past Research and Future-

' Directions (1980).

Scope of the Study

ThiSiaper reviews the literOure on the role of the executive branch
in state education policy making anelbplemdntation.* It then recommends

additional areas of research, focusing specifically on executive agencies
other than SEAs and on S.Us themselves.

*Four research categories were reviewed: 'input /output studies, policy -

making studies, policy implementation studies, end studi s of the'cumula-
tive impact of state policy.
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Findings
,

Since the mid sixties,, state education agencies' have growrn in site

and assumed responSibility for administering complex p"rograuls, primarily
because of increased federal aid.alid eategoricarprograms. Although SEA

roles have changed considerably, research knowledge about what states do

has not:kept pace.'"

Findings from the literature reviews in*each of the four-categories

are summarized here: ,

1. Input/Output Studies. Most studies find low correlations
between input measures such as ebapomic indicators and out-
pdts such as state expenditures on schools. This line of

research offers little potentially useful information op the
role of SEAs in creating and implementing educational 'policy.

?

2. Policy-Making 'Studies. Considerable work has- been done in .

this area, particularly research on the role of state politi-.1'
cal 'actors in educational policy making. "Further'research
along some of these lines is important, but I suspect there

may be better ways.:.to research and improve the state role
in education" (p.

3.. Policy Implementation Studies. This research analyzes what
occurs after a policy has been established. Such studfebi
would document the influence of the SEA on local educatidrial

programs. "The most important place to collect data on the
state role is not the state capital,but the schools" (p. 11)...

4. Studies of the Cumulative Impact of State Policy. This'body

,of research considers the influence of central gbvernment
policy on Oe'rocal delivery of services. The increased ac-

tivity of the states, the federal government, and the courts
has led to studies about the effectof government iihErv.en-
tion on local eduCational programs. Although the,direct
effects of central intervention seem inconsequential, the
indirect effects on 1lb-tors such as local agendas, school
climate, and perception df problems should be more thorough
documented. .

Policy Implications

4

A number of suggestions were included in the paper, namely:

'0 NIE might sponsor research on the middle-management level
and below in SEAs. Although these staff are frequently,
in contact with schools, little is known about them.

4

Studies could be conducted on executive agehcies other
than SEAs that play a key role in eduat.ional policy making:

114
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Statas not frequently studied, including,those some.:
times called'"worst cases," could, be the subject of

NIE-sppnsbred research.

Comparative, studies of,,a policy issje that emphasize,

"people and process" would be-useful.
.

The relationship 'between internal SEA structures and func-

tions and their institutional Capacity could be studied:

o'To clarify tie language. and improve die accuracy of images

Oeq, research that creates better metaphors for the imple7

mentation process might be sponsored.

The impact andimplementation of state policies could be .

studied, emphasizing: what is happening at the local' 16e1;

the reasons for variation; t'he determinants of successful

implementation; and,SEA management strategies that
.tively,influendelocal implementation. "A locally based

policy implementation focus that looks vertically through

the. system at a particular policy inittative...qffers a

better hope of illuminating the impact of the state role

in education" (p. 16).

The effects of state policies and their cumulative impact on

schools should be studied. Here the basic unit of analysis

should be the LEA, the school building, or specific roles -

such as school principal or teacher.

"NIE might postulate an ideal set of state-local relat4on-

ships,...identify some models,....collect data that examines

the 'costs and benefits of these model arrangements, and

explore the conditionsgithat make these-patterns possible"

pi -22).- ,
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Introduction .

, .

I

Government agencies focus on the minimum. ,Their primary role
is to assure the minimum behavior of individuals. and organizations

,needed to keep society.running. They do this partly by regulating
minimum behavior (passjng and, enforcing laws regarding traffic, va-

agriculture, education) and partly'by enabling. minimum behav-
for {providing highways, welfare payments, farm subsidies, Public'

schools). Beyond this miAmum, individuals and organizations are
' free,to,do as they -wish... We ran .drive better thanthe traffic laws

require, And we.cbn build private roads; we,can get more schooling
than the_education laws require,-and we can build private schools.

The principle that pulflic agencies Should limit their activities .

in iorder to maximize private-freedom is roo ed in our earliest history
llas a nation and has shaped our political velopment. In our foanding

fathers', words: "That government governs best which governs least."
This principle cuts across local; state, and federal levels; it cuts
across all.major functions; it cuts' across all major political' party

philosophies and platforms. nv

Every agency justifies its programs as the minimum needed to main-
tain the social fabric. Even the Johnson administration's War on Pov-
erty, a high watermark in federal intervention and a program intended
to improve life for Millions, was justified as needed to prdvide a
basic standard of. living for the poor; that is, the poor were living
at an unacceptably low level and had to be brought up to.a minimum
to keep society running. Otherwise, as James B. Conant explained
at the time, social dynamite would build up in the ghettos.

,

,

Any government agency that tries to operate "beyond the minimum"
is subject to the charge of unwarranted interference and unnecessary
taxation. Fear of that charge is shrinking local government progmems

today. This public antipathy was behind California's Propositiqn 13 -I

and Massachusetts's Proposition 2-1/2; It was what elected President I

Reagan. It IIV-precisely what is to be, expected in the wake of the J -

War on Poverty. 4.

'I
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State Government Explained

Let us concentrate discussion on state government, focusing ourat-

tention on state legislatures. The legislatures are the de facto govern-

ingb*rds for all state agencies because only the legislatures can raise
taxes to finance ,the' operation of tho'se agencies.

I I

This is as true in education as in other' state functions, degpite

the existence of state boards 'of education. State boards of educOidn do

riot levy taxes to support the SEAs, and thus (ye far less powerful in
their own right than Most lOcal boards of education, whiCh do levy taxes ,

to finance the LEAs. The state governor is less important than the
legislature because the governor does not administer education (in most

states). The state judiciary is less important than the legislature
because the.state board and the chief state school officer perform many
judicial functioffs for the schools (in most states). Thus, we muzI treat
the state, legislature as the maker of state education policy, subject,

of course to multiple politiCal pressures from loca , state, and-federal

sources attempting to influence state 'education poll.

°Legislatures Pay for Minimum Behavior

State legislatures justify their laws as being those needed-to assure

the minimum behavior of individuals and organizations needed to keep the

state running. To legislate beyond the minimum would be to invite the

charge of excessive government. This is'as true in education as in any.

other state function. The-legislature must be able to say: We must do

this and we cannot do less.

State financial aid to schools is virtually alWays justified (and

\NNactually calculated) as the,lowest-amount that will guarantee students in

poorsst school district a basic minigum education. If the New York

legislature provides $2,000 per pupil and tale Mississippi legislature $50

per pupil, each will regard its appropriation ag the minimum needed. LEAs

are usually allowed to exceed the minimum, but each state explains its

contribution as the least it can do. The most Obvious proof of this-lies

in the fact that LEAs chronically complain that the state does not even

`Th give thekenoughmoney to pay for state-mandated programs. Ask any LEA.

- When state legisleures appropriate monek-to orate state adminis-
trative agencies, they appropriate the minimum needed for those agencies

to carry out the laws that the legislature has enacted and the governor

has signedl The most obvious proof of this.lies in the fact that state
agencies chronicogy complain that they have too little staff and money

to carry out the taws. Ask any SEA.'

It is worth noting further that the legiklature extends the principle,

of minimum government to the third branch, the state courts. The courts

4
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run forever behind--too many cases and too few judges. The legislature

will enlarge the judiciary only when some minimum standard Qf justice-is
not being supllied to citizens--if then.

Legislatures Rarely Pay for Improvement Beyond the Minimum
4

State legis'atures rarely. .appropriate money for local government

agencies to Improve specific behaviors of or conditions for individuals
and organizations beyond some acceptable minimum, even in a state-operated
and state-controlled organization like the public s- chools. For example,

stag, legislatures rarely appropriate money to improve education even in

specific area like a single grade level (say, kindergarten), a single
subject -(say, social studies), or a single population Of students (say,

the handicapped). State legislatures are far Tess likely to
inn -all

appropriate
money to improve schools in all grades and all subjects for all pop

lations of students.

,Morever, state legislatures virtually ,oever appropriate money for
administrative agencies to conduct general- purpose, broad-band, unfocused
efforts to improve the general behaviors of indlviduals or organizations
beyond some acceptable minimum. Pills is as true -in education as in any

other state function.

Imagine the governor coming to the legislature,with a request for
$10 milllion to improve the operations of state administrative agencies
or the behavior of state employees. The governor, who simply wants to
make things better than they are, carrot say whether this sum. is for
prisons, highways, libraries,"social agencies, hospitals, or colleges,
and furthermore cannot point to any unsati,.factory conditions. The.

governor will net get the $10 million. "Slush_fund," some legislators

will say; "Campaign chest," some others, will say; "Political payoff,'"
still others will say, while voting no."

Imagine the state highway commissioner coming to the legislature
with a request for 50 new positions dedicated to improving the roads.
The commissioner, who simply believes that all roads can and should be
improved, cannot say whether the improvement will involve primary roads
or secondary roads and furthermore cannot point to any specific hazards

on the existing roads. The commissioner will not get,the'50 positions.

NoW imagine the state superintendent of education coming to -the
legislature with a request for $500,000 to improve the schools. The

superintendent cannot say whether this is for elementary Dr secondary
schools, aublic or private schools, teachers or administrators, music
or mathematics classes, and furthermore cannot single out any *specific

shortcomings in need of correction. The superintendent simply wants

to set up "a two-way process for communicating knowledge relevant to
.educational needs and problems so that educational decisionmakers and
practitioners can rationalli'consider alternatives to current practiC

and the results of research and development in improving educational
programs" (NIE Program AnnouncemerA; State Dissemination Grants
Program, FY 75).

1 1
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Noting that the legislative subcommdttee finds. that description
too general, the superintendent explains that the system must.be both

comprehensive and generalized and must "involve the leadership and
service capability to provide information and'technical assistance in
the, solution of problems identified by the dissemination agency or its

clientele" (ibid.). The superintendent says that the system "shoulq
provide access to all information sources for all educators regardle1S4'
of-subject field or role" (ibid., FY 78). '4447"

Asked by.the subcommittee how theystem would function and how it
would be structured, the superintendent replies tit "the functions of
such a system can be described in simple terms..37Ne SEA dissemination
system should be able to (1) collect and organiie the information upon
request, (2) get the information to the client, and (3)'assist the client

in using the information. Such a syStem, conceptually, could be cm--

prised of three generic components: (1) art information resource base
which contains the knowledge-based_products clients need; (2) linkages to
connect the resources with the people who could benefit from them; and
(3) a component to coordinate the various activities needed so local edu
cators can use the system for school improvement" (Madey, Vol.-I,-1981).

The superintendent will not get the $500,000. Not because of that

inexcusable jargeO, which'is enough to lose votes on the sukommittee.

Not because of the caLli interchanging of "providing information" and
"providing technical assistance,",which even the subcommittee knows-are

entirely different 'activities carrying different price tags. The buga-

boo lies in phrases like "all information resources for all educators" .

and "tile solution of problems identified by the dissemination agency or
its clientele " - -the request for money to conduct general-purpose, broad-
band, unfocused efforts to improve behavior beyond some acceptable minimum.
The subcommittee chairperson is likely to dismiss the request with the
directive, "If it's not bcoken, don't fix it--not at the taxpayers' ex-

pense -, anyway."

Even if Our hypothetical governor or highway coMyissioner or super-
intendent of education could convince the legislature that 'some people
are not eating or some bridges are out pr some students are not learning,

the legislature still woylki&0T not vote general-purpose improvement funds.

What it would do instead= anything at all--would be to mandate and/or
enable processes to bricpg nutrition, bridges, or students up tothe ac-

ceptable minimum. Show a state legislature a serious social problem, and
it will adopt a specific social solution--the cheapest one it can find.

Legislatures See SEAs as Bureaucracies that Exist for the Enforcement or

Endblement of Minimums-

An examination of the education laws in any state,will reveal hat

the legislature attends to the basic operation--not the improvement-of

schools: accrediting teacher training institutions, constructing school
buildings, transfiPtling students to schools, scheduling the school day

and requiring that certain subjects be taught, distributing late finan-

cial aid, requiring local statistical reports. It follows that

119 I')-)A. A.,
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legislatures expect SEAs to serve as bureaubracies for-the enforcement or

enablement of minimum standards for school operations. Inasmuch as the

Minimum is the topic of the laws, the minimum is the job of SEA personnel.

Appointing highly educated professionals--especially able and'

ambitious professionals--to SEA positions almost always creates
tensions between the professiohal impulse to'improve ..t4ings and the

job requirement to simply maintain things. .

42--
Today's SEA professionals are embarrassed to work at the minimum,

- to deal always with the hindmost, to be forever bringing up the rear
The professional ethic calls for leadership, for acts of improvement;
the bureaucratic ethic calls for inspection, for acts of enforcement.

!t-A century ago, when many classroom teachers did not have the bene-

fit of a college education and many administrators were hardly better
off, SEA personnel acted chiefly as inspectors of local schobls. But

today's college-educated teachers and administrators require 'college-

educated professionals in SEAs. The SEAs admittedly have difficulty
attracting and retaining highly qualified professionals, but those
they do manage to attract tend to be more interested in leadership for

improvement than in enforcement, of the minimum.
,c;

State legislators continue to expect SEAs to monitor LEAs so that

minimum standards-are met. Considerably higher aspirations for SEAs,
articulatqd by- professional leaders for half a century, have not caught

the imaginations (let alone changed the minds or loosened the purse

strings) ofthejlegislatures in most states.

Here is an example of the evolution of SEA staff,in one of our

southern states. In the .early years, SEA specialists in various subjects

inspected LEA behavior--especially teacher behavior. Gradually,-the spe-

cialists moved away from the inspection des.ired by the statelegislature
arid-teiward consultation with LEAs about interesting and innovative - -if,

-unmalidated--ideas.' Now the'state legislature has adoptedan accounta-
bility- law, and the consultants are back' at their inspectidn functions,

which are gauged to assure the legislature that all LEAsare performing

at the minimum.

Federal A ents Inv ade SEA Territo

'

Large state administrative a encfes are an embarrassment to state .

. legislators, who prefer wall; 1 efficient agencies just large enough

. to enforce lawsand distribut
-,.

to funds._ SEAs are alread4otwice as

.. large as state legislator's Would make them. .

.

About50 percent of SEA personnel are.paid by federal fund to

administer federalprogramg. These are not state agents conducting

state business, but federal agents conduct ing federal business. .Although

they are appointed by state officials and are responsible to the state'

superintendent, these federal agents-respond as much -(or more) to

, eral guidelines and federal officials as they d9 to state ftori-

ties and state officials; .

4
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This pattern of, housing federal agents in state agencies is not
limited to the SEAs, of coarse; it is common in social welfare depart-
ments, highway deparippents, law enforcement departments, and many

others. It began in earnest in education with the enactment of the
'Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, and to this day federal agents in vocational
education are more numerous than thtLare in any othef4 educational
field. But they have since been joined by administrators of programs
for the handicapped, the diadvantaged,Whe bilingual, the recently
desegregated, women, and others.

%
Why have tongresi and the federal Department of Education assigned

these federal agents to state agencies? Is Congress working at the
minimum like other legislative bodies, or is it violating the principle

of least government? Most federal_Laws follow this principle, assuring
the minimrgobehavior of individuals and organizations needed to keep the
nation wo king.° Concepts of that minimum change over the years as the
society evolves, as the major political parties offer slight variations
in philosophy and programs to the electorate,'and as advocacy groups
lobby more or less successfully for what they want. But the Congress

usually justifies what it does as being the least.it can do, Whether it

is dealing with dams, dredging, highways, the pos1 office, social secur-
ity, welfare, health, commerce, parks, agriculture, or the military, it
usually claims to be meeting essential public needs at the lowest pos-

sible cost. Certainly, it is usually confronted by a majority of voices

clamoring that it is doing less than is necessary, less than it should.

What about Congressand education? Has Congress observed the prin-

ciple of least government--an appropriate policy particularly inasmuch

,
as.education is a state function?, Or have the major.federal programs
of the past 20 years shattered that principle?

The Federal Government Enforces and Enables Minimums for Minorities

In education, the federal government serves as a court of last re-

sort. People go to the feds when they can't get what they want from
the localities or the states. The people who do so are the minorities.

That figures, If they were the majority, they could get what they wanted
by taking local action, or more likely--given the fact that local school
districts are'relatively closed to public pressures--by taking tate?'

action. The landmark events in federal lAj.slation have taken place
when localities and states did not give a vocaltainoTity what it wanted.

It is hard to understand why the federabgovernment hks a more
sympathetic ear for minorities than do the localities and the.,states,
but it glay be the crowning achievement of our federated system of govern-
ment thll this is the case--that minorities have their maximum influence
at the highest levels of government. Is it because of the Constitution?
Is it because:the president and the Congress and the Supreme Court fi-
nally escape their majority constituencies and learn to administer and
legislate and judge for all the people including minorities?

ti



Whatever the cause, landmark federal laws are landmark minority

triumphs., Take these examples:

Smith-Hughes in 1917--when the vocational' educators and the
employers who supported them finally persuaded Congress ,

to take vocational training out of the shops and factories

and putjt into the schoolhouse, after failing to convince

the "general educators" who made uri*the majority in the

'localities and the states.,

4
Brown vs. Topeka in 1954 - -when the blacks finally persuaded
the federal courts that they should go to school with the

white%, a point they had failed to make with the majority

in many states and most localities.

The Civil Rights Act in 1964--when the minorities finally
convinced the 'president that it would take more than Brown

vs. Topeka to get the majority in many states and localities

to follow the Constitution.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act in-1965--when the

disadvantaged finally made itclear that compliance Taws were

not going to be enough to bring their children up to an ac-

ceptable minimum; that it would take a billion Aollars (four

billion dollars today) which the majority in the states and

localities would not supply..

The Education for All HandicA0ed Act in 1977-4/hen the par-
,

ents of the handicapped finally persuaded Congress that the

individual, differences among their children were so great

that each one required a tailored educational plap, something

the state and local majorities had not supplied.

It seems that; all the Congress has done, in keeping with the equal

protection clause of th Constitution, is to requir'e minimum behavior by

the majority and enablrkinimum behavior by minorities simply, to keep

the nation-working. t-
The whole history of federay/ctivity in educa ion, can be understood

as continuous monitoring of the systewhichithe ational'Center for.

Educational Statistics does today) punctuated by irregular interventions

to rescue some group that hasirallen through the'state and local educa-

tional "safety net." Occasionally it is not a particular group -but some

Particular behvlor on .the Partstudents as a whole that falls below

an acceptable Profes.flonal educators welcomed the 3958 National

Defense Education Act, while wondocgng at its Odd title --Congress's way

of indicating that the nation had to keep up with the Russians, wh.o*had

just launched Sputnik.I the year before, by strengthening instruction in

mathematics, science, and foreign languages and by improving guidepce

counseling. Clearly, Congress could do no less than defend the nation--

a Clear federal obligation--by getting learning up to a minimum inter-

national standard. p'
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The late 1950s, the 1960s, and the early 1970s saw a high 'watermark
of federal initiatives irk Oucation. Almost all of this activity was
directed toward assuring minimum behavior fdr minorities (as.exemplified.
by ESEA Title I, by far th6 largest program). Congress put more money
into those new actiViti,(s throughout the 1970s in a continuing effort, to 6

. get minorities up to aloinimum.

The F al Government Reaches Beyond Mintmums to Improvement--Sometimes

During those Sallie years, ,Congress launched a few small general-

. purpose, broad-band, unfocused activities to improve school performance
above an acceptable minimum. Those of greatest present interestimere
enacted in 1965 in ESEA Titre III, Title IV, and Title V. None-of these

was attached,to dmajor funding program (such as vocational education
or the education of the:handicapped or the disadvantaged). Significantly,

none of them has grown as much as the major funding programs have grown;
even during the two iTmarkable decades just-ended, Congress has beencmore
generous when working at.the minimum, as should be expected, than working
above the minimum. ,

In any case, thvfederal,government placed A number of federal agents
in SEAS to administer, these new programs, inaswuch as it is impractical
as well as impolitic forkthe federal gdvernment to deal with LEAs without
going through SEAs.'' aWe are talking here about new programs directed toward
improving schools,.including schools already performing above the minimum.
Indeed, in the competifiye-grants program, the more capable LEAs wrote the
best proposals and won,A disprtportionate share of the grants in the early

years. Some states moved to correct this pattern, shifting money to LEAs
performing closer to the grnimum, an almost instinctive state behavior.,
That kind of state actionusing federal improvement money to get locali
ties up to an acceptable minimum -- illustrates the inevitable tension aris-
ing when minimum - oriented state agencies administer improvement- oriented

. federal funds.

4

States Do Not Replact-WithdrOn Federal Agents

The key point is tat the federal' government has to place fe,deral
agents in state agencies to achieve federal purposes. What can we predict
the state legislatusres will,do when the federal agents are withdrawn?
Replace them with state agents to carry out the federal purposes? Or echo

What'LEAS uniformly say when asked to'carry out state-purposes at local
expense: "If they want Aone, let them pay for it." States have had
since 1917 to replace fede'r'al vocational agents with state vocational
agents, administering the Trograms at, no cost to the federal government

and passing the ederal administrat t- savings on to LEAs. Not one state

has done so. No in 64 years. 'no ocational education is a federal
funding am riotriot a federal se vice program. It provides money to

E s--no nf ation, technical assistance, and training--and thus is

likely to a ouse.strong LEA support. yet no state has supplied the needed
five percent to cover the fldministratjve costs of operating vocational r

education. .6
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What a Stretchof the imagination it takes to picture a state
legislature replacinglederal vocational agents with state vocational

agents.! Of .course, the federal government has not demanded it. What .

if it did? WIlat if the federal government gave states no'money to
administer federal vocational funds, but made states pay the five
percent admini4rative costs'-as a condition of receiving vocational
funds, every, dollar of which had to be passed on to LEAs? In that

case, legislatUres would pay grudgingly because of irresistible
political pressures from LEAsand local taxpayers seekiFig the fed-
eral, fundg--but'grudgingly, saying, "If they want it done, why don't

they pay for-it?"

Now consider a federal funding program far smaller than-voca-

tional education: ESEA,Title II (now part of Title IV-B, a formula
prog.ram providing, money to every LEA for media and materials). The

money helps some LEAs maintain a minimum.stock of essential instruc-

tional aids. Would state,le4Islatures supplant federal agents with
state agents'if tht were a condition of receiving the federal money? -

-Probably so,"althouga, pressure from LEAs would diminish in proportion
to the amount of Money at stake, exponentially less than in vocational

education. (There is at least one identifiable local constituency
of school librarians that might lobby for meeting the federal con-

ditiont.),

Now consider another federal funding program far smaller t an voca-
tional eduCation: "ESEA Title III (now part of Title IV-C, a dmpetitive
grants program for LEAs). Would state legislatures supplant federal
agents with state agents if that were a condition of receiving the federal

money? Perhaps, although pressure from LEAs would be lets than that for
Title IV-B, and would come from fewer LEAs, since not all win the grants

competition And there is no identifiable local constituency to lobby for

meeting the federal conditions.

Aff
These should be relati vely easy responsibilities for state legisla-

tors to meet, we. might think, since the federal government would be asking
them.to pick up only about five percent of total program costs--the amount

needed for administration. But we must wonder whether the states would
spend even five percent to provide state agents to achieve federal pur-

poses.

Now imagine-anenormously harder test for state legislatures--a test

20 times more difficult. Ask the legislatures to pay 100 percent of the

federal cost, to take over vocational education: IV-B, or Title IV-C

completely at state expense. The legislatures would not do it. No one

today expects state legislatures to replace shrinking federal funds, es-
pecially for programs like Title IV-C, a general-purposed broad-band, un-
focused program to improve schools beyond an acceptable

Capacity-Building Grants Are No Exception

Take.the state dissemination capacity - building grants as one example.

-

. r
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Here is a program well designed and well administered by NIE.- It-is not

a funding program for LEAs, so it does not have a deeply interested local

constituency. It is not addressed to the minimum, but is.instead a gen-
.
eral-purpose, broad -band, unfocuSed attempt to improve any and all schools

by providing information and assistance rewarding research results, inno-

vative products, and validated practices. It was Suggested earlier in this

paper that a state superintendent could not ,convince a Jegislature to fund

such an activity. But could the.superintendent convince a legislature to .

continue the activity once the.federal government had demonstrated its

value with a three-year grant to the state? Probably not, all things con-

sidered--including the economic problems'states will face in the first

'half of the 1980s. The justification behind this prediction is all of the

4 foregoing reasoning. If improving schools beyond 4n acceptable minimum

is not the 'role of -state government--and indeed is only a marginal and

airrentfS( diminishing role of the-federal government--state legislatures
will not replace federal imphovement agents with state improvement* atents.

The best analogs for the capacity- building' grants are the ESEA

Title III grants to,LEAs and t1i ESEA Title V grants to SEA. (both now

consolidated intb Title IV.-C). Few of these were continued by' lotalities

and states, a long-standing and perhaps intractable problem: "States are

trying. to improve what has been a rather poor record for project con-

tinuation once federal funding ends" (McDonnel and McLaughlin, 1980).

CapacityCannoi Be "Built"

Why were those programs not continued' The time-worn analogy of

pump-priming 4s useful here: Since most people hoped those grants

would prime state'and lbcal "pumps." A pump won't pump, even if there

is a pool of water. beneath, Until someone pours in a bucket of water

at the top--say, federal "water." But the pump also will not work un-

less there is that pool of,water down below--say, state or local "water."

Ther'e has to be a latent capacity for the pump to keep working once
the federal water has dried up. ok

oI

The term "capacity building" should be seen in this context. Capacity

cannot be built. It must be an inherent characteriftic of states and lo-

calities, The sensible federal strategy would be to find unused state and

local capacity that could be activated with temporary federal money. A simt '

.

ple definition of capacity to continue a federal program is: motivation and

money. Those states and localities that discontinued Title IV-C activities

.lackedobe or both. 'Our prediction that states will discontinue the sere-

i-1\ices they have operated with t it dissemination capacity-building grants

is based on the partly,substanti ed assumption that they lack the motiva-

tion and/or the money to continue a program not addressed to the minimum.

Here is what the background papers have to say about state-level dis-

semination pump-priming ,by the federal vernmene:

Most states in the [State Capacity Building Program] evidence

movement toward institutiunalizing,their dissemination capacity,
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although it is still too soon -in that process to determine if
the dissemination systeili will indeed become an accepted part of

SEA _Program services offerings. (Madey, Vol.-V, 1981)

The survey give5 a clear indication that dissemination services
are not considered to be institutionalized functions -of SEAs. 4

Only seven studies have approv0 state board of education poli-
cies in this area;-, 18'have written administrative procedures,
and 20 show a "dissemination unit" on the SEA organizational
chart. Those with policies and procedures stated that the NIE
capacity-building program was significant in their development.
,(Martin, 1981)

Funds for school improvemqnts come-from several sources, but
more often from federal programs. State funds, however, are

used by 37 states. Forty-three states use Title IV-C". Thirty

use special education money, and 29 use Title I. Funds specif-

ically for dissemination programs are signficant contributors,
also; 37 states apply NIE funds to their programs, and 30.
states use National Diffusion Network funds% (Martin,'19-81)

Easily the most important project or service available to
SEAs as they have developed their school improvement programs-

has been the NIE capacity-buil program....Another important

source. of assistance has been th IE-funded_ Regional Exchange

project.- (Martin, 1921)

Although states allocate a portion of IV-C strengthening'funds
to all the express purposes of tIle strengthening component,
various aspects of administrative support (including fiscal ,

accountability and data systems) remain the highest priorities

for the use of strengthening funds. SuCh state-revel develop-

mental activities as training and disseminationleeceive a much

smaller share. (McDonnel and McLaughlin, 1980)1

One theme running throughout the papers is that of state-financed

disSemination activity. But that phenomenon is so poorly described

and so rarely illustrated that-the issue may be an artifact of imprecise

methodology rather than an actual finding. (This tlossibility is dis-

cussed latpr.) In any case, it seems clear that thus far federal funds

dominate the dissemination scene.

SEAs and LEAs Convert Improvement Money -into Operating,Money_

Like the bureaucracies-thai they are, both SEAs and'LEAS' tend to

absorb money intended to improve their operations into budgets for con-

ducting their operations. This transformation brings the organization
back into equilibrium out of which the improvement money moved it; reg-
ularizes operationS; finahces the improved procedures; and reduces, '

outside' pressures for further imprdvements. This customary behavior
becomes stronger when-money runs short, as it is doing today.



Here is wh'at the backgroun papers say about this transformation:

1Three fourths of the districts in our sample allocate their
funds on a per capita basis. In these cases, there is little
that-can be called A IV-B program and school site personnel
uSe their IV-B allptment.to supplement ongoing activities. .

(McDonnel and-McLaughlin, 1980) .

Under Title III few states attempted to prescribe objectives
for local projects. Now [in TiticIV-C]., about 30 percent of
all SEAs_set aside slightly more t an one half of their funds
to support projects reflecting -state priorities. (McDonnel

and McLaughlin, 1980)

It is possible to argue that CESEA Title ly-C] strength-
ening funds_[,formerly_ESEA Title V] are -supplementing what
have come to be seen as routine SEA activities. Still, as

states face tighter budgets, it is likely that without
strengthening funds these central services would be sub-
stantially reduced, if not eliminated. (McDonnel and

McLaughlin, 1980)

The Murphy study provides an extensive descriptioniof
USOEtSEA relationships Within the context of.ESEA Title V.
It describes how a program, originally intended to fund'
"quality"'projects that would strengthen StAs, became
essentially "free money to SEAs with little federal

-accountability." (McKibbin, 1981)

Some states have had to depend increasingly on federal revenues and
federal agents to achieve state purposes. For example, some stateshave

moved to engage federal agents in general-purpose improvement activities
going beyond the earmarked federal programs they are employed to administer.
And some states have used the flexibility of certain federal funding pro-
grams to bend tHose'programs to fit state purposes, rather than giving

LEAs the federal latitude along with the federal money. Given this trend,

it would be reasonable to predict that if NIE continues to fund dissemina-

tion capacity building in SEAs; but under looser-guidelines, the SEAs will
use the money to secure local with minimum standards in impor-

tant state programs rather than continuing to use it for general-purpose,
broad-band, unfocused school improvement activities.
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Dissemination Explained

The field of, dilseenation suffers from intellectual sprawl. The

goals, concepts, vocabulary, activities, and criteria for success in

the,field are a mile wide and an inch deep. The situation issomewhat
comparable to that in evaluation, where 20 years of federal activity
and research (not state activity and research, please note) have so
stretched the field that)it spills all the way from pre-planning, goal

setting, and program selection to post-program audits, secondary anal-

yses, and evaluations of-evaluations. However, the situation in dis-

I. semination is much worse, wtly because, as Murphy (1980) points
out, "So far, education research on the states has not attracted an
'oversupply of those proverbial 'first-rate' minds." As a member of

that field, I agree.

About 20 years ago, "dissemination" meant informing people about
the results of research. development, a straightforward concept lending

itself to straightforward study.. Before long, the discovery was made

that informing people does not improve schools. Of course not. But

dissemina ion sprecialists and scholars were overwhelmed, it seems,

by that di covery. Moving forward on the ambitious assumption that

disseminat n is supposed to improve schools, they studied what it

does take to improve schools and stretched the word to cover every-

thing they found.

The. result of two 'decades of thinking and writing about dissemi-

nation Is a group of murky concepts and value-driven generalizations

that do not describe the actual phenomena. I have encountered many

problems in examining the literature (including but not limited to the

background papers). Here are some of them.

1. Recipients. Are Not Active Seekers of New Knowledge

The first was a value problem: No self - "respecting

professional wanted to be regarded as a mere recipient. This

required the' construction of a model depicting recipjents
as active seekers of new knowledge, in no way subordinate to

disseminators. This politically palatable, egalitarian notion
does not describe the behavior of the two million professionals
in education and most certainly does not describethe behavAl-

of the bureaucracies that employ them.' But it is an admirable

&professional image -- drawn, be it noted, frOm the idealized

behavior.pf the finest research scholars. 4,

2. LEAs Are Not "Clients" of SEAs C

Another problem was one of nomenclature. Rejecting the

analogy of buyer and seller (presumably because it smacked
of the commercial), resee'chers adopted the analogy of
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de.%professional and client, oting-the.qualifications of dis-

seminators and connoting a m e egalitarian relationship. LEAs

became clients of disseminate s, including disseminators housed
in SEAS. Now, an LEA is no more a client of an SEA than a

school is-a client of school district central office. The

term "client," no doubt attractive to professionals in LEAs and
SEAs, denies all the authority-laden legal relationships binding
SEAs and LEAs and is an inadequate conceptual tool for studying
either SEA dissemination activities or SEA'school improvement

activities.

I. The "R" in ERIC Is Not Research

Yet another problem was the 1960s decisiori to broaden
ERIC from a research filesto'a research and practice file and
to Rrapge the second word of its name from "research" to "re-

sources." Since at that time dissemination was thought of as
equivalent ,to the distribution'of ERIC-type information, the

definition of dissemination automatically expanded to fit what-

ever As added to ERIC, which soon terame just about everything
in print that was not copyrighted. .

4. Dissemination Is Not a "Tandem" Act
o

.Another Problem was sloppy, logic. Scholars posited a,

series of tandem behaviors linking disseminators and recipi-
ents, 'each responding equally to the behavior of the other:

Disseminator: Behapor la Behavior 2a Behavior 3a

Recipieht: Beha'hor'lb BehaLr 2b Behalior 3b

This image of dissemination assumes that every transaction in-
volves two-way communication between'the disseminator and the

recipient. Some experts, on the other hand, nggest at such

communication is not necessarily' equal or two-way. The is-

semination Apalysis Group (DAG) characterizes dis eminati n as

a four-part process of spread, exchange, choice, and implenenta-

tion. "Spread" is the resp nsibility:of the disseminator; a
"choice",is made by the ec pient; and "exchange" involves'both.

The DAG definition sug sts an attractively interwoven series

of, behaviors with egal tatian overtones. But it-is a wholly

inadequate description f the dissemination process, and thus .a

useless thinking tool.

5. Dissemination Is. Not Just Any Distribution of Mist Any Information

4,Another difficulty was that the definition bf d4sseMination

was derived from the vagaries of administrative practice instead

of from dissemination theory. One question from the survey done

by Martin (19B1) exemplifies this deficiency:
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Question D5. Which of the following activities/
programs are administratively a part
of the dissemination unit?

39 information services (ERIC, etc.)
27 public information .

-SZT National- Diffusion Network

27 validation of state programs
TT computer/statistical services7 support services (radio-TV-film,

publtcations, graphics, printing,
media)

12 other

. What kind of thinking is this? Dissemination is allowed

to include public relations information, the com uter, tele-

vision, and the print shop. Any distribution of an a

tion to anyone by any -means might thus be construed as "dis-

seminatiori." .

6. Dissemination Does Not Equal School Improvement

The worst single problem in the field is the use of the
term "dissemination" to mean simultaneously informing people
and improving school practice. This is slight -of- mind,` and

the magician loses hold -of the concepts along with the audi-

ence. Here are some citations from Martin's survey illus-
trating the confusion of terms:_

Question B5. Is there %ny state legislation mandat-
ing the dissemination functions?
11 yes 41 no

Martin's narrative: Only -11 states have legislation
'mandating school improvement

activities....
S

Question F2. In your opinion, whicil. of the projects
and/or activities listed above has been
most significant in increasing your SEA'S
ability to develop a dissemination/school
improvement program?

Madey, among others, joins Martin _tn equating the two terms:
."Because SEAs vary in their organization and approach to school
improvement, and because relationships among SEAs and LEAs are
complex; no one model or approach to developing an SEA dissemi6a7 '

tion unit or system will fit all SEAs" (Madey, Vol. V, 1981).

7. 'Dissemination Is Not Defined Consistently

' Martin and Madey are no more wrong than other writers who
traffic in mutually destructive definitions of dissemination.
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. - First, consider the (comparatively benign) definition used
by NIE's Program on Dissemination and Improvement of.Fractice
in. its Program Announcement: State Disseminat19p.Grants Pro-

gram (FY 75): ds ';'

A two-way process for communicating knowledge rele-
vant to educational needs and problems so that
educationql deciiionmakers and practitioners can
rationally consider alternatives to current practice
and the results of research and development in
improving educational programs.

"Rational consideration of alternatives" stops far short of
actual implementation of new programs. NoW compare the Dis-

semination Analysis Group's four-part definition of dissemina-
tion as: "spread, exchange, choice, and implementation, the
last defined as the facilitation of adoption installation
and the ongoing utilization of improvements."

The American Registry of Research and Research-Related
Organizations in Education (ARROE) project included-dissemina-
tion in its definition of research and related activities:

An activity had to be systematic and designed to es-
tablish new facts or principles research); to invept /-/'

new or improve existing solutions to educational prob-

lems (development); to assess the effects of existing
programs or determine the feasibility of new ones

(evaluation);'-or to disseminate R&D results. (Sharp

and Frankel,,1979)

-11°-
While it is not clear whether ARROE included. either the results

of evaluation studied or evaluated products'In its definition
of disiemination, it is clear that ARROE did not include prod-

ucts that did not, involve systeMatic procedures.

Brickell (1970) FIrmitted the term toOnclude only in-
formation firmlyrooted in research: "Dissemination is defined

as the 4ending of information either about the results of re-
search or the products of [research- based] development or the

[research-based) methods and materials being demonstrated."

The ARROE and Brickell studies use similar definitions, but
were "separated by 40 year's during which tar broader defini

tions were' formulated and gained widespread use. Such osctl-

lation--or random variation--in definitions does nOtsuggest
progress in bringing the field under theoretical or oven- f

.

conceptual control.

8. Dissemination Study Methodology Is Faulty

Quite apart from definitions, the study methodology in
the field has _been too sim01-eto handle the complexity of
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the phenomena. For example, Brickell, Sharp anti Frankel,

and Martin all depended on survey questionnaires to collect
data about SEA activities and-did little or nothing to
.verify accuracy of respQnses. Given the strong profes-
sional leadership leanings of SEA personnel, the divergent
definitions of'dissemination abounding in the field, and
the uncertainty of SEA personnel about the research base
underlying the information and practices they are dissqmi-
nating, the answers to survey questionnaires probably were
not reliable even when the questionnaires used clear defi-
nitions of dissemination.

Probably the most reliable sERlinm-ace those focusing
on specific federally funded programs that are easily dis-
ingujshable to state personnel, such as Medey's on the

State Capacity Building Program. Survey methodology is
probably not sufficient:1,k sensitive to distinguish between
the activities of federal and state dissemination agents;
state- and federally funded activities; dissemination and
other school improvement activities; dissemination of in-
formation ab research-related products, validatedprac-
tices, and stat egulations; working at the minimum or
,working at the ma um. Only face-to-face interviews in a-
tase study framework are sensitive enough to disentangle
all those activities.

But better methodology will not help if conceptual
clarity is lacking. For example, given the vast territory
claimed under the flag of dissemination, most SEA personnel
engaged in instructional activities could describe them-

selves as being engaged in dissemination for much of their
day. This may be why Brickell, Sharp and Frankel, and
Martin picked up so much state-funded dissemination ac-
tivity and so many state-paid dissemination personnel with
their questionnaires.

It seems odd that-studies of the state role in dis7
semination and school improvement-cannot accurately locate,
examine, and describe state-:sponsored activity in,detatl.
It seems curious that reports on SEA behavjor refer-in a
general way to state activity--but when the zoom lens closes
in, we seem to be looking .always at the activities of federal
agents. Without better definitions, and better methodology,
we cannot know whether there is 'any state-sponsored activity
to study--either state-initiated without_fedeal stimulation
or state-continued after federal pump-priming.
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Implications for NIE Research on

the Role of SEAs in, Dissemination

Here are several suggestions for how NIE should study dissemination

in the future:

1. Clarify concepts in the field. This cannot be done by

making every concept mean more and more, but by making

e eiy concept mean less and less. It requires that the

beha *fors of disseminators and recipients be clearly dis-
Onguished, clearly described, and clearly labeled.

1

2. Abandon the idea that dissemination alone is supposed to

imprdve schools. This is the overreaching idea that has

bloated the term beyond recognition, has saddled dissemi-s

nators with an unfair and impossible task, and has given

dissemination scholars too much to/study. Redefinition

requires a better analysis of school improvement activities

and of dissemination as merely one such activity among many

others. It requires that dissemination be understood as a

single tactic in a school 'improvement strategy,-a tactic

intendedjto produce a specific effect on 'the recipient--a

necessary but insufficient.effect to improve schools%

3. Examine each SEA in a vertical context extending fromIthe, .

state legislature through the SEA and the intermediate

units to the LEAs.

4. Study the natural behavior of SEAs regarding dissemination

in the absence of federal funds or federal agents. Make

retrospective studi s or monitor future behavior of SEAs in

operating programs touched by federal intervention.

5. Take a longitudinal. look at the behavior of SEAs before, dur-

ing, and after the federal funding of dtsseMinatipn., Make

retrospective'studies or monitor future behaThor of SEAs in

operating programs where-federal money comes and then goes--

6. Use case study methodology ire dealing with SEAs, including

face-to-face interviews to collect.data andxich descriptive

narrative to repqrt it.

7. Test these hypotheses:

pa. Stat 1 'slatures think that it is their responsiblity

to ass minimum performance of schools and students,

and that they must justify their stattit and their

Staffing of SEAs accordingly.

(:)(.
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. State legislatures do not think it is their reSpon
bility to finance general- purpose, broad7band-', unfocused

"school improvement activities and they will not staff
SEAs for such activities. s

c. SEA-personnel do not wish to limit%their attention to
minimum performance of schools and students, but instead/
wish to engage in improving performance across the entire
spectrum of school quality.

. ,

d. LEA personnel want SEAs to provide money rather than
leadership, particularly leadership for general-purpose,
broad-band, unfocused school improvement. (Small LEAs

in rural areas should be an exception.)

e. 'Intermediate unit personnel do not wish to limit their at-
tention to minimum performance of schools and students,
but wish ta engage in improving performance across the
entire spectrum of school quality.

f LEAs want= intermediate units to provide assistance (vo-
. cational courses-, shared teachers, data pgifiessing,

media rentals) rather than leadership, pillitularly .
leadership for general=purpose, broad -band, unfocused
school improvement.

.0 ti
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